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Your Astro-Forecast begins on the next page. If the time period for an interpretation is, for example, given as
"July 1, 2003 (June 15, 2003 to July 15, 2003)", then it starts in mid-June, reaches greatest intensity around July 1,
and ends in mid-July. The first date listed is the time when the influence has reached maximum strength; we can
call this date the "peak date". The influence starts on the beginning date, gradually increases in strength until the
peak date is reached, and then it gradually fades out until the ending date is reached.
An influence may last for as little as a week to as long as half a year or so. It is a good idea to look ahead in
your Astro-Forecast Report for long-lasting influences, as you otherwise may not realize that it is in effect until
you are already several months into the time period of the influence. Some people underline the dates of
long-lasting influences with a colored pen to draw attention to them.
You may also notice that the same interpretation shows up periodically during the year; this is not unusual. In
some cases the beginning and ending dates of the 2 influences are the same; the only difference between the 2
interpretations is the peak date. This means that this particular influence has two peak dates instead of one. It is
even possible for there to be three or more peak dates for the same astrological influence. To eliminate redundant
interpretations, you may be informed that the astrological influence also occurred earlier and that you should refer
back to the previous occurrence of this interpretation.
You may be wondering what the funny abbreviations after the dates are. For example, you may see "Sat Conj
Plu", "Ura Trine Nep", etc. These abbreviations are given for the benefit of astrologers and they show the
astrological factor that is in effect.
We hope you enjoy your Astro-Forecast. For the benefit of astrologers, some technical details are given
below.
Tropical/Placidus
NATAL CHART
Calculated for time zone 8 hours
Natal positions:
Sun=4SC03
Jup=1VI22
Asc=27CN53
6H.=26SA55

Moo=24LE47
Sat=7AR09
MC=16AR45

Mer=13SC53
Ura=27VI12
2H.=19LE50

Ven=18VI04
Nep=23SC21
3H.=15VI34

Mar=3CP45
Plu=21VI57
5H.=22SC07

PLANET-TO-PLANET SELECTIONS
Natal: Sun Moo Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Ura Nep Plu Asc MC
Transiting: Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Ura Nep Plu
ASPECT
ORB
ASPECT
Conj (0 deg 00 min)
1 deg 00 min
Oppos (180 deg 00 min)
Sqr (90 deg 00 min)
1 deg 00 min
Trine (120 deg 00 min)
Sxtil (60 deg 00 min)
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Qucnx (150 deg 00 min)

ORB
1 deg 00 min
1 deg 00 min
1 deg 00 min
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May 17, 2010

g 2nd H.

(May 15, 2010 to Jul 5, 2010)

Working vigorously to achieve financial goals or continue making positive progress on an ongoing project is
emphasized. There may be some conflicts with others over your differences regarding money or values. It's best to
take care of your own business and make your own decisions on how to spend your resources and achieve
prosperity.

May 22, 2010

jnS

(Apr 24, 2010 to Jul 5, 2010)

Formulating or clarifying boundaries, making decisions about who and what to include or exclude, and
perhaps being more realistic are themes now in your social and professional relationships. For instance you could
become a more committed member of a community, team, or group, perhaps taking on a more formal role or more
responsibility. On the other hand, you may become more aware that the circle you have been spending time with is
not helping or satisfying you in some essential way, and conclude that you will pull back or spend less time there.
You are more interested in serious company, or doing something together with a focus and a purpose.
Your conservative, cautious, realistic, and security-oriented side is emphasized now. Positively, you impress
others as a solid and trustworthy person, and can enlist their cooperation and aid.
Positive Potentials:
Ability to maintain concentration and a steady focus, and to grasp the essentials of a given situation.
Making mature decisions based on a realistic assessment of things, rather than on wishes or seeing the
potential of the person or situation (which may never materialize).
Negative Potentials:
You can be difficult to influence and somewhat closed-minded now.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Make your decisions, plan your time, and do what feels right to you, rather than what others approve of or
value. In other words, seek your own counsel about what is appropriate for you now and try to be more
independent of others' opinions. However, don't isolate yourself completely or lose track of the importance of
others in your life.

May 30, 2010

j z k (no partile)

(May 9, 2010 to Jun 20, 2010)

This can be a time of considerable tension and frustration, as heavy pressures, obligations, and demands
restrict your self-expression. You or others may feel it's time for you to rein in your more impulsive, unruly, or
independent self, to get down to business, make a commitment, or grow up. The pressure of conforming to
societal expectations, bowing to practical considerations, or of meeting basic security needs weighs heavily upon
you, and your desire for personal freedom and the urge to break away from it all may be equally powerful. The
tension between these two forces is great, and some compromise, integration, or decision will have to be made.
Positive Potentials:
2

Getting real about putting your ideals, creative vision, and abstract concepts into practice in a tangible way.
Working hard to actualize one's ideals or personal genius. Giving form, discipline, and structure to an area of your
life that has been disorderly or chaotic. Grounding your inspiration. Tests, hindrances, and delays that allow you
to slow down and see your aspirations in a clearer way.
Negative Potentials:
Great physical and psychological tension and stress; inability to relax. Contraction where there used to be
rhythm. Volcanic eruptions as the tension builds, leading to the sudden severing of ties. Accident-proneness from
escalating tension.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Awareness and a sense of humor can help defuse some of the tension. Avoid polarizing yourself, identifying
solely with one end of the seesaw or the other (e.g. "I am a free spirit, I dance to the beat of a different drummer,
and I WON'T sell out..." or "I am completely disgusted with the adolescent I was pretending to be - I am selling
that drum set and settling down..."). Acknowledge the value of both!
Get regular therapeutic massage or body work.

Jun 4, 2010

d 11th H.

(Jun 4, 2010 to Jun 23, 2010)

World events, cultural and community affairs, or group discussions and plans are a focus for you now. You
may teach, facilitate a group, or help organize and get the word out about your community activities. Intellectual
interests, connections based on common ideas, or problem-solving in the context of a committee or group is
featured.

Jun 7, 2010

jnS

(Apr 24, 2010 to Jul 5, 2010)

This astrological influence (Sat Sxtil Asc) also occurred on May 22, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Jun 12, 2010

f 1st H.

(Jun 11, 2010 to Jul 1, 2010)

Your sensitivity to beauty, aesthetics, and sensual experience strongly influences you during this cycle. You
want to be in a gracious environment, to beautify your surroundings, to enjoy and take pleasure in life, to love and
be loved. Rather than actively, directly pursuing what you want, you're more inclined to attract it through your
personal charm, friendliness, or endearing qualities. Self- appreciation, personal style, and looking your best is
important to you now, and you may want to indulge in some self-pampering to enhance your appearance and feel
good about yourself.
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Jun 14, 2010

gna

2 PM (Jun 12, 2010 to Jun 16, 2010)

Your positive, outgoing, action-oriented, "yang" energy is stimulated now. You won't want to be contained or
sitting still for long periods; vigorous sports, outdoor adventures, and physical expression are indicated instead.
You are the favorite for any competitive activity you're engaged in, and you're apt to make whatever you do now a
race or contest!

Jun 15, 2010

ans

4 PM (Jun 15, 2010 to Jun 16, 2010)

You enjoy being around both men and women at this time and, in fact, you need to be with others, especially
those you know pretty well and trust. Having a sense of familiarity and comfort in your surroundings and
interactions boosts your confidence. Everyday relationships are supportive and warm at the moment.

Jun 17, 2010

h?h

(Jun 8, 2010 to Jun 27, 2010)

A reexamination of your goals or methods is in order now, and moral, ethical, or legal issues are likely to
arise. Financial, professional, and educational goals and pursuits will be affected. There may be some trouble with
the larger system (organization, institution) of which you are a part. Or, there may be a disappointment with a
teacher, mentor, or program - perhaps simply the awareness that you've outgrown them and must move on.
Whatever occurs now is more likely to be a delay or reevaluation rather than a complete reversal.
Positive Potentials:
A chance to realign your position regarding your long-range goals.
Negative Potentials:
A tendency toward nonproductive or wasteful use of your time and energy. Large promises which are only
partially fulfilled. Wavering on important topics.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Remain steady in your own knowledge of what is true and meaningful to you, regardless of the immediate
challenges or fluctuating circumstances. Act with integrity and humility. Be careful regarding business contracts
or investments, and don't overlook the fine details in these matters.

Jun 17, 2010

f?g

6 AM (Jun 17, 2010 to Jun 18, 2010)

Sexual tension or disagreements with people of the opposite gender arise now. You may want more than the
other person is able or willing to give, or one of you may want togetherness and collaboration while the other
prefers to be more independent.
Compromises, adjustments, and working with the differences can bring about a satisfying balance, but it can
be difficult to acquiesce when desires are so compelling. In any case, encounters with a definite erotic tone are
part of the picture. Wear soft shades of pink, rose, or light green to ease dissonant tendencies.
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Jun 17, 2010

d?d

11 AM (Jun 17, 2010 to Jun 18, 2010)

Intellectual bantering or a difference of opinion may create some friction now, but you can gain objectivity
and another way of seeing something. You may be restless, curious, and in need of intellectual stimulation, or feel
a bit overstimulated and nervous. You don't need caffeine! Slow down a little, especially in traffic.

Jun 17, 2010

fca

12 PM (Jun 17, 2010 to Jun 18, 2010)

Your own values or way of expressing love and affection may differ from someone you encounter now, but
because you are willing to please and smooth over differences, all is apt to turn out well. At the very least, you'll
learn something about a friend or lover that helps you understand them. In fact, your differences may be
appealing. As long as egos don't interfere, love will reign!

Jun 17, 2010

a 12th H.

(Jun 16, 2010 to Jul 20, 2010)

You're in the background now, quite possibly by choice. You may need extra downtime, or be a little fuzzy
and diffused. This is a period of rest, and physical and emotional replenishment, not the best moment to press
forward.

Jun 18, 2010

ack

5 AM (Jun 17, 2010 to Jun 19, 2010)

Minor shake-ups, mishaps, or aberrations from your normal routine require you to be on your toes, or you
could feel restless and create a stir yourself. You're less compliant, obedient, and patient with arbitrary rules. If
you can, break your usual patterns in small ways, like dressing less formally or showing some eccentricity.

Jun 18, 2010

dnD

9 PM (Jun 18, 2010 to Jun 19, 2010)

Clarity, objectivity, and a smooth flow of communication makes this an excellent time to reach a decision
and/or tell others of a decision you've come to. Ideas come flooding in now, too, and you're able to assimilate all
kinds of new information. All learning, teaching, or intellectual activities are favored.

Jun 19, 2010

dcf

12 PM (Jun 19, 2010 to Jun 20, 2010)

Your interactions and conversations are on the light side now, with an emphasis on affection, humor,
understanding, and pleasantries. This is not the best time to enter into any important negotiations, however,
because although the tone will be friendly, you are inclined to be a bit too conciliatory or be swayed by charm. It
is a much better time to go shopping!
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Jun 20, 2010

fbj

4 AM (Jun 19, 2010 to Jun 21, 2010)

Worries and pressures are eased now, especially if you've been overworking and neglecting your friends.
You can lighten up a bit, relax, remember how to smile. You may seek out someone who is a bit older than you or
a reliable long time pal to spend some time with. Your money sense is quite sound at the moment so if you're
considering a purchase or investment, this is an auspicious day to do that.

Jun 20, 2010

g?j

7 AM (Jun 18, 2010 to Jun 22, 2010)

At this moment you do not want to waste time or energy and you may be impatient with those situations or
people who seem to stand in your way or thwart your will. Resentment and an adversarial attitude may surface,
especially towards those who have an easier time of it. You may be tempted to lash out at others who are really
not the cause of your frustration but are simply safe targets. Instead of moving with these destructive attitudes,
turn to what you can do in your own court. Self-reliance, patience, and even hard or disagreeable work can turn
this time into a productive one. Find ways to relieve stress (that don't involve hurting others!)

Jun 21, 2010

dc;

9 AM (Jun 21, 2010 to Jun 22, 2010)

Your conversations and interactions take on an intensity you normally wouldn't expect from casual
encounters. You or another person may reveal something very personal and private, or bring up deep topics that
are rarely discussed. Very strong views, bordering on the fanatical, or thoughts expressed with a lot of emotion
may stir up resistance. You can be keenly insightful now, but beware of forcing any kind of agenda onto those
around you.

Jun 22, 2010

d?l

1 AM (Jun 21, 2010 to Jun 23, 2010)

Minor misunderstandings, communication foul-ups, or not seeing the obvious can cause a bit of confusion.
Check and recheck your figures, or put off important legal or mundane matters for another day. It's a much better
time to let the muse inspire you with interesting ideas than to carry on business.

Jun 22, 2010

anh

2 PM (Jun 21, 2010 to Jun 23, 2010)

Your best self shines forth and you radiate an expectation of success, which can open many doors for you at
this time. You are drawn to the people, places, ideas, or information that can profit you the most, and whatever
comes to you now is apt to be of benefit. Extending yourself, widening your comfort zone, reaching out, and
acting on your intuition enables you to make the most of this fortuitous moment.

Jun 22, 2010

dns

5 PM (Jun 22, 2010 to Jun 23, 2010)

Conversations with women, with family, and with people you are especially close to or have a long history
with are going well now. By listening as well as sharing your own experiences and feelings, you deepen your
rapport and connection. Telling stories, reminiscing, and discussing what is in your soul can be very rewarding.
You are likely not only to hear, but to understand. Personal letter writing or journaling would also be fruitful
activities.
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Jun 23, 2010

d 12th H.

(Jun 22, 2010 to Jul 8, 2010)

This is a period to observe, reflect, and consider the whole picture, or facets of things that you normally
minimize or ignore. You may be getting messages from your intuition via dreams, feelings, or strange sensations
that you would be wise to attend to. You also want to mull over and digest the information that comes to you now
and are thus disinclined to come up with a ready answer or quick repartee. Your silence or reticence could be
misinterpreted, so make it clear that you are thinking things through.

Jun 23, 2010

dck

8 PM (Jun 23, 2010 to Jun 24, 2010)

Making or hearing comments that provoke controversy, feeling unusually impatient with others' slowness,
impulsive movements or a sudden change of direction can challenge you today. Beware of acting out of nervous
haste or tactlessly blurting something out that you can't take back. Instead, consciously slow yourself down,
breathe deep into your middle, and relax the tension in your head or jaws - then proceed.

Jun 25, 2010

axg

2 AM (Jun 25, 2010 to Jun 26, 2010)

A battle of wills or simply the stress of an overly pushy, ambitious, hurried approach can make this an
unpleasant time, even if you "win" or achieve what you wanted to. Strong ego drives are activated now, and it
would be best to moderate yourself if you don't want to arouse antagonism. Aim for your personal best rather than
competing with others. Vigorous sports can be a good expression for strong energies that need to come out, but
beware of over-exerting yourself.

Jun 25, 2010

aba

9 AM (Jun 25, 2010 to Jun 26, 2010)

This is time of flow and ease of expression. You feel energetically supported and your offerings to the world
are welcomed. Relationships with men are highlighted and are apt to be mutually beneficial.

Jun 25, 2010

dnh

6 PM (Jun 25, 2010 to Jun 26, 2010)

Your mind is positive and you are thinking in broader terms at the moment. Your intuition and sense of
future trends is keen. Commercial ventures and transactions, communicating to a wider audience, teaching or
learning, and making sound decisions based on seeing the bigger picture is the focus now. Send and receive
inspiring messages.

Jun 26, 2010

fcd

12 AM (Jun 25, 2010 to Jun 26, 2010)

It's time for a love talk! Any disagreements or problems you encounter can be more easily worked through
now, and you're able to articulate your feelings and wishes in a way others can hear. You seek closeness through
verbal exchange, a meeting of heart and mind. Style is important to you now as well, and this is a fine time to
consult a beauty expert, get a haircut, choose clothing or make other aesthetic decisions.
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Jun 26, 2010

dxg

8 PM (Jun 26, 2010 to Jun 27, 2010)

You may be challenged to defend your ideas, plans, or methods at this time. Thinking on your feet and rapid
responses will be necessary, and a few hot words may be exchanged. Certainly you can elect to keep a cool head
and avoid unnecessary verbal confrontation, but it will take some effort now. Wear soothing, cool colors like blue
or lavender, and avoid red!

Jun 26, 2010

dba

11 PM (Jun 26, 2010 to Jun 27, 2010)

Clear thinking and an easy flow of communication make this a good day to present your ideas in writing or in
person to take an exam, to learn something new, to initiate discussions or conduct a meeting. The pace of life is
quickened and everyday business flows smoothly, especially casual interactions.

Jun 27, 2010

;na

(May 15, 2010 to Aug 12, 2010)

Subtle but profound changes within you will have a tremendous effect upon your relationships, quite possibly
totally altering significant relationships in your life. A new spirit of self-respect, personal empowerment, and
deeper honesty arises. It is a time of births and deaths, (literally as well as metaphorically), and these will have a
powerful impact upon you and your decisions. Group work is very powerful and positive for you now, especially
if the focus is on conscious awareness, deeper learning, healing, or combining energies to create positive changes
in the collective (media, education system, etc.).
Positive Potentials:
A deepening of all your relationships, an "alchemical" relationship in which both parties are transformed by
the blending and sharing of there energies, old habits and attitudes shed more readily which opens you to new life
and more aliveness.
Negative Potentials:
If you are a very malleable and impressionable person, you could get overpowered or "swept away" by
another person or group of stronger individuals. Even so, you are likely to learn much about your own strengths.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Pursue those dreams and ideas you have put on the back burner. Take creative risks, as well as personal ones.
If you do not act upon the impulses for creative change and renewal that are open to you now, it may be harder or
more urgent in the future. Even on a physical level, you may want to repair and rebuild before a crisis occurs.

Jun 28, 2010

dcj

9 AM (Jun 27, 2010 to Jun 29, 2010)

You tend to see road blocks and obstacles, or come up against skepticism and doubt from within yourself or
from others. Listen to the voice of prudence and caution, and do not attempt to press forward. Instead, pull back
and see the flaws that can be worked on. Focus on repairs, strengthening weak areas, cleaning up and refining
your presentation. Beware of letting negative voices dampen your spirits, however.
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Jun 28, 2010

fbD

12 PM (Jun 27, 2010 to Jun 29, 2010)

Your ability to harmonize, to create bridges between two polarized "camps", or simply to get along with
people, assists you professionally. You're more sensitive to the personal element of your work; appreciating and
being appreciated for what you contribute is highlighted. You may be tempted to play matchmaker also!

Jun 28, 2010

acj

3 PM (Jun 27, 2010 to Jun 29, 2010)

You may feel somewhat diminished or discouraged now, perhaps from a rejection or other disheartening
event. In any case, no quick or immediate satisfaction is likely now. It's best to slow down, conserve your energy,
and simply get to work on what needs to be done. Rather than blame the world for thwarting you, attend to your
immediate obligations. Do something to organize and bring order to your environment or practical affairs. You'll
feel better if you can make some concrete progress, no matter how small.

Jul 1, 2010

f 2nd H.

(Jun 30, 2010 to Jul 24, 2010)

You appreciate fine things and are attracted to beautiful objects and artistry, as well as anything that
enhances your pleasure, comfort, and enjoyment. Making purchases and investments in luxury items, beautiful
property, or other things of lasting value and appeal is favored now. However you are more inclined to let
personal tastes and your love for something or someone dictate your choices rather than objective considerations,
and thus you may pay more for these things than you might at other times. You are not only interested in acquiring
but also in sharing and sweetly giving. You value love and friendship a great deal now, and you want to show it.

Jul 1, 2010

dbd

12 PM (Jul 1, 2010 to Jul 2, 2010)

Today, expect a free flow of ideas, stimulating conversations, and making the right connections at the right
time. All intellectual activities are favored now, including writing, speaking, making presentations, getting your
ideas across, reading, learning, and conducting business. You enjoy being a messenger, a conduit for information
in some manner or form. Casual contacts go well.

Jul 2, 2010

gnd

8 AM (Jun 30, 2010 to Jul 4, 2010)

You say what you mean in a very clear, direct, and compelling way, which short circuits any problems that
could arise from ambiguity or indecisiveness. It's an excellent time to do an oral presentation, take an exam, tell
your side of the story and convince others of your opinion. Be sure to listen as well. You enjoy intellectual
activities and stimulation, conversation, and problem solving.

Jul 2, 2010

dcD

8 PM (Jul 2, 2010 to Jul 3, 2010)

Intelligently organizing, planning, or taking care of correspondence would be wise now. The more
uncluttered and systematic you are, the more good ideas, decisions, and directions can emerge. Speaking with a
parent or elder and getting their perspective, or working something through with them, is also useful now.
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Jul 3, 2010

dnf

11 AM (Jul 3, 2010 to Jul 4, 2010)

Communicating affection and appreciation come easily to you today. You speak personably and pleasantly
now, making even casual interactions sweet. By overlooking superficial differences and focusing on harmonizing
and understanding, you build bridges between yourself and others or between two parties who have been at odds.
This is also a wonderful time to send flowers, write a love letter, or to discuss matters of aesthetics and personal
style. Heavy topics will wait for another day.

Jul 4, 2010

fcl

6 AM (Jul 3, 2010 to Jul 5, 2010)

Your romantic imagination is stimulated today. You're apt to be attracted to people or things that are soft,
beautiful, dreamy, enchanting, inspiring. Colors, styles, music and atmospheres (scents, candles, aesthetic
arrangements) strongly influence your mood, so notice what feels good to your soul and make a little magic.

Jul 5, 2010

g 3rd H.

(Jul 3, 2010 to Aug 25, 2010)

Your communication style tends to be sharper, more direct and to the point, and it may be hard for you to bite
your tongue when you see something that is amiss in your environment, and especially when your territory is
violated in any way. You may speak rashly and later regret your punishing words or abruptness. Your relationship
with your neighbors could become rather contentious, especially if they are somewhat unfriendly to begin with.
Redirect these energies toward challenging mental tasks or work and avoid rushing and pushing your way through
traffic, or provoking arguments over trifles.

Jul 5, 2010

dn;

8 AM (Jul 5, 2010 to Jul 6, 2010)

You are interested in complexity, depth, the mysterious, the hidden, or the primitive, whether you are looking
for the secrets of lost civilizations or probing a thorny psychological problem. What you read, watch, think about
or discuss is apt to contain these elements. You can also be quite a convincing speaker but beware of overstating
your case. Your words are potent now.

Jul 5, 2010

k ? h (no partile)

(Jun 11, 2010 to Jul 29, 2010)

Long distance travel, educational goals, plans and ambitions for the future, legal proceedings, and financial
ventures are all subject to abrupt changes and instability during this period. Although they may ultimately work
out in your favor, it's a bumpy ride. The uncertainty involved can be stressful.
You are also prone to exaggerate the benefits of a new idea or method. Unwarranted optimism or change for
its own sake may cost you. Your saving grace at this time is humor, laughter, or just not taking it all too seriously.
Positive Potentials:
Happy and fortuitous events come about through mistakes, inconveniences, and detours.
Negative Potentials:
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Going to extremes with unorthodox methods, inflated expectations, or far-fetched ideologies.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Allow for the possibility of things smoothing themselves out without intervention or broad sweeping changes
on your part.

Jul 5, 2010

fzs

1 PM (Jul 5, 2010 to Jul 6, 2010)

Loving affection, tenderness, and a strong appreciation for what's familiar color this day. Your family,
children, pets, home, or long time friends are sources of happiness for you, and you'll want to bathe them in love.
Indulgence, pampering, and pleasuring - for yourself as well as others - feels like a necessity now. Relationships
with women are favored.

Jul 5, 2010

abd

5 PM (Jul 5, 2010 to Jul 6, 2010)

A free flow of ideas, lively interactions, and a positive environment for learning and communication is
featured. This is a good time to meet people for business or commercial purposes, to make connections via
speaking or writing, and to use your mind. Clarity of thought and of expression eases your way now. This is an
excellent time to take a test or make an important phone call or meeting.

Jul 6, 2010

dbl

12 AM (Jul 5, 2010 to Jul 7, 2010)

Imaginative, artistic, or spiritual topics occupy your mind and conversations today. You may be especially
telepathic with the people around you, sensing their thoughts and emotions rather easily. None of this is apt to be
terribly distracting and in fact will probably be rather subtle, yet it can add another dimension to your interactions.
Listen to your intuition.

Jul 7, 2010

g?D

8 AM (Jul 5, 2010 to Jul 9, 2010)

You may not be moving ahead as you'd like, or you may find that you're struggling to get things done.
Hurrying, irritability with family or people at work, and a disagreeable attitude can make this a tense time. Don't
try to do more than you have to, or make deadlines for yourself that you then push yourself and others to meet.
Chill out a little!

Jul 7, 2010

dnk

10 PM (Jul 7, 2010 to Jul 8, 2010)

You have a touch of creative genius in your thinking today. Your ability to see things in a new light, to
experiment and think outside the box, can deliver up some surprising insights. You may be moved by an
out-of-the-blue impulse to call or contact someone, to vary your usual route or to do things in a different order
than you normally would. Doing small things like this keeps you awake and interested.
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Jul 8, 2010

dzS

7 AM (Jul 7, 2010 to Jul 9, 2010)

You initiate contact and take the lead in discussions, meetings, interviews, or classes. Openly sharing your
ideas and information, or being a messenger for some kind of news, is featured. Mentally sharp and alert, this is a
good time to learn or gather information you'll need later.

Jul 8, 2010

d 1st H.

(Jul 7, 2010 to Jul 20, 2010)

Your physical and mental energies are quickened now and you prefer to be mobile and making contact with
the world rather than anchored to one location or task. You're ready to share your thoughts on a variety of
subjects, and you do this well at this time. Making presentations, negotiating and discussing options, and getting
your point of view across in a clear, direct manner are emphasized.

Jul 8, 2010

acD

5 PM (Jul 7, 2010 to Jul 9, 2010)

Relations with men, people in authority, or father figures are featured today. You may be thinking about past
successes or failures and how those influence what you aim for now. There may be some friction between your
will and someone else's and a need to humble yourself in order for things to proceed. Seek win-win situations.

Jul 9, 2010

gzf

3 PM (Jul 7, 2010 to Jul 11, 2010)

Passions are aroused and intimate relationships heat up. You or someone close to you may be more
demanding, assertive, fiery, or provocative, and whether this becomes a stormy interaction or a romantic interlude
depends on the overall texture and nature of your connection. In either case, it won't be lukewarm. This is also a
highly favorable period for creative expression, making art, dancing and simply enjoying your physicality.

Jul 9, 2010

;zg

(May 30, 2010 to Dec 15, 2010)

Hidden power drives come to the fore now and you are extremely motivated, perhaps obsessed with,
achieving your aims. Suppressed energies of aggression, anger, ambition, or jealousy that have been festering
within will surface now as well, and your task is to find ways to clear or resolve them. Otherwise they are apt to
be destructive, damaging your personal health and safety or the people around you.
Beware of attempting to force your will or impose your desires onto others. If you are hell-bent on getting
what you want, doing things your way, or getting ahead at all costs you may be setting yourself up for a ferocious
backlash.
Your sexuality is intensified during this period also, which can be all-consuming at times.
On the other hand, if there are things that MUST be done, something that must be set right which you have
been avoiding for fear of creating discord, you now have the courage and will to do it. Just be certain that revenge
isn't your motivation.
Positive Potentials:
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Reclaiming one's power and thus accessing deep wells of strength, courage, and energy. Intense striving
leading to significant achievement. Decisive action that transforms your life. Healing long-standing physical or
personal problems through direct action or intervention.
Negative Potentials:
Struggles for power and dominance for its own sake. Explosive anger. If you completely ignore and refuse to
admit your own anger, ambition, or power drives, you could become the victim of another's violent energies or of
circumstances that harm you.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Avoid extremes, over-exertion, and pushing too hard, especially at work or in physical exercise. Work
intensely, but be certain your motives are positive and for the good of others as well as yourself.
Beware of your so-called "justified" anger. Current circumstances which arouse your fury or outrage may
well be simply triggering old, repressed feelings which are coming out with a vengeance, quite out of proportion
to the actual event. If this seems to be happening, look to the sources. You may have a difficult time with this if
you are dedicated to seeing yourself as a "nice" person, instead of allowing yourself a full range of emotions
including anger, competitiveness, and so forth. Blaming others is a cop out, and while it feeds your righteous
anger, it won't lead to the positive action that can transform your life at this time.

Jul 10, 2010

anf

2 AM (Jul 9, 2010 to Jul 11, 2010)

Pleasantness and a personal touch ease all situations you find yourself in. You're in a lighthearted mood and
prefer being around people you enjoy and can relax with, and unless your work pleases you, you probably won't
want to do it. The sweet and frivolous side of life, or doing something just for pleasure, is emphasized now.

Jul 11, 2010

d?g

8 AM (Jul 11, 2010 to Jul 12, 2010)

You may be challenged to defend your ideas, plans, or methods at this time. Thinking on your feet and rapid
responses will be necessary, and a few hot words may be exchanged. Certainly you can elect to keep a cool head
and avoid unnecessary verbal confrontation, but it will take some effort now. Wear soothing, cool colors like blue
or lavender, and avoid red!

Jul 11, 2010

fzh

9 AM (Jul 11, 2010 to Jul 12, 2010)

Happy, expansive feelings and a generous desire to share and spread the joy color your day. This is the ideal
occasion for a festive, lavish affair, a gala, or just a great time with friends - the more the merrier.
You're apt to be extravagant with gifts, for yourself as well as others, and this is an auspicious time to invest
in art, fine jewelry, or other high quality valuables. In fact, going to excess is your only problem now. If you're
watching your weight or your budget, you'll be quite tempted to let those limits go for the moment. This isn't the
day to deprive yourself, but try to consider the consequences!
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Jul 11, 2010

dca

12 PM (Jul 11, 2010 to Jul 12, 2010)

Opening up lines of communication, actively initiating discussions, and conducting business over the
telephone, by email, or through the written word is the theme of the day. You are clear and factual, and probably
more chatty than usual. You may be inundated with phone calls or be running around a lot as well. It may be hard
for you to sit still. A busy day!

Jul 13, 2010

dbj

4 AM (Jul 13, 2010 to Jul 14, 2010)

This is a good day for quiet thinking and work that entails intellectual or technical skill, craftsmanship, or
careful attention to detail. Wrangling with practical problems and logistics, finding intelligent solutions and
completing tasks and projects are favored. You meet deadlines on time and enjoy taking care of business. A
library or quiet room where you can be alone and just do your work appeals to you now. This is also a fine time to
take an examination, either written or oral.

Jul 13, 2010

fbg

12 PM (Jul 13, 2010 to Jul 14, 2010)

Passionate love and powerful creative drives are stimulated now. If you work in any of the arts, this can be an
enormously productive time when your energy and sense of beauty and style really come together. Happy
collaborative efforts of all kinds are featured. Camaraderie, friendship, and affection, even with people you
normally don't socialize with, can be expected. In a romantic relationship, this can be a very special time. If you
wish it, make it so!

Jul 13, 2010

fna

6 PM (Jul 13, 2010 to Jul 14, 2010)

Being with people and enjoying good times (especially with beautiful, charming, lighthearted people) is
really what you want now. You're in a friendly and cooperative mood which brings ease to your interactions and
an overall sense of harmony to your day. Because you are open to love and friendly gestures, you will attract
loving people into your experience.

Jul 14, 2010

an;

4 AM (Jul 13, 2010 to Jul 15, 2010)

Unusual creative power is available to you today. An intensity of focus that borders on the extreme allows
you to accomplish a great deal now. You also gain deeper insights and awareness about something which helps
you understand and work with it better. You may want to get rid of something that's outlived its function because
it is easier to part with things now than it might be on another day.

Jul 15, 2010

abl

3 PM (Jul 15, 2010 to Jul 16, 2010)

Light some candles or put on your favorite music to create a mood and atmosphere where magic can happen.
Or engage in activities purely for the inner rewards, like bringing a meal to a friend or some other random act of
kindness. This is a day to cultivate spiritual well being and dream peace solutions.
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Jul 16, 2010

gz;

6 AM (Jul 14, 2010 to Jul 17, 2010)

Powerful desires, feelings, and inner courage are stimulated now. You feel unusually driven and can work
intensively without a break as long as you are doing what you want. Your zeal makes you unstoppable. Old
problems and unresolved trouble spots may surface now too, especially regarding your need to be in control or to
assert yourself.

Jul 16, 2010

f?j

1 PM (Jul 15, 2010 to Jul 17, 2010)

Feeling deprived, excluded, lonely, or distant from the people who love you may occur now. It could be a
cooling off period in a relationship, or a critical moment that tests its strength. Tending your hurt feelings without
indulging in self-pity or one-sided blame is important. You may also meet obstacles or self-doubt in regard to
some creative project you're in the midst of. Try to work on the flaws or weak aspects of it without considering the
whole endeavor a failure. Take a break!

Jul 17, 2010

dcd

12 AM (Jul 16, 2010 to Jul 17, 2010)

Intellectual bantering or a difference of opinion may create some friction now, but you can gain objectivity
and another way of seeing something. You may be restless, curious, and in need of intellectual stimulation, or feel
a bit overstimulated and nervous. You don't need caffeine! Slow down a little, especially in traffic.

Jul 18, 2010

gnl

2 PM (Jul 16, 2010 to Jul 20, 2010)

You want to DO something you usually only fantasize about or normally consider lovely but unrealistic. You
need to take concrete steps - even if only small ones - in the direction of a dream. Doing so will give you energy
and can stimulate possibilities and opportunities you never imagined before. A magical moment!

Jul 18, 2010

dbD

5 PM (Jul 18, 2010 to Jul 19, 2010)

Clarity, objectivity, and a smooth flow of communication makes this an excellent time to reach a decision
and/or tell others of a decision you've come to. Ideas come flooding in now, too, and you're able to assimilate all
kinds of new information. All learning, teaching, or intellectual activities are favored.

Jul 19, 2010

ank

4 PM (Jul 19, 2010 to Jul 20, 2010)

Creative license, spontaneity, improvisation, and discovery are stimulated now. This is a good time for any
activity that requires you to experiment and think outside the box. Your freedom to express yourself in your own
way is quite important to you at the moment.
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Jul 20, 2010

azS

9 AM (Jul 19, 2010 to Jul 21, 2010)

Your personal power and charisma shine brightly today, making this an especially fortuitous day to go out
and make an impact on others and the world around you. You may well be the center of attention or attract a
following. Making a public presentation, leading or directing people, or initiating a new venture is highly favored.
This could be the birthday of one of your favorite people, too.

Jul 20, 2010

a 1st H.

(Jul 19, 2010 to Aug 12, 2010)

This is an excellent time to promote yourself, to make your intentions and purposes known, and to make an
impact on your world sheerly by the power of your presence. If you want to be seen and to make a definite
impression, this is the time. You project confidence and self-assuredness, making others take note.

Jul 20, 2010

d 2nd H.

(Jul 20, 2010 to Aug 11, 2010)

Discussions focused on finances and practical affairs are fruitful now. This is a good time to get a clear
picture of what is happening for you on a basic material level, and to be objective about how you are spending
money, your financial goals, and so on. Consulting a professional on these issues would be useful. Reading
articles and books, or having conversations with friends and acquaintances on money issues in order to gather
information, is also favored.

Jul 22, 2010

fnd

4 PM (Jul 21, 2010 to Jul 23, 2010)

Pleasantries, humor, and a light touch sweeten your interactions today. You have an extra measure of tact and
charm when talking on the phone, writing letters, or meeting people and you tend to veer away from controversial
or unpleasant topics. Your mind may be pleasantly lazy. Light romantic comedies, "fun" fiction, and a break from
serious striving appeal to you. Social or cultural events are favored.

Jul 22, 2010

dcl

10 PM (Jul 22, 2010 to Jul 23, 2010)

Minor misunderstandings, communication foul-ups, or not seeing the obvious can cause a bit of confusion.
Check and recheck your figures, or put off important legal or mundane matters for another day. It's a much better
time to let the muse inspire you with interesting ideas than to carry on business.

Jul 23, 2010

h ? a (no partile)

(Jul 8, 2010 to Aug 6, 2010)

This is a period of expansion and potential growth, but it is not without its discomforts, disappointment, or
frustrations.
Positive Potentials:
You have to stretch beyond your known limits and comfort zone in order to reach your goals or to ensure the
future success of your enterprises.
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Negative Potentials:
Being asked to take on more than you may feel ready for (such as a promotion you don't really want or
having to travel to take your work to a larger audience). Your individual desires and aims may be at odds with the
longer forces at work in your life. Feeling out of sync with those longer agencies. Dissatisfaction with the
government, the church, the legal system, in educational matters, with large business or bureaucracies, or with
your superiors.
A promising opportunity that fizzles and fails to meet expectations. Travels that are problematic, bumpy, "a
mixed bag". Impatience with limitations and difficulty staying on course with a diet, budget, savings plan, etc.
Seeing how, where, and what you want to improve but not having the resources or go-ahead to do it.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Lower your expectations and be content with small steps and gradual improvements: focus on the positive
aspects. Keep your faith alive and hold on to your vision of a positive outcome even if you are stymied in the
immediate (or feel that justice isn't being done.) Accept whatever occurs now as part of your ongoing education.
File away the insights and ideas you have now and plan to implement them when the timing is better.
Avoid overcompensating for frustrations by spending money you don't have, overeating, drinking too much,
or trying to falsely impress others. Be consistent in matters of health and self-care. Be thorough in examining all
legal documents, financial opportunities, and so on, taking care not to compromise or waive certain important
rights.

Jul 23, 2010

h c g (no partile)

(Jul 2, 2010 to Aug 12, 2010)

This is cycle of positive self-assertiveness, increased confidence and energy, and willingness to take on new
challenges. Aspirations, ambitions, and the urge to expand into new territory are heightened. You are looking
ahead, not behind you, and you want to act, not just wish or dream. As long as you have the necessary foundation
of skills and wise planning, your actions are likely to be successful and lead to bigger things. However you may be
tempted to bite off more than you can chew!
Positive Potentials:
Inspired and fortunate action. Acting on behalf of a broader concern for the well-being of others as well as
oneself. A boost of energy for birthing new enterprises. Joyous, exuberant energy for work or play. Competing
successfully, in a playful spirit.
Negative Potentials:
Taking on more activities than you can comfortably carry, promising more or expecting too much of yourself,
overextending yourself and your energy resources. Friction with the law or other authorities because you believe
you can get away with anything right now.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Avoid arrogant, cocky, overconfident behavior, as this will arouse opposition to you and your plans. Channel
any restless energy into vigorous play or work that you enjoy, but avoid foolish risk-taking, especially regarding
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physical activities or sports that you aren't conditioned for.

Jul 23, 2010

dzs

9 PM (Jul 23, 2010 to Jul 24, 2010)

This is a day of intimate conversation, speaking with women or someone you feel especially close to, and
sharing on a personal, feeling level. Your mind turns toward the past, either fondly or regretfully. Telling your
story or listening to others' stories and reflecting on your personal history is featured. You may want to spend
some part of the day journaling or calling old friends. Thoughts about your home arise now, also. You could enjoy
skimming magazines to get ideas for your living space, or even consult a feng shui expert.

Jul 24, 2010

f 3rd H.

(Jul 23, 2010 to Aug 23, 2010)

Courteous and friendly relations with neighbors and others in your immediate environment typify this time
cycle. It's a time of peacemaking and forming bridges of good will and cooperation with people you meet on a
daily or casual basis. Sending notes of appreciation and similar loving gestures lighten the atmosphere. Take time
to do little favors, exchange pleasantries, notice the flowers in your neighbor's garden, and comment on the
positive things you see around you. Focus on humor and lighthearted conversation.

Jul 25, 2010

gzk

1 AM (Jul 25, 2010 to Jul 26, 2010)

Now is a moment for quick, decisive action which may seem (or be!) reckless, risky, or way out of the
ordinary. A craving for freshness and freedom makes you bold, and you may upset a few apple carts. You tend to
be impatient and abrupt with people who slow you down, and brutally frank as well. Try not to put yourself in
situations that call for forbearance or tact, as your outbursts may surprise even you!
Too much speed can spell trouble also. However if you've been mustering your courage to do something you
really need to do, this is the time.

Jul 25, 2010

f?D

8 AM (Jul 25, 2010 to Jul 26, 2010)

You enjoy playing the role of hostess or host, displaying your good taste, affection, and appreciation for the
finer things. Lightness, humor, and good times shared is the focus for you now. Go to the extra trouble to
decorate, embellish, bring out your best china, and show people a good time. Opportunities to come together for a
celebration, while not entirely trouble free, will be beneficial overall.

Jul 26, 2010

gnS

4 AM (Jul 24, 2010 to Jul 27, 2010)

Your vital energy is flowing strongly and you feel pleasantly ambitious and effective. You can rally others to
action because of your own enthusiasm and can-do attitude, but you're equally happy acting independently and on
your own behalf. Physical, active work or play is favored.
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Jul 26, 2010

a?g

12 PM (Jul 25, 2010 to Jul 27, 2010)

A battle of wills or simply the stress of an overly pushy, ambitious, hurried approach can make this an
unpleasant time, even if you "win" or achieve what you wanted to. Strong ego drives are activated now, and it
would be best to moderate yourself if you don't want to arouse antagonism. Aim for your personal best rather than
competing with others. Vigorous sports can be a good expression for strong energies that need to come out, but
beware of over-exerting yourself.

Jul 26, 2010

fzf

1 PM (Jul 25, 2010 to Jul 27, 2010)

Your power of attraction is strongly magnified today, and you may draw a special friendship, romance, or
other gift into your life. This could be the beginning of a beautiful new love or the time to reestablish the heart
connection between yourself and a beloved. Intimate sharing, pleasure, and simply being in love is what matters to
you. The beauties of flowers, the earth, and all of your senses are intensified. Visit a garden, perfumery, or
chocolatier. Wear shades of rose, pink, or soft greens to heighten the effect.

Jul 26, 2010

aca

8 PM (Jul 25, 2010 to Jul 27, 2010)

Honoring others' personal style, desires, and objectives while not turning away from your own is a challenge
at this time. Significant encounters, while not entirely harmonious, are likely. You can learn from the personal
differences and contrasts presented now, and become clearer regarding your own path.

Jul 28, 2010

dzh

2 PM (Jul 27, 2010 to Jul 29, 2010)

Your thinking and your conversations turn to large topics, future trends, and inspirational themes. You are
considering what is important to you in the long run. You can see the patterns and themes which weave together
many pieces into a coherent whole. As a result, you have a more humorous and tolerant outlook. Practically
speaking, this is a good time to write for a large audience, to get something out to be published, to make business
contacts, or to speak in public.

Jul 28, 2010

l?S

(Mar 6, 2010 to Sep 4, 2010)

This is a time in which you must be careful to make yourself perfectly clear about who you are and where
you stand on important matters. You tend to bob-and-weave rather than confront issues directly, and this can be an
ineffective strategy now. Something in your environment or close relationships may be murky and confusing, and
you are tempted to avoid personal responsibility for it or pretend that it's not as important as it is. Downplaying
your role or your ability to act and make a difference, you may let people slide along with ill-considered behavior.
Especially in matters involving health, the use of drugs or alcohol, and/or your shared finances and assets, be
sharp and get the facts and details.
Positive Potentials:
If you tend to be a very rigid and controlling individual, you are apt to soften and relax your boundaries
somewhat.
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Negative Potentials:
As suggested above, there are quite a few negative potentials associated with this, but almost all of them
revolve around the theme of avoiding personal responsibility and not taking a stand when your intuition and
instincts tell you that something is amiss. At its extreme, you may abuse substances to avoid and/or allay your
anxiety over what you are perceiving.
Remedies and Suggestions:
In matters of personal health, the use of medicines, or the need for medical intervention, don't let fear or
passivity obscure your responsibility to be an active participant in what happens. Ask questions until you get
clarity, and make informed choices. If friends or others close to you are behaving in ways that seem unwise,
investigate. Don't put your head in the sand. The same holds true for your assets and investments. Putting too
much trust in others without taking the time to get an accurate picture of what is going on can be problematic. In
all cases, curtail a tendency to fade into the background or abdicate responsibility.

Jul 30, 2010

abj

2 AM (Jul 29, 2010 to Jul 31, 2010)

You have good stamina, concentration, and a focus on taking care of earthly realities, practical necessities,
and chores. Inner satisfaction comes from accomplishing your tasks and meeting responsibilities. You may not be
especially gregarious or jovial now unless other astrological factors are strong, but you can definitely have a solid
sense of achievement at the end of the day.

Jul 30, 2010

fz;

4 AM (Jul 29, 2010 to Jul 31, 2010)

Strong feelings are evoked in a close relationship. Perhaps a thorny issue that you thought had been settled
will arise. Old hurts or hungers, or a particularly compelling desire for intimacy and connection, may be stirred
up. Let your wishes, desires, and feelings flow, without blame or demands to be emotionally "fed" by someone
who may be unwilling or unable to respond as you want them to. This can be an intensely creative time if you
pour your energies into making something beautiful.

Jul 30, 2010

dbg

11 AM (Jul 29, 2010 to Jul 31, 2010)

You speak clearly, directly, and honestly about what you want now, and your lack of ambiguity is
compelling. If you need to convince or persuade another, this is the time to do it. You are sharp in negotiations,
and respond quickly and intelligently, but you may unwittingly fail to listen, empathize, or receive the other
person's side of things.

Jul 30, 2010

dna

5 PM (Jul 29, 2010 to Jul 31, 2010)

Clear thinking and an easy flow of communication make this a good day to present your ideas in writing or in
person to take an exam, to learn something new, to initiate discussions or conduct a meeting. The pace of life is
quickened and everyday business flows smoothly, especially casual interactions.
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Jul 31, 2010

fnl

11 AM (Jul 31, 2010 to Aug 1, 2010)

Sympathy for the underdog or a friend in need moves you now. You may be asked to help out someone in
confusion or distress, or to show unselfishness to your love partner. Going the extra mile for someone else will
make you both happy, and your spiritual support may be more important than the practical assistance you can
provide.

Aug 2, 2010

d?j

7 AM (Aug 2, 2010 to Aug 3, 2010)

You tend to see road blocks and obstacles, or come up against skepticism and doubt from within yourself or
from others. Listen to the voice of prudence and caution, and do not attempt to press forward. Instead, pull back
and see the flaws that can be worked on. Focus on repairs, strengthening weak areas, cleaning up and refining
your presentation. Beware of letting negative voices dampen your spirits, however.

Aug 4, 2010

fzk

3 AM (Aug 4, 2010 to Aug 5, 2010)

An electric attraction, especially to someone who is unconventional, "inappropriate", or so different from you
that you hardly would have considered it before, may come and go like a meteor! You're feeling socially and
romantically adventurous, if not downright kinky, and you need a way to express it. Some high-energy dancing or
music, or some diverting entertainment, might be just the thing. Friends and lovers can be unpredictable now,
perhaps in need of some space.

Aug 4, 2010

gcg

6 PM (Aug 3, 2010 to Aug 6, 2010)

Your energies run hot and you could risk driving yourself too hard and burning yourself and others with too
much passion or anger. Minor annoyances may feel like major aggravations; unexpressed frustration or hostility
may erupt into the open; pushing, hurrying, or forcing things can lead to trouble. Slow down and cool down on
every level: take the pedal off the metal, consciously slow your movements, drink or immerse yourself in cool
water, avoid people and situations you know have the potential to rouse your ire. Observe how touchy and
aggressive your ego tends to be right now, as if every thing that doesn't go your way is a personal affront, and
have a good laugh at yourself !

Aug 4, 2010

fnS

7 PM (Aug 4, 2010 to Aug 5, 2010)

A pleasant, affectionate, relaxed, or courteous attitude eases your interactions now, and may open doors or
help lighten troubled situations that you've been working with lately.
You can attract what you want and need, rather than pursue it forcefully or do it all yourself. This is an
excellent time to go out on a date or ask someone for a favor, because you make a decidedly positive impression at
the moment.
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Aug 6, 2010

acd

3 AM (Aug 6, 2010 to Aug 7, 2010)

You are apt to be busy, moving around a lot, and interacting with people on the go. You have quite a bit of
mental energy and may be restless if you have to be stationary for too long. Lots of ideas are being batted back
and forth. Conflicting views and opinions serve to clarify your own thinking. Seek compromises on
inconsequential matters.

Aug 9, 2010

dnd

2 AM (Aug 7, 2010 to Aug 10, 2010)

Today, expect a free flow of ideas, stimulating conversations, and making the right connections at the right
time. All intellectual activities are favored now, including writing, speaking, making presentations, getting your
ideas across, reading, learning, and conducting business. You enjoy being a messenger, a conduit for information
in some manner or form. Casual contacts go well.

Aug 9, 2010

abD

3 AM (Aug 8, 2010 to Aug 10, 2010)

The force is with you, go for your personal best! Father figures or those in a position to help you further your
aims are encouraging and receptive to what you propose. Back up your words with action, follow through with a
solid effort, and expect success. This is an ideal time to express what you really want, to show some style, and let
the world know who you are.

Aug 10, 2010

gxj

6 AM (Aug 10, 2010 to Aug 11, 2010)

At this moment you do not want to waste time or energy and you may be impatient with those situations or
people who seem to stand in your way or thwart your will. Resentment and an adversarial attitude may surface,
especially towards those who have an easier time of it. You may be tempted to lash out at others who are really
not the cause of your frustration but are simply safe targets. Instead of moving with these destructive attitudes,
turn to what you can do in your own court. Self-reliance, patience, and even hard or disagreeable work can turn
this time into a productive one. Find ways to relieve stress (that don't involve hurting others!)

Aug 10, 2010

fcg

11 AM (Aug 10, 2010 to Aug 11, 2010)

Sexual tension or disagreements with people of the opposite gender arise now. You may want more than the
other person is able or willing to give, or one of you may want togetherness and collaboration while the other
prefers to be more independent.
Compromises, adjustments, and working with the differences can bring about a satisfying balance, but it can
be difficult to acquiesce when desires are so compelling. In any case, encounters with a definite erotic tone are
part of the picture. Wear soft shades of pink, rose, or light green to ease dissonant tendencies.
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Aug 11, 2010

d 3rd H.

(Aug 9, 2010 to Aug 29, 2010)

You crave communication and mental stimulation during this period, and you're apt to get plenty of it now,
including casual conversation, local "news" and/or gossip, and a variety of interesting tidbits, ideas, and
information. Sorting through it all, and not getting too sidetracked by random, unrelated data, may challenge you.
You're an idea gatherer and a messenger or conduit for information during this cycle. This is an excellent time to
write, as well, especially articles or letters.

Aug 12, 2010

a 2nd H.

(Aug 11, 2010 to Sep 7, 2010)

The focus is on finances, getting your money's worth, prioritizing, choosing to spend time and money on
those things you prize most. You also want to be paid what you are worth! Poor financial moves may catch up
with you now, but at least you can get clear on what you need to do to straighten things out.

Aug 13, 2010

d?D

3 AM (Aug 11, 2010 to Aug 15, 2010)

Intelligently organizing, planning, or taking care of correspondence would be wise now. The more
uncluttered and systematic you are, the more good ideas, decisions, and directions can emerge. Speaking with a
parent or elder and getting their perspective, or working something through with them, is also useful now.

Aug 13, 2010

fxj

9 PM (Aug 12, 2010 to Aug 14, 2010)

Feeling deprived, excluded, lonely, or distant from the people who love you may occur now. It could be a
cooling off period in a relationship, or a critical moment that tests its strength. Tending your hurt feelings without
indulging in self-pity or one-sided blame is important. You may also meet obstacles or self-doubt in regard to
some creative project you're in the midst of. Try to work on the flaws or weak aspects of it without considering the
whole endeavor a failure. Take a break!

Aug 15, 2010

dzf

6 PM (Aug 13, 2010 to Aug 26, 2010)

Loving thoughts and appreciative words benefit both casual and more significant relationships. Expressing
love and beauty is the theme now. You will not want to talk about or focus on anything heavy or unsettling. Write
a love note, watch a light romantic comedy, make something beautiful with your hands, design a garden or a quilt,
and receive affection graciously!

Aug 15, 2010

acl

11 PM (Aug 14, 2010 to Aug 17, 2010)

Your will power, focus, and concentration are diffused somewhat now, and this is not the best day to make
critical decisions as you may be viewing people and situations in an overly idealistic light. Hope and fantasies
tend to obscure reality. You also may want to put off activities in which discernment and mechanical skill are
necessary. This is a fine day for dreaming up ideas, getting inspiration, or playing "let's pretend".
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Aug 17, 2010

azs

12 PM (Aug 16, 2010 to Aug 18, 2010)

Your inner emotional state of being and your feelings about your life are illuminated now. If all is well with
you, especially in your home life, this will be a source of strength and joy. If something is amiss or out of balance,
that will be especially evident. Don't avoid or neglect the subtle signals. Give yourself permission to feel, to listen
and to "know" with your body and feelings what is so.

Aug 23, 2010

l?k

(Jul 15, 2010 to Oct 5, 2010)

This may be one of the least auspicious time to pursue metaphysical or esoteric studies, magical practices, or
unusual states of consciousness. The tendency toward misunderstanding, misinterpretation, illusions, and
distortion is high, and instead of bringing illumination, could cause you to fall prey to confusion and muddled
thinking.
Odd, unsettling experiences or strange moods may come on sporadically during this cycle. Don't feed any
such tendencies by exposing yourself to too much fantasy, horror, or bizarre imagery in art, films, or other media.
Avoid intoxicants and mind-altering substances for the same reason.
There may be unusual experiences on or near water during this period, so if you have any doubts about
taking that cruise or diving excursion, take extra precautions.
Positive Potentials:
If you have a solid sense of self, and are clear and well-grounded to begin with, you may draw inspiration
from your intensified imagination or some peculiar encounters you have at this time.
Negative Potentials:
Psychic instability, disorganization, or disassociation from ordinary consciousness.
Remedies and Suggestions:
As indicated above, it's not wise to pursue psychic development or to go to extremes in spiritual matters. Stay
focused on the here and now.

Aug 23, 2010

fxD

8 PM (Aug 22, 2010 to Aug 24, 2010)

You enjoy playing the role of hostess or host, displaying your good taste, affection, and appreciation for the
finer things. Lightness, humor, and good times shared is the focus for you now. Go to the extra trouble to
decorate, embellish, bring out your best china, and show people a good time. Opportunities to come together for a
celebration, while not entirely trouble free, will be beneficial overall.
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Aug 23, 2010

f 4th H.

(Aug 22, 2010 to Dec 30, 2010)

Your home can be a source of great pleasure, comfort, and enjoyment now, and you may undertake a
decorating, landscaping, or beautification project to enhance it. Strenuous work is not what you want to be doing
here, however, because it's ease and delight that you're looking for. Intimate and happy gatherings with family and
close friends are favored and domestic relationships in general are easier and friendlier. This would be an ideal
time for a family reunion.

Aug 24, 2010

azh

8 AM (Aug 24, 2010 to Aug 25, 2010)

Your best self shines forth and you radiate an expectation of success, which can open many doors for you at
this time. You are drawn to the people, places, ideas, or information that can profit you the most, and whatever
comes to you now is apt to be of benefit. Extending yourself, widening your comfort zone, reaching out, and
acting on your intuition enables you to make the most of this fortuitous moment.

Aug 25, 2010

dzf

1 AM (Aug 13, 2010 to Aug 26, 2010)

This astrological influence (Mer Conj Ven) also occurred on Aug 15, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Aug 25, 2010

g 4th H.

(Aug 23, 2010 to Oct 16, 2010)

Tackling some major project in your home, garden, or yard, or taking action on something in your home
that's been neglected or needing repair for some time, is on the agenda now. It's best if you work by yourself or
with a family member who is equally eager and committed to the project, however, because otherwise impatience,
anger, and hurt feelings may spoil the enterprise. Strive to be kind and respectful towards family members, who
may seem to be going out of their way to irritate you!

Aug 25, 2010

gxD

10 AM (Aug 23, 2010 to Aug 26, 2010)

You may not be moving ahead as you'd like, or you may find that you're struggling to get things done.
Hurrying, irritability with family or people at work, and a disagreeable attitude can make this a tense time. Don't
try to do more than you have to, or make deadlines for yourself that you then push yourself and others to meet.
Chill out a little!

Aug 26, 2010

abg

7 PM (Aug 26, 2010 to Aug 27, 2010)

Courage, confidence, and the will to triumph energize you. You are able to move your objectives forward and
to get a lot done now, without stressing or going into overdrive. Your positive conviction seems to move obstacles
out of your way. You flow around obstructions rather than confront them, which is apt to be a successful strategy
at this time.
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Aug 27, 2010

ana

2 AM (Aug 26, 2010 to Aug 28, 2010)

This is time of flow and ease of expression. You feel energetically supported and your offerings to the world
are welcomed. Relationships with men are highlighted and are apt to be mutually beneficial.

Aug 27, 2010

d?D

10 AM (Aug 25, 2010 to Aug 28, 2010)

This astrological influence (Mer Qucnx MC) also occurred on Aug 13, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this
date.

Aug 28, 2010

h?h

(Aug 17, 2010 to Sep 5, 2010)

A reexamination of your goals or methods is in order now, and moral, ethical, or legal issues are likely to
arise. Financial, professional, and educational goals and pursuits will be affected. There may be some trouble with
the larger system (organization, institution) of which you are a part. Or, there may be a disappointment with a
teacher, mentor, or program - perhaps simply the awareness that you've outgrown them and must move on.
Whatever occurs now is more likely to be a delay or reevaluation rather than a complete reversal.
Positive Potentials:
A chance to realign your position regarding your long-range goals.
Negative Potentials:
A tendency toward nonproductive or wasteful use of your time and energy. Large promises which are only
partially fulfilled. Wavering on important topics.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Remain steady in your own knowledge of what is true and meaningful to you, regardless of the immediate
challenges or fluctuating circumstances. Act with integrity and humility. Be careful regarding business contracts
or investments, and don't overlook the fine details in these matters.

Aug 28, 2010

jcg

(Aug 19, 2010 to Sep 6, 2010)

Everything may slow down or come to a sudden halt right now. Obstacles and resistance, both from within
and from without, will challenge you to become even clearer on what you want, why you want it, and what you
are willing to do in order to accomplish your aims. Feelings of fatigue, inertia, self-doubt, or defeat may arise.
You may be more cautious or even fearful than usual, but this can be good because caution, thoroughness, and
careful attention to what you are doing is definitely called for now. Your energy may be lower or slower than
usual, so you need to be conservative and do only what is essential. Outside pressures, demands, or restrictions
may seem rather hard or harsh, also.
Positive Potentials:
Concentration, focus, disciplined effort, and hard work can achieve good results, despite opposing forces.
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Discovering inner strengths and what it is you really want from your activities. Developing endurance,
perseverance, toughness.
Negative Potentials:
Intense feelings of frustration, irritability, and dissatisfaction, which can manifest in any area your will or
desires are thwarted. Defeats in competitions or in battles with those who challenge your will. Resentment, blame,
and feelings of the-world-is-against-me are unhealthy attitudes you are prone to at this time. Also, injuries and
accidents can occur, especially if you are carrying these toxic attitudes and emotions.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Slow down and focus on doing what you can must do (not on what you can not do at present.) You may have
to take smaller steps or temporarily abort a project; don't be too hard or harsh with yourself if that is the case.
Cycles turn, and your time will come.
Working in solitude can be satisfying now, especially if you have a task that really engages you. Avoid
becoming bitter or blaming others, the world, society, the government, life, or yourself for your situation, no
matter how unfairly treated you feel you are. Focus on what is working, not what is dysfunctional!

Aug 29, 2010

d 2nd H.

(Aug 29, 2010 to Sep 24, 2010)

Discussions focused on finances and practical affairs are fruitful now. This is a good time to get a clear
picture of what is happening for you on a basic material level, and to be objective about how you are spending
money, your financial goals, and so on. Consulting a professional on these issues would be useful. Reading
articles and books, or having conversations with friends and acquaintances on money issues in order to gather
information, is also favored.

Aug 30, 2010

a?j

7 AM (Aug 30, 2010 to Aug 31, 2010)

You may feel somewhat diminished or discouraged now, perhaps from a rejection or other disheartening
event. In any case, no quick or immediate satisfaction is likely now. It's best to slow down, conserve your energy,
and simply get to work on what needs to be done. Rather than blame the world for thwarting you, attend to your
immediate obligations. Do something to organize and bring order to your environment or practical affairs. You'll
feel better if you can make some concrete progress, no matter how small.

Aug 31, 2010

dnd

1 AM (Aug 29, 2010 to Sep 1, 2010)

This astrological influence (Mer Sxtil Mer) also occurred on Aug 9, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this date.
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Sep 1, 2010

fns

9 PM (Aug 31, 2010 to Sep 3, 2010)

You're in a sweet mood and are a soft touch, especially for people you care for. Your family, children, home,
or long time friends give you the most pleasure now, and you'll want to be with them. Sharing food or other forms
of nurturing makes you happy. You may not feel like working or pushing yourself too much now. However,
bringing flowers or treats into your workplace gives you satisfaction.

Sep 5, 2010

fcS

3 PM (Sep 5, 2010 to Sep 6, 2010)

A strong need for harmony, affection, approval or belongingness colors your attitude and decisions now.
Overall this is apt to bring ease and engender positive feelings in your interactions and personal relationships, but
in a situation in which you need to move forcefully on your own behalf it could work against you. Social
engagements, pleasure outings, and even shopping are favored.

Sep 6, 2010

and

6 AM (Sep 5, 2010 to Sep 7, 2010)

A free flow of ideas, lively interactions, and a positive environment for learning and communication is
featured. This is a good time to meet people for business or commercial purposes, to make connections via
speaking or writing, and to use your mind. Clarity of thought and of expression eases your way now. This is an
excellent time to take a test or make an important phone call or meeting.

Sep 6, 2010

gns

6 PM (Sep 5, 2010 to Sep 8, 2010)

You enjoy activities in which your instincts, emotions, and desires can flow freely, like making love, playing
in the ocean, playing soccer, or just acting like a kid. You feel energetic and passionate about the people and
things you care about, and may be rather aggressively protective as well.

Sep 7, 2010

d?j

4 PM (Sep 6, 2010 to Sep 9, 2010)

You tend to see road blocks and obstacles, or come up against skepticism and doubt from within yourself or
from others. Listen to the voice of prudence and caution, and do not attempt to press forward. Instead, pull back
and see the flaws that can be worked on. Focus on repairs, strengthening weak areas, cleaning up and refining
your presentation. Beware of letting negative voices dampen your spirits, however.

Sep 8, 2010

a 3rd H.

(Sep 6, 2010 to Oct 9, 2010)

Light social interaction promotes healthy relations with neighbors, those who are a part of your immediate
environment, and people you do business with on a regular basis. Give other people a little extra time and
attention, notice their efforts on your behalf, and strengthen your connections. Don't overlook the obvious!
Sometimes what you need is right in front of your eyes. Pay attention to what's close at hand.
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Sep 9, 2010

a?D

5 AM (Sep 9, 2010 to Sep 10, 2010)

Relations with men, people in authority, or father figures are featured today. You may be thinking about past
successes or failures and how those influence what you aim for now. There may be some friction between your
will and someone else's and a need to humble yourself in order for things to proceed. Seek win-win situations.

Sep 10, 2010

fnh

4 AM (Sep 8, 2010 to Sep 11, 2010)

Let the good times roll! A lovely sense of well-being and ease characterizes this time. If you've been under a
lot of pressure lately, you can let up, let go and relax a bit. You feel freed up emotionally, and freer with your
affection and your money as well. Your open-heartedness and easy attitude draws good things your way friendship, love, opportunities, and material benefits alike.

Sep 10, 2010

azf

1 PM (Sep 9, 2010 to Sep 11, 2010)

Your personal magnetism is activated and you easily attract what you need or want at this time. Friendliness
and a sweet attitude eases all situations, and all social occasions are highly favored. You radiate love, charm, and
your own unique beauty through whatever you do. A significant and very positive friendship or love alliance can
be initiated now.

Sep 11, 2010

gcS

10 AM (Sep 11, 2010 to Sep 12, 2010)

This is not the best time to try to do something jointly or cooperatively. Without realizing it or intending to,
you may arouse others' anger or antipathy, perhaps by being overly assertive, competitive, or inconsiderate. Minor
inconveniences or compromises create more friction and irritation than the situation actually warrants. Try to keep
your cool. Working out or getting some physical exercise can help.

Sep 13, 2010

fng

12 PM (Sep 13, 2010 to Sep 14, 2010)

Passionate love and powerful creative drives are stimulated now. If you work in any of the arts, this can be an
enormously productive time when your energy and sense of beauty and style really come together. Happy
collaborative efforts of all kinds are featured. Camaraderie, friendship, and affection, even with people you
normally don't socialize with, can be expected. In a romantic relationship, this can be a very special time. If you
wish it, make it so!

Sep 13, 2010

fza

11 PM (Sep 12, 2010 to Sep 15, 2010)

Your love light shines brightly now and you wish to please and be pleased, to give and receive a personal,
loving touch. Both romance and friendship are enhanced by warm expressions of appreciation, affection, and
treats. Your sensitivity to aesthetics is heightened as well and anything ugly or impersonal will bother you more
than usual. This is a time to beautify, embellish, decorate, or bring flowers. You attract admiration as well!
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Sep 14, 2010

az;

1 PM (Sep 13, 2010 to Sep 15, 2010)

Deep feelings, desires, fascinations, and compulsions move you now, revealing aspects of yourself that
usually don't show on the surface. You may be extremely single-minded and driven to do, accomplish, have, or
learn about something. Something that has been hidden or lost may come to light. Try to be aware of what's
motivating you today, and refrain from forcing your agenda onto others.

Sep 16, 2010

anl

12 AM (Sep 14, 2010 to Sep 17, 2010)

Light some candles or put on your favorite music to create a mood and atmosphere where magic can happen.
Or engage in activities purely for the inner rewards, like bringing a meal to a friend or some other random act of
kindness. This is a day to cultivate spiritual well being and dream peace solutions.

Sep 16, 2010

gnh

4 PM (Sep 15, 2010 to Sep 18, 2010)

Enthusiasm, confidence, and verve infuse your efforts now, almost guaranteeing a positive outcome. Your
instincts, as well as your sense of direction and timing, are excellent! Risk-taking, engaging and inspiring others to
support you, and taking action to realize a big goal are favored.

Sep 17, 2010

d?j

10 AM (Sep 17, 2010 to Sep 18, 2010)

This astrological influence (Mer Qucnx Sat) also occurred on Sep 7, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Sep 18, 2010

f?j

8 PM (Sep 17, 2010 to Sep 20, 2010)

Feeling deprived, excluded, lonely, or distant from the people who love you may occur now. It could be a
cooling off period in a relationship, or a critical moment that tests its strength. Tending your hurt feelings without
indulging in self-pity or one-sided blame is important. You may also meet obstacles or self-doubt in regard to
some creative project you're in the midst of. Try to work on the flaws or weak aspects of it without considering the
whole endeavor a failure. Take a break!

Sep 19, 2010

azk

10 PM (Sep 19, 2010 to Sep 20, 2010)

Your eccentric, impulsive, or rebellious side comes out in surprising ways, breaking you out of your normal
patterns and routines. Especially if you've been craving excitement or have little opportunity for spontaneity, you
may want to break free for a change. However, if you hold back all of this, minor upsets and disruptions may
occur in the world around as you unconsciously "ask" for some surprises. This isn't the ideal time to interact with
authorities, or anyone who manages, regulates, or governs your life, either.
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Sep 20, 2010

gng

5 AM (Sep 18, 2010 to Sep 21, 2010)

You are highly motivated, energized, and eager to do and to accomplish now, especially if you can determine
your own pace and course. Your efforts tend to succeed because you act with an extra measure of confidence,
certainty, and verve. This is an ideal time to take on daunting challenges that you might back away from on other
days. Satisfying work and friendly competition is featured.

Sep 20, 2010

anS

3 PM (Sep 19, 2010 to Sep 21, 2010)

The force is with you! Your vital energy is flowing well and your confidence is up, so anything you attempt
now is likely to succeed. You influence others through personal direct contact, and without much effort. Work
with what inspires you, gives you energy, or matters most to you, and expect great results. Express yourself!

Sep 20, 2010

gza

4 PM (Sep 19, 2010 to Sep 22, 2010)

Action, energy, ambition, and the will to win infuse you now. You take charge in an assertive, direct fashion
and you're in no mood to compromise. Confidence runs high, impelling you to strike out on your own, take on a
challenge, and give it your very best. Competitive or independent activities are favored.

Sep 23, 2010

dnd

1 PM (Sep 23, 2010 to Sep 24, 2010)

This astrological influence (Mer Sxtil Mer) also occurred on Aug 31, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Sep 24, 2010

d 3rd H.

(Sep 24, 2010 to Oct 12, 2010)

You crave communication and mental stimulation during this period, and you're apt to get plenty of it now,
including casual conversation, local "news" and/or gossip, and a variety of interesting tidbits, ideas, and
information. Sorting through it all, and not getting too sidetracked by random, unrelated data, may challenge you.
You're an idea gatherer and a messenger or conduit for information during this cycle. This is an excellent time to
write, as well, especially articles or letters.

Sep 24, 2010

hbS

(Sep 17, 2010 to Oct 2, 2010)

At this time you feel more confident. You tend to see the good, expect it, and draw it out of the people and
situations around you. You see the bigger picture, are willing to explore more options, stay open to possibilities,
and be more adventurous in you approach. You may take on a much larger project, something much wider in
scope than what you've been doing, and this is apt to work out quite well. Anything from expanding your family to
working in new creative mediums is likely to be part of the picture. Or, you may be gripped by wanderlust and
need to travel and expand your world. This can also be an excellent time to begin an educational program as well anything, in fact, that enriches your life and enlarges your world is favored.
Now is the time to reach out.
Positive Potentials:
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A positive relationship to the world, attracting opportunities and benefactors. Healthy growth and expansion.
Having the confidence to take life-enhancing risks.
Negative Potentials:
None likely.
Remedies and Suggestions:
This can be an extremely favorable time, especially if you take some initiative and put forth a bit of effort. If
you need cooperation in any of your endeavors, now is the time to ask for it. Sitting back and waiting for your
dream to show up is not wrong either, but when you ask, extend yourself, and show up, you maximize the happy
possibilities.

Sep 25, 2010

g?j

5 AM (Sep 25, 2010 to Sep 26, 2010)

At this moment you do not want to waste time or energy and you may be impatient with those situations or
people who seem to stand in your way or thwart your will. Resentment and an adversarial attitude may surface,
especially towards those who have an easier time of it. You may be tempted to lash out at others who are really
not the cause of your frustration but are simply safe targets. Instead of moving with these destructive attitudes,
turn to what you can do in your own court. Self-reliance, patience, and even hard or disagreeable work can turn
this time into a productive one. Find ways to relieve stress (that don't involve hurting others!)

Sep 25, 2010

d?D

12 PM (Sep 25, 2010 to Sep 26, 2010)

Intelligently organizing, planning, or taking care of correspondence would be wise now. The more
uncluttered and systematic you are, the more good ideas, decisions, and directions can emerge. Speaking with a
parent or elder and getting their perspective, or working something through with them, is also useful now.

Sep 25, 2010

jxj

(Sep 17, 2010 to Oct 3, 2010)

This is a period of culmination and realization, when what you have become through your efforts and life
choices is mirrored back to you in an undeniable way. Your status and responsibilities may increase at this time,
as your maturity, expertise, and hard-earned accomplishments are acknowledged. In one way or another you come
into your own, reaping what you have sown.
This can also be a time of serious challenges to the path you have chosen. Your credibility, personal
authority, integrity, or capability may be scrutinized.
Finally, this is a period when the recognition that you have completely finished with or outgrown some phase
of your development makes itself clear. Important relationships or endeavors through which you identified
yourself may need to be significantly altered, or ended completely.
Positive Potentials:
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Successful completions. Culmination of a long period of work and dedication.
Negative Potentials:
The weaknesses, vulnerabilities, or limitations of an important endeavor are exposed. Hardship, defeat,
severe personal challenges. Losses or reaching the end of the line in an important relationship or endeavor, with
resulting grief, fear, uncertainty. Rigid holding on to what clearly isn't working leads to greater insecurity. A great
sense of pressure.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Pay attention to the feedback and the response you are getting from the world at this time. What is naturally
coalescing or coming to fruition? if something you have been working toward meets with failure or indifference,
perhaps you are not quite on the right path. Listen to your inner voice of conscience and conviction, and make the
necessary hard choices to put yourself on track.
Accept whatever happens with humility and with faith that your next steps will reveal themselves. The
pressure may be great at this time, either from circumstances or from your own inner process. Take time to still
yourself and make choices from as peaceful a place as you can, rather than from urgency.

Sep 26, 2010

dzf

8 AM (Sep 25, 2010 to Sep 27, 2010)

Loving thoughts and appreciative words benefit both casual and more significant relationships. Expressing
love and beauty is the theme now. You will not want to talk about or focus on anything heavy or unsettling. Write
a love note, watch a light romantic comedy, make something beautiful with your hands, design a garden or a quilt,
and receive affection graciously!

Sep 26, 2010

acg

3 PM (Sep 25, 2010 to Sep 27, 2010)

A battle of wills or simply the stress of an overly pushy, ambitious, hurried approach can make this an
unpleasant time, even if you "win" or achieve what you wanted to. Strong ego drives are activated now, and it
would be best to moderate yourself if you don't want to arouse antagonism. Aim for your personal best rather than
competing with others. Vigorous sports can be a good expression for strong energies that need to come out, but
beware of over-exerting yourself.

Sep 28, 2010

dz;

4 PM (Sep 28, 2010 to Sep 29, 2010)

You have exceptional concentration and can focus your mind on solving difficult problems, unearthing the
contacts or the information you need, relentlessly probing until you get to the core of a matter. You may also have
an especially heavy or deep conversation, with issues that have been buried for sometime coming up for
re-examination. Taboo topics, extremely private information, or things that you'd forgotten enter your
awareness.
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Sep 29, 2010

dnl

12 PM (Sep 29, 2010 to Sep 30, 2010)

Imaginative, artistic, or spiritual topics occupy your mind and conversations today. You may be especially
telepathic with the people around you, sensing their thoughts and emotions rather easily. None of this is apt to be
terribly distracting and in fact will probably be rather subtle, yet it can add another dimension to your interactions.
Listen to your intuition.

Sep 30, 2010

axj

2 AM (Sep 29, 2010 to Oct 1, 2010)

You may feel somewhat diminished or discouraged now, perhaps from a rejection or other disheartening
event. In any case, no quick or immediate satisfaction is likely now. It's best to slow down, conserve your energy,
and simply get to work on what needs to be done. Rather than blame the world for thwarting you, attend to your
immediate obligations. Do something to organize and bring order to your environment or practical affairs. You'll
feel better if you can make some concrete progress, no matter how small.

Sep 30, 2010

hxk

(Sep 22, 2010 to Oct 8, 2010)

The spirit of freedom, liberation, release, and expansion blows through your life now. Erratic twists and
turns, sudden and unexpected opportunities, gifts from out of the blue, and synchronicities that align you with the
larger order offer you an opening into a much different future. You may feel your ideals and dreams now have a
possibility of being realized, or that whole new worlds you never knew existed are now available. You're also very
restless and more impulsive. If you work in a scientific, technical, or social development field, there could be a big
breakthrough.
Relationships that have been stifling and restrictive for you or for the other party are changing now as well,
enabling both to experience more freedom. You could have an unexpected encounter or serendipitous meeting
with someone who will be important in the times to come. Stay open, curious, loose, willing, and listen to the
voice of intuition. Overall, your spontaneous impulses will lead you in the right direction.
Positive Potentials:
Fortunate surprises and unexpected developments. Sudden windfalls and outrageous good fortune. A
liberating release from a chronically tense situation or relationship. A new teaching or understanding that radically
alters your consciousness.
Negative Potentials:
Tendencies toward irresponsibility, foolish risk taking, or exaggerating the benefits of a new venture are
magnified.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Welcome and enjoy the inspiration, optimism, and adventurousness of the moment. Try as many new things
as you feel drawn to. However, please temper your excitement with common sense. For instance, you may feel
wildly lucky right now, but your luck is erratic. Don't invest or speculate with resources you can't happily part
with.
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Oct 1, 2010

dzk

5 PM (Oct 1, 2010 to Oct 2, 2010)

Today there could be an out-of-the-blue phone call that really surprises you, a conversation that takes you
into unexpected places. Ideas are flying around and your mind is buzzing. You may come to a quick decision
based more on impulse or intuitive perception than on logic, or have a sudden realization. Slow down just a bit,
breath deeply, and let yourself think it through.

Oct 2, 2010

dnS

2 AM (Oct 1, 2010 to Oct 3, 2010)

Communication, learning, or being a messenger or conduit for information is favored now. You express
yourself clearly and intelligently, getting your views across with ease. Friendly or casual encounters can lead you
to information you can benefit from right now. You may want to visit a book store, or make some phone calls
you've been putting off.

Oct 5, 2010

gzd

1 AM (Oct 5, 2010 to Oct 6, 2010)

You communicate passionately, forcefully, and convincingly now, with an eye for bringing things to
resolution. This is an excellent time to do any kind of intellectual work and to solve problems on a purely rational
or pragmatic basis. You may override others' sensitivities or speak more sharply than you intend to, however, so
try to temper your arguments with an awareness of the emotional impact of your words.

Oct 5, 2010

dcg

9 AM (Oct 5, 2010 to Oct 6, 2010)

You may be challenged to defend your ideas, plans, or methods at this time. Thinking on your feet and rapid
responses will be necessary, and a few hot words may be exchanged. Certainly you can elect to keep a cool head
and avoid unnecessary verbal confrontation, but it will take some effort now. Wear soothing, cool colors like blue
or lavender, and avoid red!

Oct 7, 2010

dxj

7 AM (Oct 7, 2010 to Oct 8, 2010)

You tend to see road blocks and obstacles, or come up against skepticism and doubt from within yourself or
from others. Listen to the voice of prudence and caution, and do not attempt to press forward. Instead, pull back
and see the flaws that can be worked on. Focus on repairs, strengthening weak areas, cleaning up and refining
your presentation. Beware of letting negative voices dampen your spirits, however.

f z d (no partile)

Oct 8, 2010

Your awareness of love, relationship, aesthetics, and beauty is enhanced. You have an eye for what goes
together, or what's appealing and pleasing, so you may do some rearranging or suddenly notice the graciousness
(or lack of it) in your surroundings. This is an ideal time to send notes of appreciation or to have a love talk with
your sweetheart. You are able to verbally express feelings, desires, and wishes that would be harder to articulate
at other times. Creative writing, designing, and cultural affairs are favored.
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Oct 9, 2010

g?D

5 AM (Oct 9, 2010 to Oct 10, 2010)

You may not be moving ahead as you'd like, or you may find that you're struggling to get things done.
Hurrying, irritability with family or people at work, and a disagreeable attitude can make this a tense time. Don't
try to do more than you have to, or make deadlines for yourself that you then push yourself and others to meet.
Chill out a little!

Oct 9, 2010

kbS

(Sep 14, 2010 to Nov 13, 2010)

A fresh, open, ready-for-anything kind of attitude attracts new people, opportunities, and stimulating changes
into your life.
You may revolutionize or radically alter your environment and surroundings during this period, whether this
means a complete makeover or moving to a different place altogether. You may also update or alter your personal
style, appearance, or way of showing yourself to others. The side of you which is daring, experimental, wildish, or
enjoys startling people may emerge. You are less willing to wear a face that hides your eccentricities or true
individuality. At the same time, you're drawn to people who display intellectual independence or audacious
creativity and you draw inspiration from them. Freedom in all arenas is very important to you now. You are less
sentimentally attached to the past, and more interested in the present and the future. For both of these reasons you
could be making important changes in all areas of your life, and especially in close relationships.
Positive Potentials:
Flowing with and inviting refreshing and liberating changes that you might resist or fear at other times. A
revitalization of your attitude, changing your way of being in the world, and your way of relating to others.
Greater spontaneity, freedom, and excitement. New creative mediums, avocations, or studies.
Negative Potentials:
Ignoring or resisting the impulse to rearrange, update, and experiment will lead to a more disquieting,
demanding need for change later on.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Carpe diem!

Oct 9, 2010

axD

8 PM (Oct 9, 2010 to Oct 10, 2010)

Relations with men, people in authority, or father figures are featured today. You may be thinking about past
successes or failures and how those influence what you aim for now. There may be some friction between your
will and someone else's and a need to humble yourself in order for things to proceed. Seek win-win situations.
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Oct 9, 2010

a 4th H.

(Oct 8, 2010 to Nov 14, 2010)

Focus on cultivating and nourishing those inner foundations that support your life: home, family, heritage, a
peaceful soul. This is a time to collect yourself, and to fill your own well, however you do this. Time-honored
traditions or activities from the past that you used to enjoy hold meaning for you now. You may also want to
express yourself and your unique tastes and interests in your home.

Oct 11, 2010

gnf

2 AM (Oct 11, 2010 to Oct 12, 2010)

This is a wonderful moment for romance! You're in a loving, amorous mood, and if you have no lover at the
moment, make something beautiful, luscious, and appealing in whatever arena you most enjoy. All creative acts
are favored now. Dancing or some other vital and sensual self-expression would be especially satisfying.

Oct 12, 2010

dxD

6 PM (Oct 12, 2010 to Oct 13, 2010)

Intelligently organizing, planning, or taking care of correspondence would be wise now. The more
uncluttered and systematic you are, the more good ideas, decisions, and directions can emerge. Speaking with a
parent or elder and getting their perspective, or working something through with them, is also useful now.

Oct 12, 2010

d 4th H.

(Oct 12, 2010 to Nov 3, 2010)

There's apt to be a lot of activity, discussion, comings and goings, and possibly short-term visitors in your
home during this cycle. Conversations are apt to turn to the past, and you can get a more objective view of your
family history and how others perceived past events. Open family dialogue is favored now. Writing about your
feelings and having deep, soulful discussions clarify your understanding.

Oct 16, 2010

gn;

2 PM (Oct 15, 2010 to Oct 18, 2010)

Your passion, zeal, and inner courage are intensified now, making you enormously effective. You are
super-motivated and can tackle tough challenges with confidence. You may take something old and completely
re-do, re-make, revise, or renew it. Your creative power is flowing!

Oct 16, 2010

g 5th H.

(Oct 15, 2010 to Dec 3, 2010)

You have an intense need to express yourself now, to do your own things, and to put the imprint of your own
style and uniqueness on whatever you do. Competitive sports, performances, contests, or shows call forth your
best efforts, and you're eager to give it all you've got.
Romantic passions are stimulated and a love affair could heat up!
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Oct 17, 2010

dns

10 AM (Oct 17, 2010 to Oct 18, 2010)

Conversations with women, with family, and with people you are especially close to or have a long history
with are going well now. By listening as well as sharing your own experiences and feelings, you deepen your
rapport and connection. Telling stories, reminiscing, and discussing what is in your soul can be very rewarding.
You are likely not only to hear, but to understand. Personal letter writing or journaling would also be fruitful
activities.

Oct 17, 2010

ans

11 PM (Oct 17, 2010 to Oct 18, 2010)

You enjoy being around both men and women at this time and, in fact, you need to be with others, especially
those you know pretty well and trust. Having a sense of familiarity and comfort in your surroundings and
interactions boosts your confidence. Everyday relationships are supportive and warm at the moment.

Oct 18, 2010

gzl

2 PM (Oct 17, 2010 to Oct 20, 2010)

Your creative imagination is stimulated, and you may feel an impulse to act out some fantasy or long
cherished dream, without your usual concerns and constraints about what is practical, normal, and so on. In your
mind you can do the impossible and explore all possibilities. You may be a bit unfocused on the immediate
here-and-now, however. Avoid foolish dares and intoxicants, especially when driving or near water. Do something
that delights your soul and has no practical use whatsoever, but don't disregard common sense.

Oct 19, 2010

dcS

7 AM (Oct 19, 2010 to Oct 20, 2010)

Your curiosity is piqued and you may innocently involve yourself in something that's none of your business.
Overhearing conversations or being drawn into gossipy chats purely out of boredom could be a part of this. You
need to keep yourself busy, but try not to scatter your energy into too many directions today.

Oct 20, 2010

gcs

3 PM (Oct 19, 2010 to Oct 22, 2010)

Just DO IT is your motto now. You're in the mood for action and may be especially disgruntled by others'
indecisiveness, passivity, or laziness. Beware of emotional outbursts and aggressive maneuvering in traffic or at
home, because what you perceive to be slowness on the part of others may just be your own impatience. However,
ongoing or chronic tensions that you try to ignore most of the time are likely to erupt now. This isn't the best time
to visit the in-laws, or to work out problems with people you're close to. Find positive ways to let off steam. A
vigorous tennis match, perhaps?

Oct 21, 2010

acS

2 AM (Oct 21, 2010 to Oct 22, 2010)

Expect significant encounters, meeting individuals who are or will be important players, at least for the
moment. The focus is on relationship, balance, taking each person's tastes, styles, needs, and personal agendas into
account. There may be some friction and adjustments needed. It is your choice whether you want to compromise
or go solo, but including the other makes for a fuller picture.
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Oct 21, 2010

dnh

9 AM (Oct 21, 2010 to Oct 22, 2010)

Your mind is positive and you are thinking in broader terms at the moment. Your intuition and sense of
future trends is keen. Commercial ventures and transactions, communicating to a wider audience, teaching or
learning, and making sound decisions based on seeing the bigger picture is the focus now. Send and receive
inspiring messages.

Oct 21, 2010

h?s

(Oct 11, 2010 to Nov 5, 2010)

Belonging or a lack of belonging, being included or excluded, feeling or not feeling a part of a community or
larger whole is likely to be at issue now. Even if you are generally satisfied with how you fit in, belong, and join
with others, you may feel out of sync with your family, group, or community right now.
A sense of "I want something. I need something. But I don't know what it is," can lead to filling your life with
activities, relationships, and things. You may be very busy and "full" outwardly but not very centered inwardly.
Or, you may feel there is simply TOO MUCH of everything in your life - material possessions, body weight, or
inconsequential but energy-consuming relationships. If so, it's time to recognize and do something to prune these
things from your life.
Positive Potentials:
A spirit of discontent can lead you to take stock of where your real satisfaction and sources of nurturance and
support lie. Places in your life in which you have become complacent, lazy, or indifferent become clearer to you,
and you can choose to do something about that. Finding new ways to connect and a new community.
Negative Potentials:
Trying to fill your dissatisfaction in unconscious, self-defeating ways. For instance, overeating to fill your
hunger for emotional closeness or for more interest and excitement in your life.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Don't expect others to rescue you or fulfill your longings. Take initiative to identify what you want or might
want to explore, and do so.
Find ways to give back and flow some good into others' lives.

Oct 22, 2010

dng

8 PM (Oct 22, 2010 to Oct 23, 2010)

You speak clearly, directly, and honestly about what you want now, and your lack of ambiguity is
compelling. If you need to convince or persuade another, this is the time to do it. You are sharp in negotiations,
and respond quickly and intelligently, but you may unwittingly fail to listen, empathize, or receive the other
person's side of things.
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Oct 23, 2010

dza

1 AM (Oct 23, 2010 to Oct 24, 2010)

Active communication, making phone calls and connections, open discussions or forums, reading, thinking,
and the power of expressive language is the theme for today. What you say now matters and makes an impact, so
be certain you really mean it. Writing, lecturing, or any activity that involves words and ideas is favored.

Oct 24, 2010

gnk

1 AM (Oct 22, 2010 to Oct 25, 2010)

You crave challenge, action, something fresh and exciting, and while you won't instigate a fight, you won't
back away from one either.
The thrill-seeker or adventurer in you comes out. You have bursts of energy and need to do something that is,
for you, original and daring.

Oct 24, 2010

anh

2 PM (Oct 23, 2010 to Oct 25, 2010)

Your best self shines forth and you radiate an expectation of success, which can open many doors for you at
this time. You are drawn to the people, places, ideas, or information that can profit you the most, and whatever
comes to you now is apt to be of benefit. Extending yourself, widening your comfort zone, reaching out, and
acting on your intuition enables you to make the most of this fortuitous moment.

Oct 24, 2010

d?j

10 PM (Oct 24, 2010 to Oct 25, 2010)

You tend to see road blocks and obstacles, or come up against skepticism and doubt from within yourself or
from others. Listen to the voice of prudence and caution, and do not attempt to press forward. Instead, pull back
and see the flaws that can be worked on. Focus on repairs, strengthening weak areas, cleaning up and refining
your presentation. Beware of letting negative voices dampen your spirits, however.

Oct 25, 2010

gbS

12 AM (Oct 23, 2010 to Oct 26, 2010)

Your vital energy is flowing strongly and you feel pleasantly ambitious and effective. You can rally others to
action because of your own enthusiasm and can-do attitude, but you're equally happy acting independently and on
your own behalf. Physical, active work or play is favored.

Oct 26, 2010

f?j

12 AM (Oct 24, 2010 to Oct 27, 2010)

Feeling deprived, excluded, lonely, or distant from the people who love you may occur now. It could be a
cooling off period in a relationship, or a critical moment that tests its strength. Tending your hurt feelings without
indulging in self-pity or one-sided blame is important. You may also meet obstacles or self-doubt in regard to
some creative project you're in the midst of. Try to work on the flaws or weak aspects of it without considering the
whole endeavor a failure. Take a break!
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Oct 26, 2010

ang

11 PM (Oct 25, 2010 to Oct 27, 2010)

Courage, confidence, and the will to triumph energize you. You are able to move your objectives forward and
to get a lot done now, without stressing or going into overdrive. Your positive conviction seems to move obstacles
out of your way. You flow around obstructions rather than confront them, which is apt to be a successful strategy
at this time.

Oct 27, 2010

aza

6 AM (Oct 27, 2010 to Oct 28, 2010)

This is your moment in the Sun! Bask in being the center of attention and being recognized for just who and
what you are. Your will and intentions have power now, so focus on what you want to create in your life in the
year ahead.

Oct 29, 2010

dzd

4 AM (Oct 29, 2010 to Oct 30, 2010)

You are fluent, communicative, curious, and alert today. Words fly off your tongue quite easily now and you
may speak before you even realize it. This is a good time to learn something new, perhaps take a short trip to
satisfy your intellectual side. Conversation and meeting of the minds is featured.

Oct 29, 2010

gch

9 PM (Oct 28, 2010 to Oct 31, 2010)

Your challenge now is to synchronize your own will and agenda with the larger energies or grand design.
You tend to be tripped up by over-eagerness or expecting too much too soon, but if can relax, trust, and allow
supportive energies to come to you, your desire can be fulfilled or a wish realized. Ask for what you want and do
what you need to, then let it happen. No forcing or overdoing needed!

Oct 30, 2010

a?j

9 AM (Oct 29, 2010 to Oct 31, 2010)

You may feel somewhat diminished or discouraged now, perhaps from a rejection or other disheartening
event. In any case, no quick or immediate satisfaction is likely now. It's best to slow down, conserve your energy,
and simply get to work on what needs to be done. Rather than blame the world for thwarting you, attend to your
immediate obligations. Do something to organize and bring order to your environment or practical affairs. You'll
feel better if you can make some concrete progress, no matter how small.

Oct 30, 2010

kxk

(Oct 1, 2010 to Feb 5, 2011)

New energies are coming in to challenge the old order of your life. This can be a quiet revolution in which
you begin to live your life more authentically, according to your own needs and values. Or it could be a
full-blown crisis in which you MUST make changes in both your personal life and your work, in order to address
some ongoing imbalance, problem, lack, or untruth. Your own behavior, as well as that of others, may startle you.
In any case, greater autonomy and freedom is the focus. People around you who were once reliable may leave
or become less constant, and your relationship to those who have depended on you will also shift. Unexpected
twists, changes, reversals, and moves are part of the challenge of this time. You may have begun this process up to
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two years earlier, so that now you are birthing the new you/new life that has been trying to emerge.
Positive Potentials:
Liberating changes. Living more from your inner self than from your social persona. Freeing yourself from
the constraints of societal, parental, or conventional mandates.
Negative Potentials:
The more unconscious and frozen in a particular role you have become, the more difficult and rude this
awakening is apt to be. Severe discontent fosters radical, severe "solutions". A tendency to go to extremes in order
to right an imbalance.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Beware of blaming "them" for any unhappiness you are feeling. Recognize that your own CHOICES have
created your current situation, and that you are free to choose again. Decide to reinvent yourself and/or the parts
of your life you feel you've outgrown, incorporating your truest values.
A short break from your routine can help you gain perspective, as can consulting people whom you feel are
living the life you would like to. Surround yourself with supportive, affirming people who will help you birth the
new in your life. Equally important, detach yourself from the nay-sayers and others who may be angry and
threatened by the changes you are going through.
Avoid extremism and radical solutions simply for the sake of "something new". Make changes based on a
deeper recognition of your real needs and truths.

Oct 31, 2010

d?D

12 AM (Oct 30, 2010 to Oct 31, 2010)

Intelligently organizing, planning, or taking care of correspondence would be wise now. The more
uncluttered and systematic you are, the more good ideas, decisions, and directions can emerge. Speaking with a
parent or elder and getting their perspective, or working something through with them, is also useful now.

Oct 31, 2010

fza

3 AM (Oct 31, 2010 to Nov 1, 2010)

Your love light shines brightly now and you wish to please and be pleased, to give and receive a personal,
loving touch. Both romance and friendship are enhanced by warm expressions of appreciation, affection, and
treats. Your sensitivity to aesthetics is heightened as well and anything ugly or impersonal will bother you more
than usual. This is a time to beautify, embellish, decorate, or bring flowers. You attract admiration as well!

Oct 31, 2010

fng

3 PM (Oct 29, 2010 to Nov 2, 2010)

Passionate love and powerful creative drives are stimulated now. If you work in any of the arts, this can be an
enormously productive time when your energy and sense of beauty and style really come together. Happy
collaborative efforts of all kinds are featured. Camaraderie, friendship, and affection, even with people you
normally don't socialize with, can be expected. In a romantic relationship, this can be a very special time. If you
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wish it, make it so!

Oct 31, 2010

dnf

8 PM (Oct 31, 2010 to Nov 1, 2010)

Communicating affection and appreciation come easily to you today. You speak personably and pleasantly
now, making even casual interactions sweet. By overlooking superficial differences and focusing on harmonizing
and understanding, you build bridges between yourself and others or between two parties who have been at odds.
This is also a wonderful time to send flowers, write a love letter, or to discuss matters of aesthetics and personal
style. Heavy topics will wait for another day.

Nov 3, 2010

dn;

8 AM (Nov 2, 2010 to Nov 4, 2010)

You are interested in complexity, depth, the mysterious, the hidden, or the primitive, whether you are looking
for the secrets of lost civilizations or probing a thorny psychological problem. What you read, watch, think about
or discuss is apt to contain these elements. You can also be quite a convincing speaker but beware of overstating
your case. Your words are potent now.

Nov 3, 2010

d 5th H.

(Nov 2, 2010 to Nov 27, 2010)

Creative ideas and a spontaneous flow of thoughts enlivens you now. Creative writing, singing, composing,
the artful use of language, engaging in intellectual diversions or entertainment, reading for pleasure, competitive
games that involve skill and strategy, and simply playing with ideas are favored.

Nov 4, 2010

dzl

6 AM (Nov 4, 2010 to Nov 5, 2010)

You may notice that your mind is a bit fuzzy at the moment, or that you just can't concentrate on practical
matters and immediate tasks. Perhaps you need a mental vacation, like reading a book that captures your
imagination, going to see a movie, as simply relaxing your mental focus and enjoying the magic of the birds
singing outside your window. Minor miscommunications or misunderstandings can arise now. Certainly it is not
the best day to negotiate a business transaction or any other activity that requires sharp, decisive discrimination.
You might miss important pieces, so save such activities for another day.

Nov 4, 2010

fnh

9 PM (Nov 3, 2010 to Nov 6, 2010)

Let the good times roll! A lovely sense of well-being and ease characterizes this time. If you've been under a
lot of pressure lately, you can let up, let go and relax a bit. You feel freed up emotionally, and freer with your
affection and your money as well. Your open-heartedness and easy attitude draws good things your way friendship, love, opportunities, and material benefits alike.
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Nov 5, 2010

dcs

5 AM (Nov 4, 2010 to Nov 6, 2010)

Gaining objectivity about your past through talking or writing about it, needing to talk on an intimate feeling
level, or reconnecting to someone you have a long history with is featured. Personal topics interest you much more
than factual or philosophical discussion. If you tend to gossip or spend a lot of time analyzing your own and other
people's feelings and motives, you are especially likely to do so now. Phone home!

Nov 6, 2010

azd

2 AM (Nov 6, 2010 to Nov 7, 2010)

Initiating communication, conversations, and interchanges of all kinds is highlighted now. You express your
thoughts easily and clearly, you know what you want to say and you are interested and curious about others'
thoughts and opinions. Commercial trading and negotiations of any kind are favored.

Nov 6, 2010

dnk

7 PM (Nov 6, 2010 to Nov 7, 2010)

You have a touch of creative genius in your thinking today. Your ability to see things in a new light, to
experiment and think outside the box, can deliver up some surprising insights. You may be moved by an
out-of-the-blue impulse to call or contact someone, to vary your usual route or to do things in a different order
than you normally would. Doing small things like this keeps you awake and interested.

Nov 6, 2010

gbj

8 PM (Nov 5, 2010 to Nov 8, 2010)

This is an excellent time to concentrate on the immediate and get some real work done. You can apply
yourself to some unexciting or disagreeable but necessary job and stick with it until it's finished - or at least until
you've made some visible, tangible progress. In fact, you're apt to enjoy this more than just about anything else at
the moment. It feels good to accomplish tasks and have something to show at the end of the day. Practice, refining
a technique, or problem-solving is featured.

Nov 7, 2010

dbS

6 AM (Nov 6, 2010 to Nov 8, 2010)

Communication, learning, or being a messenger or conduit for information is favored now. You express
yourself clearly and intelligently, getting your views across with ease. Friendly or casual encounters can lead you
to information you can benefit from right now. You may want to visit a book store, or make some phone calls
you've been putting off.

Nov 8, 2010

a?D

11 PM (Nov 8, 2010 to Nov 9, 2010)

Relations with men, people in authority, or father figures are featured today. You may be thinking about past
successes or failures and how those influence what you aim for now. There may be some friction between your
will and someone else's and a need to humble yourself in order for things to proceed. Seek win-win situations.
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Nov 9, 2010

dch

2 PM (Nov 8, 2010 to Nov 10, 2010)

Community or world events, long-range trends, or a desire for wider contact with the world occupies your
mind right now. You may feel the urge to make travel plans, to attend a cross-cultural event, or simply to move
around more. It may be harder for you to sit still for a long period, or engage in tedious or exacting mental work.
You could overlook critical details. Break up your day with humorous interludes, a long distance phone call, or by
emailing your faraway friends.

Nov 10, 2010

anf

6 AM (Nov 10, 2010 to Nov 11, 2010)

Pleasantness and a personal touch ease all situations you find yourself in. You're in a lighthearted mood and
prefer being around people you enjoy and can relax with, and unless your work pleases you, you probably won't
want to do it. The sweet and frivolous side of life, or doing something just for pleasure, is emphasized now.

Nov 13, 2010

dbj

11 AM (Nov 12, 2010 to Nov 14, 2010)

This is a good day for quiet thinking and work that entails intellectual or technical skill, craftsmanship, or
careful attention to detail. Wrangling with practical problems and logistics, finding intelligent solutions and
completing tasks and projects are favored. You meet deadlines on time and enjoy taking care of business. A
library or quiet room where you can be alone and just do your work appeals to you now. This is also a fine time to
take an examination, either written or oral.

Nov 14, 2010

an;

2 AM (Nov 14, 2010 to Nov 15, 2010)

Unusual creative power is available to you today. An intensity of focus that borders on the extreme allows
you to accomplish a great deal now. You also gain deeper insights and awareness about something which helps
you understand and work with it better. You may want to get rid of something that's outlived its function because
it is easier to part with things now than it might be on another day.

Nov 14, 2010

a 5th H.

(Nov 13, 2010 to Dec 18, 2010)

Play, self-expression, and taking risks to bring out your uniqueness is the focus now. Your creative impulses
are bright and strong and you need outlets in which to let them shine. Solo efforts are preferable to collaborative
ones, unless you are allowed to direct or lead. You take pride in your creations.

Nov 14, 2010

;zg

(May 30, 2010 to Dec 15, 2010)

Hidden power drives come to the fore now and you are extremely motivated, perhaps obsessed with,
achieving your aims. Suppressed energies of aggression, anger, ambition, or jealousy that have been festering
within will surface now as well, and your task is to find ways to clear or resolve them. Otherwise they are apt to
be destructive, damaging your personal health and safety or the people around you.
Beware of attempting to force your will or impose your desires onto others. If you are hell-bent on getting
what you want, doing things your way, or getting ahead at all costs you may be setting yourself up for a ferocious
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backlash.
Your sexuality is intensified during this period also, which can be all-consuming at times.
On the other hand, if there are things that MUST be done, something that must be set right which you have
been avoiding for fear of creating discord, you now have the courage and will to do it. Just be certain that revenge
isn't your motivation.
Positive Potentials:
Reclaiming one's power and thus accessing deep wells of strength, courage, and energy. Intense striving
leading to significant achievement. Decisive action that transforms your life. Healing long-standing physical or
personal problems through direct action or intervention.
Negative Potentials:
Struggles for power and dominance for its own sake. Explosive anger. If you completely ignore and refuse to
admit your own anger, ambition, or power drives, you could become the victim of another's violent energies or of
circumstances that harm you.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Avoid extremes, over-exertion, and pushing too hard, especially at work or in physical exercise. Work
intensely, but be certain your motives are positive and for the good of others as well as yourself.
Beware of your so-called "justified" anger. Current circumstances which arouse your fury or outrage may
well be simply triggering old, repressed feelings which are coming out with a vengeance, quite out of proportion
to the actual event. If this seems to be happening, look to the sources. You may have a difficult time with this if
you are dedicated to seeing yourself as a "nice" person, instead of allowing yourself a full range of emotions
including anger, competitiveness, and so forth. Blaming others is a cop out, and while it feeds your righteous
anger, it won't lead to the positive action that can transform your life at this time.

Nov 15, 2010

fcS

6 AM (Nov 10, 2010 to Nov 26, 2010)

A strong need for harmony, affection, approval or belongingness colors your attitude and decisions now.
Overall this is apt to bring ease and engender positive feelings in your interactions and personal relationships, but
in a situation in which you need to move forcefully on your own behalf it could work against you. Social
engagements, pleasure outings, and even shopping are favored.

Nov 15, 2010

azl

12 PM (Nov 14, 2010 to Nov 16, 2010)

Your imagination and inner yearnings are stimulated and you may find yourself drifting away from the
immediate here and now. This isn't the best day to make critical decisions because you may be seeing your options
through a subtle haze of hopeful wishing or idealism. Go to see a play or an art exhibit or do something purely for
the spiritual reward, some random act of kindness.
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Nov 16, 2010

acs

10 PM (Nov 16, 2010 to Nov 17, 2010)

Any tension between your conscious actions and your emotional needs, wishes, or feelings that has been
bubbling beneath the surface will show itself now. Strained relationships, irritability, or a subtle resistance and
lack of enthusiasm are possible ways you might notice this. If you find yourself acting like a whiny or willful
child, pay attention to what you are needing. Self-comfort and care, a little extra rest, or acknowledging feelings
can re-energize you.

Nov 18, 2010

h b l (no partile)

(Oct 27, 2010 to Dec 10, 2010)

An undercurrent or mood of ease, relaxation, and contentment enables you to LET good things happen now.
You feel supported and encouraged in your spiritual life or creative endeavors, and generally positive about the
future.
If you are usually driven, ambitious, impatient, or anxious about what you are doing, this easygoing time will
be a decided relief. It's an excellent time to plan and/or take a vacation, especially to somewhere you've never
been or have long wished to explore. But you needn't go far to enjoy this period, because you see the good
wherever you are, too.
Philosophy, mystical writings, or other teachings which expand your mind and your world view interest you
now. In general, you are less narrowly focused, less concrete-minded or dominated by practical concerns, more
willing to dream, imagine, speculate, and dance with the intangible side of life.
Humanitarian impulses or religious concerns are featured now as well.
Positive Potentials:
Openness to assistance from the spiritual side of life, and willingness to offer help to others generously and
unselfishly. Expanded and uplifted consciousness.
Negative Potentials:
Tendencies toward passivity or allowing things to take their course when action or effort is required are
magnified, but this is only likely to be problematic if you lean strongly in this direction to begin with. Gambling
or relying exclusively on luck.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Beware of over-idealizing any teacher or teaching you come into contact with now. As long as you use
common sense and discernment, not allowing yourself to be lulled into a completely receptive or passive state,
everything is apt to be alright.
Stay grounded with plenty of physical exercise, preferably in the outdoors.
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Nov 19, 2010

ank

8 AM (Nov 18, 2010 to Nov 20, 2010)

Creative license, spontaneity, improvisation, and discovery are stimulated now. This is a good time for any
activity that requires you to experiment and think outside the box. Your freedom to express yourself in your own
way is quite important to you at the moment.

Nov 19, 2010

gbD

11 PM (Nov 18, 2010 to Nov 21, 2010)

You take a proactive, assertive, and eager attitude toward challenges and your ambitions. You could impress
superiors with your vigor, as you are willing to go the extra mile and do whatever it takes. Opportunities to
advance your standing or achieve a desire come to you now. Green light!

Nov 20, 2010

abS

12 AM (Nov 19, 2010 to Nov 20, 2010)

The force is with you! Your vital energy is flowing well and your confidence is up, so anything you attempt
now is likely to succeed. You influence others through personal direct contact, and without much effort. Work
with what inspires you, gives you energy, or matters most to you, and expect great results. Express yourself!

Nov 20, 2010

dbD

4 AM (Nov 20, 2010 to Nov 21, 2010)

Clarity, objectivity, and a smooth flow of communication makes this an excellent time to reach a decision
and/or tell others of a decision you've come to. Ideas come flooding in now, too, and you're able to assimilate all
kinds of new information. All learning, teaching, or intellectual activities are favored.

Nov 21, 2010

dcf

3 AM (Nov 20, 2010 to Nov 22, 2010)

Your interactions and conversations are on the light side now, with an emphasis on affection, humor,
understanding, and pleasantries. This is not the best time to enter into any important negotiations, however,
because although the tone will be friendly, you are inclined to be a bit too conciliatory or be swayed by charm. It
is a much better time to go shopping!

Nov 21, 2010

gcf

5 PM (Nov 20, 2010 to Nov 23, 2010)

Powerful desires and amorous feelings are stimulated now perhaps through an enticing interaction or
personal encounter. You take the lead in social situations or attract personal attention. Coming on too strong, not
picking up on subtle cues, or being inappropriate in a social sense are pitfalls of this time. Strive for a balance
between taking the initiative and being sensitive and aware of others' needs and wants. If you are usually shy and
unassertive, this is your moment to come out and take a risk even if you're a bit awkward.
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Nov 21, 2010

fcS

10 PM (Nov 10, 2010 to Nov 26, 2010)

This astrological influence (Ven Sqr Asc) also occurred on Nov 15, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Nov 23, 2010

ach

11 AM (Nov 22, 2010 to Nov 24, 2010)

You tend to overreach, overextend, and promise or expect too much, in an overly optimistic assessment of
what you can do right now. You see all the possibilities in a positive light, minimizing the potential obstacles. If
you commit to anything now, be certain it's something you're truly willing to follow through on. Mutually
beneficial contacts are fostered, especially with people at a distance.

Nov 24, 2010

dc;

12 AM (Nov 24, 2010 to Nov 25, 2010)

Your conversations and interactions take on an intensity you normally wouldn't expect from casual
encounters. You or another person may reveal something very personal and private, or bring up deep topics that
are rarely discussed. Very strong views, bordering on the fanatical, or thoughts expressed with a lot of emotion
may stir up resistance. You can be keenly insightful now, but beware of forcing any kind of agenda onto those
around you.

Nov 24, 2010

;na

(Oct 15, 2010 to Dec 23, 2010)

Subtle but profound changes within you will have a tremendous effect upon your relationships, quite possibly
totally altering significant relationships in your life. A new spirit of self-respect, personal empowerment, and
deeper honesty arises. It is a time of births and deaths, (literally as well as metaphorically), and these will have a
powerful impact upon you and your decisions. Group work is very powerful and positive for you now, especially
if the focus is on conscious awareness, deeper learning, healing, or combining energies to create positive changes
in the collective (media, education system, etc.).
Positive Potentials:
A deepening of all your relationships, an "alchemical" relationship in which both parties are transformed by
the blending and sharing of there energies, old habits and attitudes shed more readily which opens you to new life
and more aliveness.
Negative Potentials:
If you are a very malleable and impressionable person, you could get overpowered or "swept away" by
another person or group of stronger individuals. Even so, you are likely to learn much about your own strengths.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Pursue those dreams and ideas you have put on the back burner. Take creative risks, as well as personal ones.
If you do not act upon the impulses for creative change and renewal that are open to you now, it may be harder or
more urgent in the future. Even on a physical level, you may want to repair and rebuild before a crisis occurs.
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Nov 26, 2010

dbs

5 AM (Nov 26, 2010 to Nov 27, 2010)

Conversations with women, with family, and with people you are especially close to or have a long history
with are going well now. By listening as well as sharing your own experiences and feelings, you deepen your
rapport and connection. Telling stories, reminiscing, and discussing what is in your soul can be very rewarding.
You are likely not only to hear, but to understand. Personal letter writing or journaling would also be fruitful
activities.

Nov 26, 2010

gc;

10 PM (Nov 25, 2010 to Nov 28, 2010)

A hidden or mostly unconscious need to control or gain power is at play within and around you now. If you
violate others' rights or territory in pursuit of your own agenda, a battle of wills (subtle or overt) is likely. There is
a destructive element operating as well, which can be turned to good ends in that you can work to "destroy" or
eliminate something, or completely purge or overhaul something in your life. You tend to drive yourself quite
hard, so beware of over-straining or forcing yourself past your limits.

Nov 27, 2010

d 6th H.

(Nov 27, 2010 to Dec 20, 2010)

Your thoughts are focused on work and immediate practical issues, with an eye toward improving efficiency,
organizing, managing, and facilitating communication and understanding on the job. The pace of your work
environment is quickened, with lots of ideas and new information coming in. You may learn a skill or piece of
technical information that assists your work performance.

Nov 28, 2010

dck

5 AM (Nov 28, 2010 to Nov 29, 2010)

Making or hearing comments that provoke controversy, feeling unusually impatient with others' slowness,
impulsive movements or a sudden change of direction can challenge you today. Beware of acting out of nervous
haste or tactlessly blurting something out that you can't take back. Instead, consciously slow yourself down,
breathe deep into your middle, and relax the tension in your head or jaws - then proceed.

Nov 28, 2010

d?S

7 PM (Nov 28, 2010 to Nov 29, 2010)

Your curiosity is piqued and you may innocently involve yourself in something that's none of your business.
Overhearing conversations or being drawn into gossipy chats purely out of boredom could be a part of this. You
need to keep yourself busy, but try not to scatter your energy into too many directions today.

Nov 29, 2010

abj

4 AM (Nov 28, 2010 to Nov 30, 2010)

You have good stamina, concentration, and a focus on taking care of earthly realities, practical necessities,
and chores. Inner satisfaction comes from accomplishing your tasks and meeting responsibilities. You may not be
especially gregarious or jovial now unless other astrological factors are strong, but you can definitely have a solid
sense of achievement at the end of the day.
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Nov 30, 2010

gbs

6 PM (Nov 29, 2010 to Dec 2, 2010)

You enjoy activities in which your instincts, emotions, and desires can flow freely, like making love, playing
in the ocean, playing soccer, or just acting like a kid. You feel energetic and passionate about the people and
things you care about, and may be rather aggressively protective as well.

Dec 2, 2010

dbh

12 AM (Dec 2, 2010 to Dec 3, 2010)

Your mind is positive and you are thinking in broader terms at the moment. Your intuition and sense of
future trends is keen. Commercial ventures and transactions, communicating to a wider audience, teaching or
learning, and making sound decisions based on seeing the bigger picture is the focus now. Send and receive
inspiring messages.

Dec 2, 2010

fnh

6 PM (Nov 30, 2010 to Dec 4, 2010)

Let the good times roll! A lovely sense of well-being and ease characterizes this time. If you've been under a
lot of pressure lately, you can let up, let go and relax a bit. You feel freed up emotionally, and freer with your
affection and your money as well. Your open-heartedness and easy attitude draws good things your way friendship, love, opportunities, and material benefits alike.

Dec 3, 2010

g 6th H.

(Dec 2, 2010 to Jan 12, 2011)

A hard-driving or competitive atmosphere at work can either inspire your strongest efforts or create
dissonance with the people you work with. Certainly you need to be very productive and to accomplish something
tangible, in order for you to feel satisfied now. It is also best for you to be able to follow your own initiative and
to work according to your own desires and rhythms; you can get a lot done this way.
Be proactive regarding your health now, also. Making decisions and participating in your own health case is
essential.

Dec 3, 2010

gck

11 PM (Dec 2, 2010 to Dec 5, 2010)

Mishaps or disruptions due to recklessness, tactlessness, sudden outbursts of anger or impatience, and heated
encounters are potential trouble spots at the moment. Slow down in traffic, and take precautions around fire,
electronics, and sharp tools. Perhaps you can do something daring and outrageous that isn't dangerous!

Dec 4, 2010

dzg

7 PM (Dec 3, 2010 to Dec 6, 2010)

Honest, forthright discussions and clear powerful decision-making characterize this time. You may become
impatient with another's vagueness or waffling, and move to act on your own. Beware of sharp words said in
haste, aggressive driving, or wasting your energy in needless arguments. Certainly you can hold your own in any
discussion or negotiation, but you may come on too strong.
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Dec 4, 2010

g?S

9 PM (Dec 3, 2010 to Dec 6, 2010)

This is not the best time to try to do something jointly or cooperatively. Without realizing it or intending to,
you may arouse others' anger or antipathy, perhaps by being overly assertive, competitive, or inconsiderate. Minor
inconveniences or compromises create more friction and irritation than the situation actually warrants. Try to keep
your cool. Working out or getting some physical exercise can help.

Dec 5, 2010

dna

5 AM (Dec 3, 2010 to Dec 6, 2010)

Clear thinking and an easy flow of communication make this a good day to present your ideas in writing or in
person to take an exam, to learn something new, to initiate discussions or conduct a meeting. The pace of life is
quickened and everyday business flows smoothly, especially casual interactions.

Dec 7, 2010

fng

3 AM (Dec 5, 2010 to Dec 8, 2010)

Passionate love and powerful creative drives are stimulated now. If you work in any of the arts, this can be an
enormously productive time when your energy and sense of beauty and style really come together. Happy
collaborative efforts of all kinds are featured. Camaraderie, friendship, and affection, even with people you
normally don't socialize with, can be expected. In a romantic relationship, this can be a very special time. If you
wish it, make it so!

Dec 7, 2010

fza

3 PM (Dec 5, 2010 to Dec 9, 2010)

Your love light shines brightly now and you wish to please and be pleased, to give and receive a personal,
loving touch. Both romance and friendship are enhanced by warm expressions of appreciation, affection, and
treats. Your sensitivity to aesthetics is heightened as well and anything ugly or impersonal will bother you more
than usual. This is a time to beautify, embellish, decorate, or bring flowers. You attract admiration as well!

Dec 8, 2010

abD

3 PM (Dec 8, 2010 to Dec 9, 2010)

The force is with you, go for your personal best! Father figures or those in a position to help you further your
aims are encouraging and receptive to what you propose. Back up your words with action, follow through with a
solid effort, and expect success. This is an ideal time to express what you really want, to show some style, and let
the world know who you are.

Dec 9, 2010

gbh

11 AM (Dec 8, 2010 to Dec 10, 2010)

Enthusiasm, confidence, and verve infuse your efforts now, almost guaranteeing a positive outcome. Your
instincts, as well as your sense of direction and timing, are excellent! Risk-taking, engaging and inspiring others to
support you, and taking action to realize a big goal are favored.
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Dec 9, 2010

acf

10 PM (Dec 8, 2010 to Dec 10, 2010)

There may be some stress or lack of flow between you and a loved one or friend. Perhaps one of you is
feeling slighted, neglected, or under-appreciated. It would be wise - and probably would require very little on your
part - to reach out and make a loving offer at this time. Little snags or bruised feelings should be attended to, so
don't allow pride to stand in the way.

Dec 12, 2010

f?j

8 AM (Dec 12, 2010 to Dec 13, 2010)

Feeling deprived, excluded, lonely, or distant from the people who love you may occur now. It could be a
cooling off period in a relationship, or a critical moment that tests its strength. Tending your hurt feelings without
indulging in self-pity or one-sided blame is important. You may also meet obstacles or self-doubt in regard to
some creative project you're in the midst of. Try to work on the flaws or weak aspects of it without considering the
whole endeavor a failure. Take a break!

Dec 12, 2010

gzg

2 PM (Dec 12, 2010 to Dec 13, 2010)

The courage to act decisively on your own behalf, to take the initiative, and to risk new ventures infuses you
now. You confront issues head on rather than evade or avoid them, with the intention of standing up for your
legitimate rights. If you are of a forceful temperament to begin with you may be pushy, overly aggressive, or come
on too strong. Your physical and vital energies are stimulated and you need to be doing, acting, achieving, and
taking charge. Strive to be forthright and brave, without being contentious.

Dec 13, 2010

gna

12 AM (Dec 11, 2010 to Dec 14, 2010)

Your positive, outgoing, action-oriented, "yang" energy is stimulated now. You won't want to be contained or
sitting still for long periods; vigorous sports, outdoor adventures, and physical expression are indicated instead.
You are the favorite for any competitive activity you're engaged in, and you're apt to make whatever you do now a
race or contest!

Dec 13, 2010

ac;

6 PM (Dec 12, 2010 to Dec 14, 2010)

An encounter or incident (whether you are a witness or a participant) may force you to look at something you
would normally avoid, and you may have unusually strong feelings about it. Buried emotions and old scars may
come up. If so, it's an opportunity for you to gain awareness and to relinquish old grudges, and to make peace with
yourself. Something that has been hidden or in the dark comes up now.

Dec 14, 2010

dna

3 PM (Dec 14, 2010 to Dec 15, 2010)

This astrological influence (Mer Sxtil Sun) also occurred on Dec 5, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this date.
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Dec 15, 2010

dzg

12 AM (Dec 13, 2010 to Dec 16, 2010)

This astrological influence (Mer Conj Mar) also occurred on Dec 4, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Dec 16, 2010

h?s

(Dec 1, 2010 to Dec 25, 2010)

Belonging or a lack of belonging, being included or excluded, feeling or not feeling a part of a community or
larger whole is likely to be at issue now. Even if you are generally satisfied with how you fit in, belong, and join
with others, you may feel out of sync with your family, group, or community right now.
A sense of "I want something. I need something. But I don't know what it is," can lead to filling your life with
activities, relationships, and things. You may be very busy and "full" outwardly but not very centered inwardly.
Or, you may feel there is simply TOO MUCH of everything in your life - material possessions, body weight, or
inconsequential but energy-consuming relationships. If so, it's time to recognize and do something to prune these
things from your life.
Positive Potentials:
A spirit of discontent can lead you to take stock of where your real satisfaction and sources of nurturance and
support lie. Places in your life in which you have become complacent, lazy, or indifferent become clearer to you,
and you can choose to do something about that. Finding new ways to connect and a new community.
Negative Potentials:
Trying to fill your dissatisfaction in unconscious, self-defeating ways. For instance, overeating to fill your
hunger for emotional closeness or for more interest and excitement in your life.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Don't expect others to rescue you or fulfill your longings. Take initiative to identify what you want or might
want to explore, and do so.
Find ways to give back and flow some good into others' lives.

Dec 16, 2010

abs

1 PM (Dec 16, 2010 to Dec 17, 2010)

You enjoy being around both men and women at this time and, in fact, you need to be with others, especially
those you know pretty well and trust. Having a sense of familiarity and comfort in your surroundings and
interactions boosts your confidence. Everyday relationships are supportive and warm at the moment.

Dec 17, 2010

gcj

1 AM (Dec 15, 2010 to Dec 18, 2010)

At this moment you do not want to waste time or energy and you may be impatient with those situations or
people who seem to stand in your way or thwart your will. Resentment and an adversarial attitude may surface,
especially towards those who have an easier time of it. You may be tempted to lash out at others who are really
not the cause of your frustration but are simply safe targets. Instead of moving with these destructive attitudes,
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turn to what you can do in your own court. Self-reliance, patience, and even hard or disagreeable work can turn
this time into a productive one. Find ways to relieve stress (that don't involve hurting others!)

Dec 17, 2010

dbh

5 AM (Dec 16, 2010 to Dec 18, 2010)

This astrological influence (Mer Trine Jup) also occurred on Dec 2, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Dec 18, 2010

a 6th H.

(Dec 17, 2010 to Jan 18, 2011)

You are focused on your work, and on doing your daily tasks as well as you can. You are interested in
improving the quality of the service you provide and upgrading efficiency and/or your skills. You may be
recognized for your excellent work, but mainly you want the satisfaction of a job well done. You also have to
attend to little niggling details. If your regular routine doesn't provide you satisfaction now, you need to look at
where you can make improvements.

Dec 18, 2010

ack

10 PM (Dec 18, 2010 to Dec 19, 2010)

Minor shake-ups, mishaps, or aberrations from your normal routine require you to be on your toes, or you
could feel restless and create a stir yourself. You're less compliant, obedient, and patient with arbitrary rules. If
you can, break your usual patterns in small ways, like dressing less formally or showing some eccentricity.

Dec 19, 2010

a?S

2 PM (Dec 18, 2010 to Dec 20, 2010)

Expect significant encounters, meeting individuals who are or will be important players, at least for the
moment. The focus is on relationship, balance, taking each person's tastes, styles, needs, and personal agendas into
account. There may be some friction and adjustments needed. It is your choice whether you want to compromise
or go solo, but including the other makes for a fuller picture.

Dec 19, 2010

d?S

8 PM (Dec 19, 2010 to Dec 20, 2010)

Your curiosity is piqued and you may innocently involve yourself in something that's none of your business.
Overhearing conversations or being drawn into gossipy chats purely out of boredom could be a part of this. You
need to keep yourself busy, but try not to scatter your energy into too many directions today.

Dec 20, 2010

dck

8 AM (Dec 20, 2010 to Dec 21, 2010)

Making or hearing comments that provoke controversy, feeling unusually impatient with others' slowness,
impulsive movements or a sudden change of direction can challenge you today. Beware of acting out of nervous
haste or tactlessly blurting something out that you can't take back. Instead, consciously slow yourself down,
breathe deep into your middle, and relax the tension in your head or jaws - then proceed.
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Dec 20, 2010

d 5th H.

(Dec 19, 2010 to Jan 10, 2011)

Creative ideas and a spontaneous flow of thoughts enlivens you now. Creative writing, singing, composing,
the artful use of language, engaging in intellectual diversions or entertainment, reading for pleasure, competitive
games that involve skill and strategy, and simply playing with ideas are favored.

Dec 20, 2010

fzd

11 PM (Dec 19, 2010 to Dec 22, 2010)

Your awareness of love, relationship, aesthetics, and beauty is enhanced. You have an eye for what goes
together, or what's appealing and pleasing, so you may do some rearranging or suddenly notice the graciousness
(or lack of it) in your surroundings. This is an ideal time to send notes of appreciation or to have a love talk with
your sweetheart. You are able to verbally express feelings, desires, and wishes that would be harder to articulate
at other times. Creative writing, designing, and cultural affairs are favored.

Dec 22, 2010

dbs

4 AM (Dec 22, 2010 to Dec 23, 2010)

Conversations with women, with family, and with people you are especially close to or have a long history
with are going well now. By listening as well as sharing your own experiences and feelings, you deepen your
rapport and connection. Telling stories, reminiscing, and discussing what is in your soul can be very rewarding.
You are likely not only to hear, but to understand. Personal letter writing or journaling would also be fruitful
activities.

Dec 23, 2010

abh

12 AM (Dec 22, 2010 to Dec 23, 2010)

Your best self shines forth and you radiate an expectation of success, which can open many doors for you at
this time. You are drawn to the people, places, ideas, or information that can profit you the most, and whatever
comes to you now is apt to be of benefit. Extending yourself, widening your comfort zone, reaching out, and
acting on your intuition enables you to make the most of this fortuitous moment.

Dec 24, 2010

f?D

7 AM (Dec 24, 2010 to Dec 25, 2010)

You enjoy playing the role of hostess or host, displaying your good taste, affection, and appreciation for the
finer things. Lightness, humor, and good times shared is the focus for you now. Go to the extra trouble to
decorate, embellish, bring out your best china, and show people a good time. Opportunities to come together for a
celebration, while not entirely trouble free, will be beneficial overall.

Dec 24, 2010

dc;

6 PM (Dec 23, 2010 to Dec 26, 2010)

Your conversations and interactions take on an intensity you normally wouldn't expect from casual
encounters. You or another person may reveal something very personal and private, or bring up deep topics that
are rarely discussed. Very strong views, bordering on the fanatical, or thoughts expressed with a lot of emotion
may stir up resistance. You can be keenly insightful now, but beware of forcing any kind of agenda onto those
around you.
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Dec 25, 2010

azg

8 AM (Dec 24, 2010 to Dec 26, 2010)

The active, willful, decisive and ambitious part of your nature is energized and you are ready to initiate a new
project or take on your challenges with zest. If you tend to be a hothead, lookout! This tendency is certainly
exacerbated now. On the other hand, if you tend to hold yourself back or to be passive, you'll feel a vitalizing
sense of your power. Strong desires are activated and motivate you to action.

Dec 25, 2010

ana

3 PM (Dec 24, 2010 to Dec 26, 2010)

This is time of flow and ease of expression. You feel energetically supported and your offerings to the world
are welcomed. Relationships with men are highlighted and are apt to be mutually beneficial.

Dec 25, 2010

fnf

6 PM (Dec 24, 2010 to Dec 26, 2010)

Cooperation, affection, and sweet feelings color this moment. All friendships and intimate or personal
interactions are highly favored. Certainly you won't want to be alone today, nor need you be. Any overtures you
make will be gladly received. Love is flowing! You may feel a bit lazy and pleasantly indulgent as well.

Dec 25, 2010

gnd

8 PM (Dec 24, 2010 to Dec 27, 2010)

You say what you mean in a very clear, direct, and compelling way, which short circuits any problems that
could arise from ambiguity or indecisiveness. It's an excellent time to do an oral presentation, take an exam, tell
your side of the story and convince others of your opinion. Be sure to listen as well. You enjoy intellectual
activities and stimulation, conversation, and problem solving.

Dec 28, 2010

acj

4 PM (Dec 28, 2010 to Dec 29, 2010)

You may feel somewhat diminished or discouraged now, perhaps from a rejection or other disheartening
event. In any case, no quick or immediate satisfaction is likely now. It's best to slow down, conserve your energy,
and simply get to work on what needs to be done. Rather than blame the world for thwarting you, attend to your
immediate obligations. Do something to organize and bring order to your environment or practical affairs. You'll
feel better if you can make some concrete progress, no matter how small.

Dec 29, 2010

gcD

2 PM (Dec 28, 2010 to Dec 30, 2010)

You may not be moving ahead as you'd like, or you may find that you're struggling to get things done.
Hurrying, irritability with family or people at work, and a disagreeable attitude can make this a tense time. Don't
try to do more than you have to, or make deadlines for yourself that you then push yourself and others to meet.
Chill out a little!
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Dec 29, 2010

fn;

11 PM (Dec 28, 2010 to Dec 31, 2010)

Powerful romantic and creative energies are flowing now. A friendship intensifies through deep sharing, or
an erotic interlude evolves from a strongly emotional connection. On another level, you may feel compelled to
redesign or remake your wardrobe, surroundings, or a creative project you're in the midst of, to make it more
pleasing, rich, and beautiful.

Dec 30, 2010

f 5th H.

(Dec 29, 2010 to Feb 1, 2011)

Spontaneous loving and playfulness make this a happy period, one in which you show your heart and
affections freely. All creative arts, sociable games, pleasurable sports or entertainments can also be a source of
delight, and you enjoy putting the stamp of your personal style on these activities. Your romantic energies are
stimulated and unless other astrological factors inhibit it, this is a wonderful period for amorous alliances.

Dec 31, 2010

gbf

6 AM (Dec 29, 2010 to Jan 1, 2011)

This is a wonderful moment for romance! You're in a loving, amorous mood, and if you have no lover at the
moment, make something beautiful, luscious, and appealing in whatever arena you most enjoy. All creative acts
are favored now. Dancing or some other vital and sensual self-expression would be especially satisfying.

Dec 31, 2010

fzl

10 AM (Dec 30, 2010 to Jan 1, 2011)

Love yearnings, especially for an idealized or romantic or spiritual kind of love, are awakened now, perhaps
by a film or some other artistic image. You need and respond strongly to beauty, aesthetics, the arts, the ocean,
poetry, music. Your tender side comes to the fore, too, and you might be moved to adopt a stray dog, cat, or needy
person. You may confuse pity with personal attraction or be especially indulgent with people, also.

Jan 1, 2011

fcs

10 PM (Jan 1, 2011 to Jan 2, 2011)

You need pampering and tender loving care right now, not because you aren't well but because you simply
crave it. Indulging yourself with treats, sweets, shopping, or whatever gives you comfort may be hard to resist.
This is a good time to schedule a massage, hairstyling appointment, or a play date with your kids or a very good
friend. However, try to avoid being too needy or demanding with them.

Jan 2, 2011

jxD

(Dec 15, 2010 to Mar 9, 2011)

Important decisions and preparations are being made which can lay a solid foundation for you in years to
come. Practical necessities, concerns for long-term security, and an inner desire to simplify or get back to basics
are motivating you to put your life on firmer footing. On a mundane level, you could move to a smaller or less
expensive space to cut overhead and financial pressures. Your domestic life, intimate family relationships, and
inner life need tending now and there may be a strong sense of duty and obligation there. Taking care of family or
personal issues anchors you, and can not be neglected now without paying a price later on. Working hard to make
your inner world and closest relationships solid is the best investment you can make now. You may also be
interested in buying real estate or divesting yourself of property around this time. Be careful not to sell yourself
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short or overlook significant deficits in the property you are considering.
Positive Potentials:
Making commitments to a place and/or endeavor that you are willing to grow with over time, putting down
roots. Handling responsibilities to parents, children, and mate with wisdom and practical sense. Spending quiet
times in solitude, deepening your connection to yourself and your own values, goals, and strengths. Simplifying in
order to concentrate on essentials and your real priorities.
Negative Potentials:
Difficulties or heavy pressure at home or in family relationships.
Remedies and Suggestions:
On a physical level, spend some time repairing or working on home improvements, especially structural
ones. Organize, and put your house in order - on all levels.
Make a list of your goals and what you want to achieve, then give yourself credit for even small steps that
move you toward their fulfillment. Make small, realistic, do-able short-term goals which advance your large ones.
Beware of the tendency to either "over function" or "under function" in your family relationships. Discern
the difference between true responsibility and guilt or meddling; learn about healthy boundaries and limits in your
personal sphere.

Jan 2, 2011

j 4th H.

(Dec 15, 2010 to Feb 18, 2011)

Nurturing inner stability, security, and a strong foundation for your life comes through attending to your
inner life, home, and family relationships. Home repairs, structural upgrades, or relocating for practical or
financial reasons are some concrete ways this need to fortify your base may manifest. Things that you have let
slide or neglected demand attention, and this can include tensions in your home life, as well as personal issues
from the past. Your parental responsibilities may increase now also, or a parent may become a source of concern.
This is the time to put yourself on firmer footing by clearing away old emotional burdens, and creating order and
peace in your personal sphere. Hard work at home will pay off.

Jan 4, 2011

and

7 AM (Jan 3, 2011 to Jan 5, 2011)

A free flow of ideas, lively interactions, and a positive environment for learning and communication is
featured. This is a good time to meet people for business or commercial purposes, to make connections via
speaking or writing, and to use your mind. Clarity of thought and of expression eases your way now. This is an
excellent time to take a test or make an important phone call or meeting.
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Jan 4, 2011

fnk

9 AM (Jan 3, 2011 to Jan 5, 2011)

This is an excellent time to meet new people, to try on a more daring, updated, or unconventional style, and
to break out of your usual social circle. Improvise, be spontaneous, and don't be afraid to show your eccentricities
or unusual taste. You can wake up and reinvigorate a love relationship that's become too predictable or stale.
Loosen up and remember what it's like to play!

Jan 4, 2011

dc;

10 PM (Jan 3, 2011 to Jan 6, 2011)

This astrological influence (Mer Sqr Plu) also occurred on Dec 24, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Jan 5, 2011

fbS

2 AM (Jan 5, 2011 to Jan 6, 2011)

A pleasant, affectionate, relaxed, or courteous attitude eases your interactions now, and may open doors or
help lighten troubled situations that you've been working with lately.
You can attract what you want and need, rather than pursue it forcefully or do it all yourself. This is an
excellent time to go out on a date or ask someone for a favor, because you make a decidedly positive impression at
the moment.

Jan 5, 2011

gb;

7 AM (Jan 5, 2011 to Jan 6, 2011)

Your passion, zeal, and inner courage are intensified now, making you enormously effective. You are
super-motivated and can tackle tough challenges with confidence. You may take something old and completely
re-do, re-make, revise, or renew it. Your creative power is flowing!

Jan 5, 2011

hxk

(Dec 28, 2010 to Jan 11, 2011)

The spirit of freedom, liberation, release, and expansion blows through your life now. Erratic twists and
turns, sudden and unexpected opportunities, gifts from out of the blue, and synchronicities that align you with the
larger order offer you an opening into a much different future. You may feel your ideals and dreams now have a
possibility of being realized, or that whole new worlds you never knew existed are now available. You're also very
restless and more impulsive. If you work in a scientific, technical, or social development field, there could be a big
breakthrough.
Relationships that have been stifling and restrictive for you or for the other party are changing now as well,
enabling both to experience more freedom. You could have an unexpected encounter or serendipitous meeting
with someone who will be important in the times to come. Stay open, curious, loose, willing, and listen to the
voice of intuition. Overall, your spontaneous impulses will lead you in the right direction.
Positive Potentials:
Fortunate surprises and unexpected developments. Sudden windfalls and outrageous good fortune. A
liberating release from a chronically tense situation or relationship. A new teaching or understanding that radically
alters your consciousness.
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Negative Potentials:
Tendencies toward irresponsibility, foolish risk taking, or exaggerating the benefits of a new venture are
magnified.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Welcome and enjoy the inspiration, optimism, and adventurousness of the moment. Try as many new things
as you feel drawn to. However, please temper your excitement with common sense. For instance, you may feel
wildly lucky right now, but your luck is erratic. Don't invest or speculate with resources you can't happily part
with.

Jan 7, 2011

gnl

2 AM (Jan 7, 2011 to Jan 8, 2011)

You want to DO something you usually only fantasize about or normally consider lovely but unrealistic. You
need to take concrete steps - even if only small ones - in the direction of a dream. Doing so will give you energy
and can stimulate possibilities and opportunities you never imagined before. A magical moment!

Jan 7, 2011

acD

2 AM (Jan 7, 2011 to Jan 8, 2011)

Relations with men, people in authority, or father figures are featured today. You may be thinking about past
successes or failures and how those influence what you aim for now. There may be some friction between your
will and someone else's and a need to humble yourself in order for things to proceed. Seek win-win situations.

Jan 8, 2011

dbs

7 AM (Jan 7, 2011 to Jan 9, 2011)

This astrological influence (Mer Trine Moo) also occurred on Dec 22, 2010 (peak date). Please refer to this
date.

Jan 8, 2011

abf

9 AM (Jan 7, 2011 to Jan 9, 2011)

Pleasantness and a personal touch ease all situations you find yourself in. You're in a lighthearted mood and
prefer being around people you enjoy and can relax with, and unless your work pleases you, you probably won't
want to do it. The sweet and frivolous side of life, or doing something just for pleasure, is emphasized now.

Jan 8, 2011

fch

1 PM (Jan 7, 2011 to Jan 9, 2011)

You may find it hard to stay on task today or to do any unpleasant, demanding work. Tendencies toward
excess extravagance, self-indulgence or laziness are amplified now. On the plus side, you can enjoy yourself quite
a lot, especially around people. You're generous, playful, good-humored - even lucky!
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Jan 8, 2011

g?s

10 PM (Jan 7, 2011 to Jan 10, 2011)

Just DO IT is your motto now. You're in the mood for action and may be especially disgruntled by others'
indecisiveness, passivity, or laziness. Beware of emotional outbursts and aggressive maneuvering in traffic or at
home, because what you perceive to be slowness on the part of others may just be your own impatience. However,
ongoing or chronic tensions that you try to ignore most of the time are likely to erupt now. This isn't the best time
to visit the in-laws, or to work out problems with people you're close to. Find positive ways to let off steam. A
vigorous tennis match, perhaps?

Jan 9, 2011

hbS

(Jan 3, 2011 to Jan 16, 2011)

At this time you feel more confident. You tend to see the good, expect it, and draw it out of the people and
situations around you. You see the bigger picture, are willing to explore more options, stay open to possibilities,
and be more adventurous in you approach. You may take on a much larger project, something much wider in
scope than what you've been doing, and this is apt to work out quite well. Anything from expanding your family to
working in new creative mediums is likely to be part of the picture. Or, you may be gripped by wanderlust and
need to travel and expand your world. This can also be an excellent time to begin an educational program as well anything, in fact, that enriches your life and enlarges your world is favored.
Now is the time to reach out.
Positive Potentials:
A positive relationship to the world, attracting opportunities and benefactors. Healthy growth and expansion.
Having the confidence to take life-enhancing risks.
Negative Potentials:
None likely.
Remedies and Suggestions:
This can be an extremely favorable time, especially if you take some initiative and put forth a bit of effort. If
you need cooperation in any of your endeavors, now is the time to ask for it. Sitting back and waiting for your
dream to show up is not wrong either, but when you ask, extend yourself, and show up, you maximize the happy
possibilities.

Jan 10, 2011

kxk

(Oct 1, 2010 to Feb 5, 2011)

New energies are coming in to challenge the old order of your life. This can be a quiet revolution in which
you begin to live your life more authentically, according to your own needs and values. Or it could be a
full-blown crisis in which you MUST make changes in both your personal life and your work, in order to address
some ongoing imbalance, problem, lack, or untruth. Your own behavior, as well as that of others, may startle you.
In any case, greater autonomy and freedom is the focus. People around you who were once reliable may leave
or become less constant, and your relationship to those who have depended on you will also shift. Unexpected
twists, changes, reversals, and moves are part of the challenge of this time. You may have begun this process up to
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two years earlier, so that now you are birthing the new you/new life that has been trying to emerge.
Positive Potentials:
Liberating changes. Living more from your inner self than from your social persona. Freeing yourself from
the constraints of societal, parental, or conventional mandates.
Negative Potentials:
The more unconscious and frozen in a particular role you have become, the more difficult and rude this
awakening is apt to be. Severe discontent fosters radical, severe "solutions". A tendency to go to extremes in order
to right an imbalance.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Beware of blaming "them" for any unhappiness you are feeling. Recognize that your own CHOICES have
created your current situation, and that you are free to choose again. Decide to reinvent yourself and/or the parts
of your life you feel you've outgrown, incorporating your truest values.
A short break from your routine can help you gain perspective, as can consulting people whom you feel are
living the life you would like to. Surround yourself with supportive, affirming people who will help you birth the
new in your life. Equally important, detach yourself from the nay-sayers and others who may be angry and
threatened by the changes you are going through.
Avoid extremism and radical solutions simply for the sake of "something new". Make changes based on a
deeper recognition of your real needs and truths.

Jan 10, 2011

d 6th H.

(Jan 9, 2011 to Feb 2, 2011)

Your thoughts are focused on work and immediate practical issues, with an eye toward improving efficiency,
organizing, managing, and facilitating communication and understanding on the job. The pace of your work
environment is quickened, with lots of ideas and new information coming in. You may learn a skill or piece of
technical information that assists your work performance.

Jan 10, 2011

dck

4 PM (Jan 9, 2011 to Jan 11, 2011)

Making or hearing comments that provoke controversy, feeling unusually impatient with others' slowness,
impulsive movements or a sudden change of direction can challenge you today. Beware of acting out of nervous
haste or tactlessly blurting something out that you can't take back. Instead, consciously slow yourself down,
breathe deep into your middle, and relax the tension in your head or jaws - then proceed.
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Jan 11, 2011

d?S

7 AM (Jan 11, 2011 to Jan 12, 2011)

Your curiosity is piqued and you may innocently involve yourself in something that's none of your business.
Overhearing conversations or being drawn into gossipy chats purely out of boredom could be a part of this. You
need to keep yourself busy, but try not to scatter your energy into too many directions today.

Jan 12, 2011

gbk

1 AM (Jan 10, 2011 to Jan 13, 2011)

You crave challenge, action, something fresh and exciting, and while you won't instigate a fight, you won't
back away from one either.
The thrill-seeker or adventurer in you comes out. You have bursts of energy and need to do something that is,
for you, original and daring.

Jan 12, 2011

ab;

4 AM (Jan 11, 2011 to Jan 13, 2011)

Unusual creative power is available to you today. An intensity of focus that borders on the extreme allows
you to accomplish a great deal now. You also gain deeper insights and awareness about something which helps
you understand and work with it better. You may want to get rid of something that's outlived its function because
it is easier to part with things now than it might be on another day.

Jan 12, 2011

g 7th H.

(Jan 11, 2011 to Feb 9, 2011)

Partnership, marriage, or other significant relationships heat up. Will you lead, follow, or work out a way to
cooperate that respects the different needs, desires, and intentions of both? This is the dilemma of your current
cycle. There's apt to be a lot of friction, of push and pull, as you strive to balance your style and agenda with
another's. If you are committed to working together, perhaps assigning separate but equally vital tasks to each
partner will succeed. Avoid relationships where the need to dominate or win overrides the respect for each
individual.

Jan 12, 2011

gxS

10 PM (Jan 11, 2011 to Jan 14, 2011)

This is not the best time to try to do something jointly or cooperatively. Without realizing it or intending to,
you may arouse others' anger or antipathy, perhaps by being overly assertive, competitive, or inconsiderate. Minor
inconveniences or compromises create more friction and irritation than the situation actually warrants. Try to keep
your cool. Working out or getting some physical exercise can help.

Jan 13, 2011

anl

1 PM (Jan 13, 2011 to Jan 14, 2011)

Light some candles or put on your favorite music to create a mood and atmosphere where magic can happen.
Or engage in activities purely for the inner rewards, like bringing a meal to a friend or some other random act of
kindness. This is a day to cultivate spiritual well being and dream peace solutions.
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Jan 14, 2011

fbj

3 AM (Jan 13, 2011 to Jan 15, 2011)

Worries and pressures are eased now, especially if you've been overworking and neglecting your friends.
You can lighten up a bit, relax, remember how to smile. You may seek out someone who is a bit older than you or
a reliable long time pal to spend some time with. Your money sense is quite sound at the moment so if you're
considering a purchase or investment, this is an auspicious day to do that.

Jan 14, 2011

dbh

7 AM (Jan 13, 2011 to Jan 15, 2011)

Your mind is positive and you are thinking in broader terms at the moment. Your intuition and sense of
future trends is keen. Commercial ventures and transactions, communicating to a wider audience, teaching or
learning, and making sound decisions based on seeing the bigger picture is the focus now. Send and receive
inspiring messages.

Jan 14, 2011

a?s

11 PM (Jan 13, 2011 to Jan 15, 2011)

Any tension between your conscious actions and your emotional needs, wishes, or feelings that has been
bubbling beneath the surface will show itself now. Strained relationships, irritability or a subtle resistance and
lack of enthusiasm are possible ways you might notice this. If you find yourself acting like a whiny or willful
child, pay attention to what you are needing. Self-comfort and care, a little extra rest, or acknowledging feelings
can re-energize you.

Jan 15, 2011

l?k

(Dec 8, 2010 to Feb 12, 2011)

This may be one of the least auspicious time to pursue metaphysical or esoteric studies, magical practices, or
unusual states of consciousness. The tendency toward misunderstanding, misinterpretation, illusions, and
distortion is high, and instead of bringing illumination, could cause you to fall prey to confusion and muddled
thinking.
Odd, unsettling experiences or strange moods may come on sporadically during this cycle. Don't feed any
such tendencies by exposing yourself to too much fantasy, horror, or bizarre imagery in art, films, or other media.
Avoid intoxicants and mind-altering substances for the same reason.
There may be unusual experiences on or near water during this period, so if you have any doubts about
taking that cruise or diving excursion, take extra precautions.
Positive Potentials:
If you have a solid sense of self, and are clear and well-grounded to begin with, you may draw inspiration
from your intensified imagination or some peculiar encounters you have at this time.
Negative Potentials:
Psychic instability, disorganization, or disassociation from ordinary consciousness.
Remedies and Suggestions:
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As indicated above, it's not wise to pursue psychic development or to go to extremes in spiritual matters. Stay
focused on the here and now.

Jan 16, 2011

dzg

5 AM (Jan 15, 2011 to Jan 17, 2011)

Honest, forthright discussions and clear powerful decision-making characterize this time. You may become
impatient with another's vagueness or waffling, and move to act on your own. Beware of sharp words said in
haste, aggressive driving, or wasting your energy in needless arguments. Certainly you can hold your own in any
discussion or negotiation, but you may come on too strong.

Jan 16, 2011

dna

11 AM (Jan 15, 2011 to Jan 17, 2011)

Clear thinking and an easy flow of communication make this a good day to present your ideas in writing or in
person to take an exam, to learn something new, to initiate discussions or conduct a meeting. The pace of life is
quickened and everyday business flows smoothly, especially casual interactions.

Jan 17, 2011

abk

8 AM (Jan 17, 2011 to Jan 18, 2011)

Creative license, spontaneity, improvisation, and discovery are stimulated now. This is a good time for any
activity that requires you to experiment and think outside the box. Your freedom to express yourself in your own
way is quite important to you at the moment.

Jan 17, 2011

g?h

9 AM (Jan 17, 2011 to Jan 18, 2011)

Your challenge now is to synchronize your own will and agenda with the larger energies or grand design.
You tend to be tripped up by over-eagerness or expecting too much too soon, but if can relax, trust, and allow
supportive energies to come to you, your desire can be fulfilled or a wish realized. Ask for what you want and do
what you need to, then let it happen. No forcing or overdoing needed!

Jan 18, 2011

axS

12 AM (Jan 17, 2011 to Jan 19, 2011)

Expect significant encounters, meeting individuals who are or will be important players, at least for the
moment. The focus is on relationship, balance, taking each person's tastes, styles, needs, and personal agendas into
account. There may be some friction and adjustments needed. It is your choice whether you want to compromise
or go solo, but including the other makes for a fuller picture.

Jan 18, 2011

a 7th H.

(Jan 17, 2011 to Feb 8, 2011)

Your focus is on relationships, coupling, and balancing your personal interests and objectives with what
would be best for a significant other. The emphasis is on "us" rather than "me". You need the energies,
companionship, and support of other people, and they also are drawing upon you a great deal. It's important to
give others credit and recognition, and to attempt to harmonize and include others rather than to go solo.
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Jan 18, 2011

dcj

8 PM (Jan 18, 2011 to Jan 19, 2011)

You tend to see road blocks and obstacles, or come up against skepticism and doubt from within yourself or
from others. Listen to the voice of prudence and caution, and do not attempt to press forward. Instead, pull back
and see the flaws that can be worked on. Focus on repairs, strengthening weak areas, cleaning up and refining
your presentation. Beware of letting negative voices dampen your spirits, however.

Jan 20, 2011

gca

7 PM (Jan 19, 2011 to Jan 22, 2011)

You're apt to be impatient and to use more force than is called for when minor differences arise. You may
instigate, aggravate, or stir up trouble either without realizing it (by being too loud, overstepping others'
boundaries, or making assumptions), or even on purpose. You could use this abundance of energy for
accomplishment, if you so choose. Tone down aggressive tendencies by wearing soft shades of blue, lavender, or
pink, and avoid red or orange.

Jan 21, 2011

a?h

11 AM (Jan 21, 2011 to Jan 22, 2011)

You tend to overreach, overextend, and promise or expect too much, in an overly optimistic assessment of
what you can do right now. You see all the possibilities in a positive light, minimizing the potential obstacles. If
you commit to anything now, be certain it's something you're truly willing to follow through on. Mutually
beneficial contacts are fostered, especially with people at a distance.

Jan 23, 2011

fbD

1 AM (Jan 23, 2011 to Jan 24, 2011)

Your ability to harmonize, to create bridges between two polarized "camps", or simply to get along with
people, assists you professionally. You're more sensitive to the personal element of your work; appreciating and
being appreciated for what you contribute is highlighted. You may be tempted to play matchmaker also!

Jan 23, 2011

dnd

6 PM (Jan 23, 2011 to Jan 24, 2011)

Today, expect a free flow of ideas, stimulating conversations, and making the right connections at the right
time. All intellectual activities are favored now, including writing, speaking, making presentations, getting your
ideas across, reading, learning, and conducting business. You enjoy being a messenger, a conduit for information
in some manner or form. Casual contacts go well.

Jan 24, 2011

aca

2 AM (Jan 23, 2011 to Jan 25, 2011)

Honoring others' personal style, desires, and objectives while not turning away from your own is a challenge
at this time. Significant encounters, while not entirely harmonious, are likely. You can learn from the personal
differences and contrasts presented now, and become clearer regarding your own path.
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Jan 24, 2011

fcf

6 AM (Jan 23, 2011 to Jan 25, 2011)

Differences in tastes, style, or aesthetic preferences may arise in a close relationship, but you can
compromise and satisfy both people with relative ease. In fact your differences may be very stimulating and
attractive to you, especially if the connection is a romantic one. Love is definitely in the air! You may also want to
enhance or change your wardrobe, furnishings, or surroundings to make them more comfortable and appealing.
Probably you'll want to indulge yourself in some way and may avoid getting down to work.

Jan 24, 2011

gnj

6 PM (Jan 23, 2011 to Jan 26, 2011)

This is an excellent time to concentrate on the immediate and get some real work done. You can apply
yourself to some unexciting or disagreeable but necessary job and stick with it until it's finished - or at least until
you've made some visible, tangible progress. In fact, you're apt to enjoy this more than just about anything else at
the moment. It feels good to accomplish tasks and have something to show at the end of the day. Practice, refining
a technique, or problem-solving is featured.

Jan 25, 2011

dcD

6 PM (Jan 25, 2011 to Jan 26, 2011)

Intelligently organizing, planning, or taking care of correspondence would be wise now. The more
uncluttered and systematic you are, the more good ideas, decisions, and directions can emerge. Speaking with a
parent or elder and getting their perspective, or working something through with them, is also useful now.

Jan 26, 2011

dbf

4 PM (Jan 25, 2011 to Jan 27, 2011)

Communicating affection and appreciation come easily to you today. You speak personably and pleasantly
now, making even casual interactions sweet. By overlooking superficial differences and focusing on harmonizing
and understanding, you build bridges between yourself and others or between two parties who have been at odds.
This is also a wonderful time to send flowers, write a love letter, or to discuss matters of aesthetics and personal
style. Heavy topics will wait for another day.

Jan 27, 2011

anj

3 AM (Jan 27, 2011 to Jan 28, 2011)

You have good stamina, concentration, and a focus on taking care of earthly realities, practical necessities,
and chores. Inner satisfaction comes from accomplishing your tasks and meeting responsibilities. You may not be
especially gregarious or jovial now unless other astrological factors are strong, but you can definitely have a solid
sense of achievement at the end of the day.

Jan 27, 2011

fc;

6 PM (Jan 27, 2011 to Jan 28, 2011)

Your interactions may bring up surprisingly intense feelings, pleasant or not. Irrational attractions and
desires, jealousies, or resentments may surface. You may run into an ex (friend, in-law, lover) or someone or
something that reminds you of an old love or pain: a chance to put it to rest. You can also pour your heart into a
creative project you're in the midst of, using your intensified emotions to create something new.
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Jan 29, 2011

kbS

(Dec 28, 2010 to Feb 19, 2011)

A fresh, open, ready-for-anything kind of attitude attracts new people, opportunities, and stimulating changes
into your life.
You may revolutionize or radically alter your environment and surroundings during this period, whether this
means a complete makeover or moving to a different place altogether. You may also update or alter your personal
style, appearance, or way of showing yourself to others. The side of you which is daring, experimental, wildish, or
enjoys startling people may emerge. You are less willing to wear a face that hides your eccentricities or true
individuality. At the same time, you're drawn to people who display intellectual independence or audacious
creativity and you draw inspiration from them. Freedom in all arenas is very important to you now. You are less
sentimentally attached to the past, and more interested in the present and the future. For both of these reasons you
could be making important changes in all areas of your life, and especially in close relationships.
Positive Potentials:
Flowing with and inviting refreshing and liberating changes that you might resist or fear at other times. A
revitalization of your attitude, changing your way of being in the world, and your way of relating to others.
Greater spontaneity, freedom, and excitement. New creative mediums, avocations, or studies.
Negative Potentials:
Ignoring or resisting the impulse to rearrange, update, and experiment will lead to a more disquieting,
demanding need for change later on.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Carpe diem!

Jan 29, 2011

db;

7 AM (Jan 29, 2011 to Jan 30, 2011)

You are interested in complexity, depth, the mysterious, the hidden, or the primitive, whether you are looking
for the secrets of lost civilizations or probing a thorny psychological problem. What you read, watch, think about
or discuss is apt to contain these elements. You can also be quite a convincing speaker but beware of overstating
your case. Your words are potent now.

Jan 29, 2011

h?h

(Jan 24, 2011 to Feb 3, 2011)

A reexamination of your goals or methods is in order now, and moral, ethical, or legal issues are likely to
arise. Financial, professional, and educational goals and pursuits will be affected. There may be some trouble with
the larger system (organization, institution) of which you are a part. Or, there may be a disappointment with a
teacher, mentor, or program - perhaps simply the awareness that you've outgrown them and must move on.
Whatever occurs now is more likely to be a delay or reevaluation rather than a complete reversal.
Positive Potentials:
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A chance to realign your position regarding your long-range goals.
Negative Potentials:
A tendency toward nonproductive or wasteful use of your time and energy. Large promises which are only
partially fulfilled. Wavering on important topics.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Remain steady in your own knowledge of what is true and meaningful to you, regardless of the immediate
challenges or fluctuating circumstances. Act with integrity and humility. Be careful regarding business contracts
or investments, and don't overlook the fine details in these matters.

Jan 30, 2011

dnl

6 AM (Jan 29, 2011 to Jan 31, 2011)

Imaginative, artistic, or spiritual topics occupy your mind and conversations today. You may be especially
telepathic with the people around you, sensing their thoughts and emotions rather easily. None of this is apt to be
terribly distracting and in fact will probably be rather subtle, yet it can add another dimension to your interactions.
Listen to your intuition.

Jan 30, 2011

fbs

7 AM (Jan 29, 2011 to Jan 31, 2011)

You're in a sweet mood and are a soft touch, especially for people you care for. Your family, children, home,
or long time friends give you the most pleasure now, and you'll want to be with them. Sharing food or other forms
of nurturing makes you happy. You may not feel like working or pushing yourself too much now. However,
bringing flowers or treats into your workplace gives you satisfaction.

Jan 31, 2011

d?s

5 AM (Jan 31, 2011 to Feb 1, 2011)

Gaining objectivity about your past through talking or writing about it, needing to talk on an intimate feeling
level, or reconnecting to someone you have a long history with is featured. Personal topics interest you much more
than factual or philosophical discussion. If you tend to gossip or spend a lot of time analyzing your own and other
people's feelings and motives, you are especially likely to do so now. Phone home!

Feb 1, 2011

f 6th H.

(Jan 31, 2011 to Feb 27, 2011)

Your daily work routine and relationship with co-workers, employers, or employees is rather pleasant,
although you may feel more like socializing than working. An office romance of flirtation, or playing matchmaker
at work, may be part of the picture. You're most successful doing tasks that involve cooperation and team
harmony, and/or the personal, human side of things.
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Feb 1, 2011

fck

11 AM (Jan 31, 2011 to Feb 2, 2011)

Some tension between being independent and being close or intimately involved could arise now. A need for
some personal space or an urge to temporarily disengage and go off on your own may be part of this, or a friend or
partner may express those needs. A last-minute change of plans, or some other unexpected event, challenges your
ability to stay connected; a sudden break or a quick beginning to a new friendship or romance is equally likely.

Feb 1, 2011

dbk

7 PM (Feb 1, 2011 to Feb 2, 2011)

You have a touch of creative genius in your thinking today. Your ability to see things in a new light, to
experiment and think outside the box, can deliver up some surprising insights. You may be moved by an
out-of-the-blue impulse to call or contact someone, to vary your usual route or to do things in a different order
than you normally would. Doing small things like this keeps you awake and interested.

Feb 2, 2011

f?S

1 AM (Feb 2, 2011 to Feb 3, 2011)

A strong need for harmony, affection, approval or belongingness colors your attitude and decisions now.
Overall this is apt to bring ease and engender positive feelings in your interactions and personal relationships, but
in a situation in which you need to move forcefully on your own behalf it could work against you. Social
engagements, pleasure outings, and even shopping are favored.

Feb 2, 2011

dxS

5 AM (Feb 2, 2011 to Feb 3, 2011)

Your curiosity is piqued and you may innocently involve yourself in something that's none of your business.
Overhearing conversations or being drawn into gossipy chats purely out of boredom could be a part of this. You
need to keep yourself busy, but try not to scatter your energy into too many directions today.

Feb 2, 2011

d 7th H.

(Feb 1, 2011 to Feb 15, 2011)

Communication with significant others is featured, with an emphasis on mutual understanding, listening and
receiving the other's point of view and perceptions, and giving others access to relevant information. You seek out
ideas and counsel to balance and fill out your own understanding. However you could get caught in a verbal tennis
match, playing tit for tat, and leave your heart and feelings out of the discussion. If you avoid playing mental
games and focus instead on clear, honest communication, you'll get the most from your interactions.

Feb 2, 2011

gcd

7 AM (Feb 2, 2011 to Feb 3, 2011)

You are mentally sharp and quick at this time but may be abrupt, impatient, and cutting with your words as
well. Aggression or hurry can lead to cuts and scrapes, needless arguments, fender benders, or headaches.
Consciously slow your movements and breathing down just a bit and give yourself plenty of time to get where
you're going, or work off steam by running or taking a brisk walk.
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Feb 2, 2011

acd

6 PM (Feb 2, 2011 to Feb 3, 2011)

You are apt to be busy, moving around a lot, and interacting with people on the go. You have quite a bit of
mental energy and may be restless if you have to be stationary for too long. Lots of ideas are being batted back
and forth. Conflicting views and opinions serve to clarify your own thinking. Seek compromises on
inconsequential matters.

Feb 3, 2011

l?S

(Jan 5, 2011 to Mar 2, 2011)

This is a time in which you must be careful to make yourself perfectly clear about who you are and where
you stand on important matters. You tend to bob-and-weave rather than confront issues directly, and this can be an
ineffective strategy now. Something in your environment or close relationships may be murky and confusing, and
you are tempted to avoid personal responsibility for it or pretend that it's not as important as it is. Downplaying
your role or your ability to act and make a difference, you may let people slide along with ill-considered behavior.
Especially in matters involving health, the use of drugs or alcohol, and/or your shared finances and assets, be
sharp and get the facts and details.
Positive Potentials:
If you tend to be a very rigid and controlling individual, you are apt to soften and relax your boundaries
somewhat.
Negative Potentials:
As suggested above, there are quite a few negative potentials associated with this, but almost all of them
revolve around the theme of avoiding personal responsibility and not taking a stand when your intuition and
instincts tell you that something is amiss. At its extreme, you may abuse substances to avoid and/or allay your
anxiety over what you are perceiving.
Remedies and Suggestions:
In matters of personal health, the use of medicines, or the need for medical intervention, don't let fear or
passivity obscure your responsibility to be an active participant in what happens. Ask questions until you get
clarity, and make informed choices. If friends or others close to you are behaving in ways that seem unwise,
investigate. Don't put your head in the sand. The same holds true for your assets and investments. Putting too
much trust in others without taking the time to get an accurate picture of what is going on can be problematic. In
all cases, curtail a tendency to fade into the background or abdicate responsibility.

Feb 4, 2011

d?h

11 AM (Feb 4, 2011 to Feb 5, 2011)

Community or world events, long-range trends, or a desire for wider contact with the world occupies your
mind right now. You may feel the urge to make travel plans, to attend a cross-cultural event, or simply to move
around more. It may be harder for you to sit still for a long period, or engage in tedious or exacting mental work.
You could overlook critical details. Break up your day with humorous interludes, a long distance phone call, or by
emailing your faraway friends.
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Feb 5, 2011

fbh

3 AM (Feb 4, 2011 to Feb 6, 2011)

Let the good times roll! A lovely sense of well-being and ease characterizes this time. If you've been under a
lot of pressure lately, you can let up, let go and relax a bit. You feel freed up emotionally, and freer with your
affection and your money as well. Your open-heartedness and easy attitude draws good things your way friendship, love, opportunities, and material benefits alike.

Feb 5, 2011

anD

2 PM (Feb 4, 2011 to Feb 6, 2011)

The force is with you, go for your personal best! Father figures or those in a position to help you further your
aims are encouraging and receptive to what you propose. Back up your words with action, follow through with a
solid effort, and expect success. This is an ideal time to express what you really want, to show some style, and let
the world know who you are.

Feb 5, 2011

gnD

10 PM (Feb 4, 2011 to Feb 7, 2011)

You take a proactive, assertive, and eager attitude toward challenges and your ambitions. You could impress
superiors with your vigor, as you are willing to go the extra mile and do whatever it takes. Opportunities to
advance your standing or achieve a desire come to you now. Green light!

Feb 6, 2011

dca

4 AM (Feb 6, 2011 to Feb 7, 2011)

Opening up lines of communication, actively initiating discussions, and conducting business over the
telephone, by email, or through the written word is the theme of the day. You are clear and factual, and probably
more chatty than usual. You may be inundated with phone calls or be running around a lot as well. It may be hard
for you to sit still. A busy day!

Feb 6, 2011

a?f

9 PM (Feb 6, 2011 to Feb 7, 2011)

There may be some stress or lack of flow between you and a loved one or friend. Perhaps one of you is
feeling slighted, neglected, or under-appreciated. It would be wise - and probably will require very little on your
part - to reach out and make a loving offer at this time. Little snags or bruised feelings should be attended to, so
don't allow pride to stand in the way.

Feb 7, 2011

fzg

5 AM (Feb 6, 2011 to Feb 8, 2011)

Selfish or competitive impulses are softened by a desire for harmony, relatedness, and connection. Activities
that combine power or passion with grace are favored now, as in dancing, playing music, making art or love, or
perhaps some kinds of sports. Doing something vigorous with a lover or friends, rather than just talking or
hanging out, would be ideal. Affectionate feelings can intensify into an adoring romance.
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Feb 7, 2011

fna

11 AM (Feb 6, 2011 to Feb 8, 2011)

Being with people and enjoying good times (especially with beautiful, charming, lighthearted people) is
really what you want now. You're in a friendly and cooperative mood which brings ease to your interactions and
an overall sense of harmony to your day. Because you are open to love and friendly gestures, you will attract
loving people into your experience.

Feb 7, 2011

g?f

2 PM (Feb 6, 2011 to Feb 8, 2011)

Powerful desires and amorous feelings are stimulated now perhaps through an enticing interaction or
personal encounter. You take the lead in social situations or attract personal attention. Coming on too strong, not
picking up on subtle cues, or being inappropriate in a social sense are pitfalls of this time. Strive for a balance
between taking the initiative and being sensitive and aware of others' needs and wants. If you are usually shy and
unassertive, this is your moment to come out and take a risk even if you're a bit awkward.

Feb 8, 2011

dnj

3 AM (Feb 8, 2011 to Feb 9, 2011)

This is a good day for quiet thinking and work that entails intellectual or technical skill, craftsmanship, or
careful attention to detail. Wrangling with practical problems and logistics, finding intelligent solutions and
completing tasks and projects are favored. You meet deadlines on time and enjoy taking care of business. A
library or quiet room where you can be alone and just do your work appeals to you now. This is also a fine time to
take an examination, either written or oral.

Feb 8, 2011

a 8th H.

(Feb 7, 2011 to Mar 6, 2011)

Intensifying your emotional, psychic, and energy connection to an intimate partner is the focus now. Also on
the agenda are issues of shared values, shared properties or money, and the ways you blend with or withhold from
one another on all levels.
In practical terms, you may need to attend to your will, investments, inheritances, insurance, and preparations
for personal and/or mutual long-term security and well-being.

Feb 9, 2011

g 8th H.

(Feb 8, 2011 to Mar 14, 2011)

Power politics, sexual tensions, or underlying forces that may be affecting your partnership or marriage are
stirred up during this period. Trying to ignore or avoid it won't work now - you'll have to clearly define and
address your differences. Working out these issues can revitalize and strengthen your union.
Shared finances, co-owned properties, or conflicts over an inheritance or legacy may also be a focus of your
concerns during this cycle. This can be a productive time to work together on the areas in which your values and
aspirations are in sync.
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Feb 10, 2011

fcj

4 AM (Feb 10, 2011 to Feb 11, 2011)

Feeling deprived, excluded, lonely, or distant from the people who love you may occur now. It could be a
cooling off period in a relationship, or a critical moment that tests its strength. Tending your hurt feelings without
indulging in self-pity or one-sided blame is important. You may also meet obstacles or self-doubt in regard to
some creative project you're in the midst of. Try to work on the flaws or weak aspects of it without considering the
whole endeavor a failure. Take a break!

Feb 10, 2011

hcg

(Feb 5, 2011 to Feb 15, 2011)

This is cycle of positive self-assertiveness, increased confidence and energy, and willingness to take on new
challenges. Aspirations, ambitions, and the urge to expand into new territory are heightened. You are looking
ahead, not behind you, and you want to act, not just wish or dream. As long as you have the necessary foundation
of skills and wise planning, your actions are likely to be successful and lead to bigger things. However you may be
tempted to bite off more than you can chew!
Positive Potentials:
Inspired and fortunate action. Acting on behalf of a broader concern for the well-being of others as well as
oneself. A boost of energy for birthing new enterprises. Joyous, exuberant energy for work or play. Competing
successfully, in a playful spirit.
Negative Potentials:
Taking on more activities than you can comfortably carry, promising more or expecting too much of yourself,
overextending yourself and your energy resources. Friction with the law or other authorities because you believe
you can get away with anything right now.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Avoid arrogant, cocky, overconfident behavior, as this will arouse opposition to you and your plans. Channel
any restless energy into vigorous play or work that you enjoy, but avoid foolish risk-taking, especially regarding
physical activities or sports that you aren't conditioned for.

Feb 10, 2011

a?;

5 PM (Feb 10, 2011 to Feb 11, 2011)

An encounter or incident (whether you are a witness or a participant) may force you to look at something you
would normally avoid, and you may have unusually strong feelings about it. Buried emotions and old scars may
come up. If so, it's an opportunity for you to gain awareness and to relinquish old grudges, and to make peace with
yourself. Something that has been hidden or in the dark comes up now.
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Feb 11, 2011

h?a

(Feb 7, 2011 to Feb 16, 2011)

This is a period of expansion and potential growth, but it is not without its discomforts, disappointment, or
frustrations.
Positive Potentials:
You have to stretch beyond your known limits and comfort zone in order to reach your goals or to ensure the
future success of your enterprises.
Negative Potentials:
Being asked to take on more than you may feel ready for (such as a promotion you don't really want or
having to travel to take your work to a larger audience). Your individual desires and aims may be at odds with the
longer forces at work in your life. Feeling out of sync with those longer agencies. Dissatisfaction with the
government, the church, the legal system, in educational matters, with large business or bureaucracies, or with
your superiors.
A promising opportunity that fizzles and fails to meet expectations. Travels that are problematic, bumpy, "a
mixed bag". Impatience with limitations and difficulty staying on course with a diet, budget, savings plan, etc.
Seeing how, where, and what you want to improve but not having the resources or go-ahead to do it.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Lower your expectations and be content with small steps and gradual improvements: focus on the positive
aspects. Keep your faith alive and hold on to your vision of a positive outcome even if you are stymied in the
immediate (or feel that justice isn't being done.) Accept whatever occurs now as part of your ongoing education.
File away the insights and ideas you have now and plan to implement them when the timing is better.
Avoid overcompensating for frustrations by spending money you don't have, overeating, drinking too much,
or trying to falsely impress others. Be consistent in matters of health and self-care. Be thorough in examining all
legal documents, financial opportunities, and so on, taking care not to compromise or waive certain important
rights.

Feb 12, 2011

acl

2 AM (Feb 12, 2011 to Feb 13, 2011)

Your will power, focus, and concentration are diffused somewhat now, and this is not the best day to make
critical decisions as you may be viewing people and situations in an overly idealistic light. Hope and fantasies
tend to obscure reality. You also may want to put off activities in which discernment and mechanical skill are
necessary. This is a fine day for dreaming up ideas, getting inspiration, or playing "let's pretend".

Feb 12, 2011

dcd

5 AM (Feb 12, 2011 to Feb 13, 2011)

Intellectual bantering or a difference of opinion may create some friction now, but you can gain objectivity
and another way of seeing something. You may be restless, curious, and in need of intellectual stimulation, or feel
a bit overstimulated and nervous. You don't need caffeine! Slow down a little, especially in traffic.
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Feb 12, 2011

g?;

12 PM (Feb 12, 2011 to Feb 13, 2011)

A hidden or mostly unconscious need to control or gain power is at play within and around you now. If you
violate others' rights or territory in pursuit of your own agenda, a battle of wills (subtle or overt) is likely. There is
a destructive element operating as well, which can be turned to good ends in that you can work to "destroy" or
eliminate something, or completely purge or overhaul something in your life. You tend to drive yourself quite
hard, so beware of over-straining or forcing yourself past your limits.

Feb 13, 2011

axs

1 PM (Feb 12, 2011 to Feb 14, 2011)

Any tension between your conscious actions and your emotional needs, wishes, or feelings that has been
bubbling beneath the surface will show itself now. Strained relationships, irritability, or a subtle resistance and
lack of enthusiasm are possible ways you might notice this. If you find yourself acting like a whiny or willful
child, pay attention to what you are needing. Self-comfort and care, a little extra rest, or acknowledging feelings
can re-energize you.

Feb 13, 2011

dnD

11 PM (Feb 13, 2011 to Feb 14, 2011)

Clarity, objectivity, and a smooth flow of communication makes this an excellent time to reach a decision
and/or tell others of a decision you've come to. Ideas come flooding in now, too, and you're able to assimilate all
kinds of new information. All learning, teaching, or intellectual activities are favored.

Feb 14, 2011

gcl

7 AM (Feb 14, 2011 to Feb 15, 2011)

You may be a bit unfocused or unsure of how to direct your energy at the moment. Circumstances may be
confusing, strange, or in flux. It's fine not to do anything right now. Trying to press forward will yield mixed
results. Avoid extremes, quixotic missions, or acting on ill-considered impulses.

Feb 14, 2011

d?f

5 PM (Feb 14, 2011 to Feb 15, 2011)

Your interactions and conversations are on the light side now, with an emphasis on affection, humor,
understanding, and pleasantries. This is not the best time to enter into any important negotiations, however,
because although the tone will be friendly, you are inclined to be a bit too conciliatory or be swayed by charm. It
is a much better time to go shopping!

Feb 15, 2011

d 8th H.

(Feb 15, 2011 to Mar 1, 2011)

Focus the light of understanding and honest communication on emotionally-charged topics such as sexuality
and intimacy, feelings about the power dynamics in your partnerships, and money you share with significant
others. You can have a more objective and fair view of such things now, and could clarify any long-standing
issues related to any of this. On a practical level, it is the time to handle joint finances, material assets or property
you hold in common with another, and matters pertaining to inheritances, taxes, or commercial interests.
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Feb 15, 2011

a?k

10 PM (Feb 14, 2011 to Feb 16, 2011)

Minor shake-ups, mishaps, or aberrations from your normal routine require you to be on your toes, or you
could feel restless and create a stir yourself. You're less compliant, obedient, and patient with arbitrary rules. If
you can, break your usual patterns in small ways, like dressing less formally or showing some eccentricity.

Feb 16, 2011

fnd

12 AM (Feb 16, 2011 to Feb 17, 2011)

Pleasantries, humor, and a light touch sweeten your interactions today. You have an extra measure of tact and
charm when talking on the phone, writing letters, or meeting people and you tend to veer away from controversial
or unpleasant topics. Your mind may be pleasantly lazy. Light romantic comedies, "fun" fiction, and a break from
serious striving appeal to you. Social or cultural events are favored.

Feb 16, 2011

gxs

3 AM (Feb 16, 2011 to Feb 17, 2011)

Just DO IT is your motto now. You're in the mood for action and may be especially disgruntled by others'
indecisiveness, passivity, or laziness. Beware of emotional outbursts and aggressive maneuvering in traffic or at
home, because what you perceive to be slowness on the part of others may just be your own impatience. However,
ongoing or chronic tensions that you try to ignore most of the time are likely to erupt now. This isn't the best time
to visit the in-laws, or to work out problems with people you're close to. Find positive ways to let off steam. A
vigorous tennis match, perhaps?

Feb 16, 2011

a?S

2 PM (Feb 16, 2011 to Feb 17, 2011)

Expect significant encounters, meeting individuals who are or will be important players, at least for the
moment. The focus is on relationship, balance, taking each person's tastes, styles, needs, and personal agendas into
account. There may be some friction and adjustments needed. It is your choice whether you want to compromise
or go solo, but including the other makes for a fuller picture.

Feb 16, 2011

d?;

11 PM (Feb 16, 2011 to Feb 17, 2011)

Your conversations and interactions take on an intensity you normally wouldn't expect from casual
encounters. You or another person may reveal something very personal and private, or bring up deep topics that
are rarely discussed. Very strong views, bordering on the fanatical, or thoughts expressed with a lot of emotion
may stir up resistance. You can be keenly insightful now, but beware of forcing any kind of agenda onto those
around you.

Feb 17, 2011

dcl

7 PM (Feb 17, 2011 to Feb 18, 2011)

Minor misunderstandings, communication foul-ups, or not seeing the obvious can cause a bit of confusion.
Check and recheck your figures, or put off important legal or mundane matters for another day. It's a much better
time to let the muse inspire you with interesting ideas than to carry on business.
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Feb 18, 2011

jxD

(Dec 15, 2010 to Mar 9, 2011)

Important decisions and preparations are being made which can lay a solid foundation for you in years to
come. Practical necessities, concerns for long-term security, and an inner desire to simplify or get back to basics
are motivating you to put your life on firmer footing. On a mundane level, you could move to a smaller or less
expensive space to cut overhead and financial pressures. Your domestic life, intimate family relationships, and
inner life need tending now and there may be a strong sense of duty and obligation there. Taking care of family or
personal issues anchors you, and can not be neglected now without paying a price later on. Working hard to make
your inner world and closest relationships solid is the best investment you can make now. You may also be
interested in buying real estate or divesting yourself of property around this time. Be careful not to sell yourself
short or overlook significant deficits in the property you are considering.
Positive Potentials:
Making commitments to a place and/or endeavor that you are willing to grow with over time, putting down
roots. Handling responsibilities to parents, children, and mate with wisdom and practical sense. Spending quiet
times in solitude, deepening your connection to yourself and your own values, goals, and strengths. Simplifying in
order to concentrate on essentials and your real priorities.
Negative Potentials:
Difficulties or heavy pressure at home or in family relationships.
Remedies and Suggestions:
On a physical level, spend some time repairing or working on home improvements, especially structural
ones. Organize, and put your house in order - on all levels.
Make a list of your goals and what you want to achieve, then give yourself credit for even small steps that
move you toward their fulfillment. Make small, realistic, do-able short-term goals which advance your large ones.
Beware of the tendency to either "over function" or "under function" in your family relationships. Discern
the difference between true responsibility and guilt or meddling; learn about healthy boundaries and limits in your
personal sphere.

Feb 18, 2011

j 3rd H.

(Feb 17, 2011 to Sep 14, 2011)

This can be a somewhat frustrating time, from the point of view of personal or material advancement and
outward successes (unless other factors in your chart compensate and override this). You are likely to be involved
in planning, working out ideas and strategies, undergoing a period of training and learning, and/or communicating
less with the people in your immediate environment. Learning how to communicate clearly and effectively or
working on communication problems may be important during this cycle. You are also testing out your ideas in
practical ways.
This can be a good period to study, do research, or engage in activities that require mental concentration.
Your mind takes a serious turn and you crave more depth and intellectual challenge.
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Feb 18, 2011

fcD

12 PM (Feb 18, 2011 to Feb 19, 2011)

You enjoy playing the role of hostess or host, displaying your good taste, affection, and appreciation for the
finer things. Lightness, humor, and good times shared is the focus for you now. Go to the extra trouble to
decorate, embellish, bring out your best china, and show people a good time. Opportunities to come together for a
celebration, while not entirely trouble free, will be beneficial overall.

Feb 18, 2011

dxs

3 PM (Feb 18, 2011 to Feb 19, 2011)

Gaining objectivity about your past through talking or writing about it, needing to talk on an intimate feeling
level, or reconnecting to someone you have a long history with is featured. Personal topics interest you much more
than factual or philosophical discussion. If you tend to gossip or spend a lot of time analyzing your own and other
people's feelings and motives, you are especially likely to do so now. Phone home!

Feb 19, 2011

g?k

4 AM (Feb 17, 2011 to Feb 20, 2011)

Mishaps or disruptions due to recklessness, tactlessness, sudden outbursts of anger or impatience, and heated
encounters are potential trouble spots at the moment. Slow down in traffic, and take precautions around fire,
electronics, and sharp tools. Perhaps you can do something daring and outrageous that isn't dangerous!

Feb 19, 2011

fbf

3 PM (Feb 18, 2011 to Feb 20, 2011)

Cooperation, affection, and sweet feelings color this moment. All friendships and intimate or personal
interactions are highly favored. Certainly you won't want to be alone today, nor need you be. Any overtures you
make will be gladly received. Love is flowing! You may feel a bit lazy and pleasantly indulgent as well.

Feb 19, 2011

d?k

11 PM (Feb 19, 2011 to Feb 20, 2011)

Making or hearing comments that provoke controversy, feeling unusually impatient with others' slowness,
impulsive movements or a sudden change of direction can challenge you today. Beware of acting out of nervous
haste or tactlessly blurting something out that you can't take back. Instead, consciously slow yourself down,
breathe deep into your middle, and relax the tension in your head or jaws - then proceed.

Feb 20, 2011

g?S

1 AM (Feb 20, 2011 to Feb 21, 2011)

This is not the best time to try to do something jointly or cooperatively. Without realizing it or intending to,
you may arouse others' anger or antipathy, perhaps by being overly assertive, competitive, or inconsiderate. Minor
inconveniences or compromises create more friction and irritation than the situation actually warrants. Try to keep
your cool. Working out or getting some physical exercise can help.
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Feb 20, 2011

axh

1 AM (Feb 20, 2011 to Feb 21, 2011)

You tend to overreach, overextend, and promise or expect too much, in an overly optimistic assessment of
what you can do right now. You see all the possibilities in a positive light, minimizing the potential obstacles. If
you commit to anything now, be certain it's something you're truly willing to follow through on. Mutually
beneficial contacts are fostered, especially with people at a distance.

Feb 20, 2011

d?S

9 AM (Feb 20, 2011 to Feb 21, 2011)

Your curiosity is piqued and you may innocently involve yourself in something that's none of your business.
Overhearing conversations or being drawn into gossipy chats purely out of boredom could be a part of this. You
need to keep yourself busy, but try not to scatter your energy into too many directions today.

Feb 22, 2011

dxh

7 AM (Feb 22, 2011 to Feb 23, 2011)

Community or world events, long-range trends, or a desire for wider contact with the world occupies your
mind right now. You may feel the urge to make travel plans, to attend a cross-cultural event, or simply to move
around more. It may be harder for you to sit still for a long period, or engage in tedious or exacting mental work.
You could overlook critical details. Break up your day with humorous interludes, a long distance phone call, or by
emailing your faraway friends.

Feb 22, 2011

ang

10 AM (Feb 22, 2011 to Feb 23, 2011)

Courage, confidence, and the will to triumph energize you. You are able to move your objectives forward and
to get a lot done now, without stressing or going into overdrive. Your positive conviction seems to move obstacles
out of your way. You flow around obstructions rather than confront them, which is apt to be a successful strategy
at this time.

Feb 22, 2011

aba

5 PM (Feb 22, 2011 to Feb 23, 2011)

This is time of flow and ease of expression. You feel energetically supported and your offerings to the world
are welcomed. Relationships with men are highlighted and are apt to be mutually beneficial.

Feb 22, 2011

fb;

10 PM (Feb 22, 2011 to Feb 23, 2011)

Powerful romantic and creative energies are flowing now. A friendship intensifies through deep sharing, or
an erotic interlude evolves from a strongly emotional connection. On another level, you may feel compelled to
redesign or remake your wardrobe, surroundings, or a creative project you're in the midst of, to make it more
pleasing, rich, and beautiful.
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Feb 23, 2011

dng

2 PM (Feb 23, 2011 to Feb 24, 2011)

You speak clearly, directly, and honestly about what you want now, and your lack of ambiguity is
compelling. If you need to convince or persuade another, this is the time to do it. You are sharp in negotiations,
and respond quickly and intelligently, but you may unwittingly fail to listen, empathize, or receive the other
person's side of things.

Feb 23, 2011

dba

6 PM (Feb 23, 2011 to Feb 24, 2011)

Clear thinking and an easy flow of communication make this a good day to present your ideas in writing or in
person to take an exam, to learn something new, to initiate discussions or conduct a meeting. The pace of life is
quickened and everyday business flows smoothly, especially casual interactions.

Feb 24, 2011

fnl

3 AM (Feb 24, 2011 to Feb 25, 2011)

Sympathy for the underdog or a friend in need moves you now. You may be asked to help out someone in
confusion or distress, or to show unselfishness to your love partner. Going the extra mile for someone else will
make you both happy, and your spiritual support may be more important than the practical assistance you can
provide.

Feb 24, 2011

gxh

11 AM (Feb 24, 2011 to Feb 25, 2011)

Your challenge now is to synchronize your own will and agenda with the larger energies or grand design.
You tend to be tripped up by over-eagerness or expecting too much too soon, but if can relax, trust, and allow
supportive energies to come to you, your desire can be fulfilled or a wish realized. Ask for what you want and do
what you need to, then let it happen. No forcing or overdoing needed!

Feb 25, 2011

f?s

8 AM (Feb 24, 2011 to Feb 26, 2011)

You need pampering and tender loving care right now, not because you aren't well but because you simply
crave it. Indulging yourself with treats, sweets, shopping, or whatever gives you comfort may be hard to resist.
This is a good time to schedule a massage, hairstyling appointment, or a play date with your kids or a very good
friend. However, try to avoid being too needy or demanding with them.

Feb 26, 2011

hzj

(Feb 21, 2011 to Mar 2, 2011)

At this time the benefits of self-discipline, commitment, hard work, and laying a solid foundation will come
into focus. If you have been working steadily for some time, you may be recognized and rewarded for your efforts,
or you may now be in a position to greatly expand or take your work out to a broader audience. If you have been
holding yourself back, now is the time to overcome old habits and fears, and to let yourself aspire for more.
Heavy restrictions and the sense of burden or struggle are eased.
Positive Potentials:
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Attaining far-reaching goals through patient application of effort. Educational and professional successes.
Planning and organizing with a balance of positive expectation and practical realism. Improved relations with
father, elders, or authorities.
Negative Potentials:
Restless dissatisfaction with the duties, responsibilities, and limitations of your life.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Discontented feelings that arise now may spring from having kept yourself small, limited, and overly
attached to security or from an unwillingness to commit yourself to a definite course of action. Try to discern
where your need for balance is, and remedy it by choosing a new way.
Find ways to honor or at least make peace with your history, seeing the positive gift even in the struggle and
difficulties. Acknowledge your freedom to choose differently, more wisely and happily, now.

Feb 27, 2011

fbk

10 AM (Feb 26, 2011 to Feb 28, 2011)

This is an excellent time to meet new people, to try on a more daring, updated, or unconventional style, and
to break out of your usual social circle. Improvise, be spontaneous, and don't be afraid to show your eccentricities
or unusual taste. You can wake up and reinvigorate a love relationship that's become too predictable or stale.
Loosen up and remember what it's like to play!

Feb 27, 2011

gng

11 AM (Feb 26, 2011 to Feb 28, 2011)

You are highly motivated, energized, and eager to do and to accomplish now, especially if you can determine
your own pace and course. Your efforts tend to succeed because you act with an extra measure of confidence,
certainty, and verve. This is an ideal time to take on daunting challenges that you might back away from on other
days. Satisfying work and friendly competition is featured.

Feb 27, 2011

gba

8 PM (Feb 26, 2011 to Mar 1, 2011)

Your positive, outgoing, action-oriented, "yang" energy is stimulated now. You won't want to be contained or
sitting still for long periods; vigorous sports, outdoor adventures, and physical expression are indicated instead.
You are the favorite for any competitive activity you're engaged in, and you're apt to make whatever you do now a
race or contest!

Feb 28, 2011

fxS

12 AM (Feb 27, 2011 to Feb 28, 2011)

A strong need for harmony, affection, approval or belongingness colors your attitude and decisions now.
Overall this is apt to bring ease and engender positive feelings in your interactions and personal relationships, but
in a situation in which you need to move forcefully on your own behalf it could work against you. Social
engagements, pleasure outings, and even shopping are favored.
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Feb 28, 2011

f 7th H.

(Feb 27, 2011 to Mar 18, 2011)

Beautiful and affectionate relationships are the focus now. You want and need others and go out of your way
to meet, share, cooperate, and harmonize with them. This is an excellent time to begin a new romance or to
shower your partner, lover, or friends with love and understanding. You may sacrifice your own agenda or desires
to please and accommodate someone else; because making them happy makes you happy.

Mar 1, 2011

dbd

12 AM (Feb 28, 2011 to Mar 2, 2011)

Today, expect a free flow of ideas, stimulating conversations, and making the right connections at the right
time. All intellectual activities are favored now, including writing, speaking, making presentations, getting your
ideas across, reading, learning, and conducting business. You enjoy being a messenger, a conduit for information
in some manner or form. Casual contacts go well.

Mar 1, 2011

d 9th H.

(Mar 1, 2011 to Mar 19, 2011)

Cross-cultural exchanges, a visit or significant communication from someone far away, and/or a long journey
broaden your thinking. Your thoughts are lifted above the usual daily concerns and immediate business into
thoughts and visions about future, larger goals, and the purpose and meaning of your activities. You are putting
everything into a larger context. Discussions and/or reading on issues of faith and of the spirit are likely to be a
part of this.

Mar 2, 2011

;cj

(Jan 24, 2011 to Jun 30, 2011)

The inevitable forces of evolutionary change and transformation challenge your own deep resistance, fears,
and attachment to maintaining the status quo. You may be threatened with the elimination of a way of life or of
something you are deeply invested in or identified with.
You'll have to work hard and draw upon deep reservoirs of patience, endurance, and inner self-reliance in
order to hold on to what you've built. Conflict with authorities or the prevailing attitudes around you may lead you
to withdraw and to go it alone. There can be significant separations during this period. You may endure heavy
losses which must be acknowledged and grieved, but which can also lead to a metamorphosis in your life.
Positive Potentials:
Eliminating what is already dead or life-suppressing, clearing the way for a rebirth. Discovering a renewed
sense of inner strength and purpose by challenging restrictive authoritarian voices and old fears. Working with
ancestral patterns that impede or inhibit, and releasing them.
Negative Potentials:
Meeting the result of choices made from weakness or character flaws. Meeting shadows and darkness in
oneself or in challenging circumstances. Holding on fiercely to what needs to be allowed to change, transform, or
die.
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Remedies and Suggestions:
This is a time to salvage what you can from what is lost, broken, or discarded by others, and at the same time
to cooperate with the inevitable changes by willingly releasing what needs to go. Retreat and solitude can be
healing now; don't attempt to keep up with the usual social round. Transformational healing methods, including
psychotherapy, past life therapy, and deep body work aimed at freeing up deep chronic patterns of tension can be
fruitful now.

Mar 2, 2011

f?h

10 PM (Mar 2, 2011 to Mar 3, 2011)

You may find it hard to stay on task today or to do any unpleasant, demanding work. Tendencies toward
excess extravagance, self-indulgence or laziness are amplified now. On the plus side, you can enjoy yourself quite
a lot, especially around people. You're generous, playful, good-humored - even lucky!

Mar 3, 2011

dxf

5 AM (Mar 2, 2011 to Mar 4, 2011)

Your interactions and conversations are on the light side now, with an emphasis on affection, humor,
understanding, and pleasantries. This is not the best time to enter into any important negotiations, however,
because although the tone will be friendly, you are inclined to be a bit too conciliatory or be swayed by charm. It
is a much better time to go shopping!

Mar 4, 2011

abd

12 PM (Mar 4, 2011 to Mar 5, 2011)

A free flow of ideas, lively interactions, and a positive environment for learning and communication is
featured. This is a good time to meet people for business or commercial purposes, to make connections via
speaking or writing, and to use your mind. Clarity of thought and of expression eases your way now. This is an
excellent time to take a test or make an important phone call or meeting.

Mar 5, 2011

fca

5 AM (Mar 4, 2011 to Mar 6, 2011)

Your own values or way of expressing love and affection may differ from someone you encounter now, but
because you are willing to please and smooth over differences, all is apt to turn out well. At the very least, you'll
learn something about a friend or lover that helps you understand them. In fact, your differences may be
appealing. As long as egos don't interfere, love will reign!

Mar 5, 2011

dx;

5 AM (Mar 4, 2011 to Mar 6, 2011)

Your conversations and interactions take on an intensity you normally wouldn't expect from casual
encounters. You or another person may reveal something very personal and private, or bring up deep topics that
are rarely discussed. Very strong views, bordering on the fanatical, or thoughts expressed with a lot of emotion
may stir up resistance. You can be keenly insightful now, but beware of forcing any kind of agenda onto those
around you.
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Mar 5, 2011

dbl

10 PM (Mar 5, 2011 to Mar 6, 2011)

Imaginative, artistic, or spiritual topics occupy your mind and conversations today. You may be especially
telepathic with the people around you, sensing their thoughts and emotions rather easily. None of this is apt to be
terribly distracting and in fact will probably be rather subtle, yet it can add another dimension to your interactions.
Listen to your intuition.

Mar 6, 2011

a 9th H.

(Mar 5, 2011 to Apr 6, 2011)

Envisioning your future, considering all options from a larger, long-range perspective, or significantly
expanding your horizons through cross-cultural exchanges is emphasized. This is also an excellent time to teach or
promote a publication, to attend a conference or seminar, and to travel for adventure, educational, or spiritual
purposes.

Mar 6, 2011

d?s

4 PM (Mar 6, 2011 to Mar 7, 2011)

Gaining objectivity about your past through talking or writing about it, needing to talk on an intimate feeling
level, or reconnecting to someone you have a long history with is featured. Personal topics interest you much more
than factual or philosophical discussion. If you tend to gossip or spend a lot of time analyzing your own and other
people's feelings and motives, you are especially likely to do so now. Phone home!

Mar 7, 2011

fnj

8 PM (Mar 6, 2011 to Mar 8, 2011)

Worries and pressures are eased now, especially if you've been overworking and neglecting your friends.
You can lighten up a bit, relax, remember how to smile. You may seek out someone who is a bit older than you or
a reliable long time pal to spend some time with. Your money sense is quite sound at the moment so if you're
considering a purchase or investment, this is an auspicious day to do that.

Mar 7, 2011

dxk

11 PM (Mar 7, 2011 to Mar 8, 2011)

Making or hearing comments that provoke controversy, feeling unusually impatient with others' slowness,
impulsive movements or a sudden change of direction can challenge you today. Beware of acting out of nervous
haste or tactlessly blurting something out that you can't take back. Instead, consciously slow yourself down,
breathe deep into your middle, and relax the tension in your head or jaws - then proceed.

Mar 8, 2011

dbS

7 AM (Mar 8, 2011 to Mar 9, 2011)

Communication, learning, or being a messenger or conduit for information is favored now. You express
yourself clearly and intelligently, getting your views across with ease. Friendly or casual encounters can lead you
to information you can benefit from right now. You may want to visit a book store, or make some phone calls
you've been putting off.
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Mar 8, 2011

axf

4 PM (Mar 8, 2011 to Mar 9, 2011)

There may be some stress or lack of flow between you and a loved one or friend. Perhaps one of you is
feeling slighted, neglected, or under-appreciated. It would be wise - and probably would require very little on your
part - to reach out and make a loving offer at this time. Little snags or bruised feelings should be attended to, so
don't allow pride to stand in the way.

Mar 10, 2011

d?h

3 AM (Mar 10, 2011 to Mar 11, 2011)

Community or world events, long-range trends, or a desire for wider contact with the world occupies your
mind right now. You may feel the urge to make travel plans, to attend a cross-cultural event, or simply to move
around more. It may be harder for you to sit still for a long period, or engage in tedious or exacting mental work.
You could overlook critical details. Break up your day with humorous interludes, a long distance phone call, or by
emailing your faraway friends.

Mar 11, 2011

dcg

10 AM (Mar 10, 2011 to Mar 12, 2011)

You may be challenged to defend your ideas, plans, or methods at this time. Thinking on your feet and rapid
responses will be necessary, and a few hot words may be exchanged. Certainly you can elect to keep a cool head
and avoid unnecessary verbal confrontation, but it will take some effort now. Wear soothing, cool colors like blue
or lavender, and avoid red!

Mar 11, 2011

d?a

2 PM (Mar 11, 2011 to Mar 12, 2011)

Opening up lines of communication, actively initiating discussions, and conducting business over the
telephone, by email or through the written word is the theme of the day. You are clear and factual, and probably
more chatty than usual. You may be inundated with phone calls or be running around a lot as well. It may be hard
for you to sit still. A busy day!

Mar 12, 2011

gbd

7 AM (Mar 12, 2011 to Mar 13, 2011)

You say what you mean in a very clear, direct, and compelling way, which short circuits any problems that
could arise from ambiguity or indecisiveness. It's an excellent time to do an oral presentation, take an exam, tell
your side of the story and convince others of your opinion. Be sure to listen as well. You enjoy intellectual
activities and stimulation, conversation, and problem solving.

Mar 12, 2011

ax;

1 PM (Mar 12, 2011 to Mar 13, 2011)

An encounter or incident (whether you are a witness or a participant) may force you to look at something you
would normally avoid, and you may have unusually strong feelings about it. Buried emotions and old scars may
come up. If so, it's an opportunity for you to gain awareness and to relinquish old grudges, and to make peace with
yourself. Something that has been hidden or in the dark comes up now.
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Mar 13, 2011

dzj

7 AM (Mar 12, 2011 to Mar 14, 2011)

You have little tolerance for distractions or wasting time right now. You may seem rather humorless, not
communicative, or even downright unfriendly. You are thinking about practical concerns and necessities,
essentials, and the bottom line, or wrangling with problems that you don't want to discuss openly. An interaction
or conversation you have today may shed light on a problem you are facing and show you some weakness that
needs to be addressed. In any case, this is not a moment for fun and sport, but for focused attention and for cool,
detached objectivity.

Mar 13, 2011

fcd

11 AM (Mar 12, 2011 to Mar 14, 2011)

It's time for a love talk! Any disagreements or problems you encounter can be more easily worked through
now, and you're able to articulate your feelings and wishes in a way others can hear. You seek closeness through
verbal exchange, a meeting of heart and mind. Style is important to you now as well, and this is a fine time to
consult a beauty expert, get a haircut, choose clothing or make other aesthetic decisions.

Mar 13, 2011

abl

11 PM (Mar 12, 2011 to Mar 14, 2011)

Light some candles or put on your favorite music to create a mood and atmosphere where magic can happen.
Or engage in activities purely for the inner rewards, like bringing a meal to a friend or some other random act of
kindness. This is a day to cultivate spiritual well being and dream peace solutions.

Mar 14, 2011

g 9th H.

(Mar 13, 2011 to Apr 23, 2011)

Vigorous philosophical debates, legal contests, fiery rhetoric in defense of a cherished belief or cause, and a
strong desire for freedom on all levels are part of your scenario now. If you travel, you'll want to either rough it a
bit and do something active and physical, or be able to set your own pace. You don't enjoy following the lead of
others now.
Beware of being impatient or contentious in your travels, or overly aggressive in your point of view.

Mar 15, 2011

a?s

10 AM (Mar 14, 2011 to Mar 16, 2011)

Any tension between your conscious actions and your emotional needs, wishes, or feelings that has been
bubbling beneath the surface will show itself now. Strained relationships, irritability or a subtle resistance and
lack of enthusiasm are possible ways you might notice this. If you find yourself acting like a whiny or willful
child, pay attention to what you are needing. Self-comfort and care, a little extra rest, or acknowledging feelings
can re-energize you.
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Mar 15, 2011

fnD

9 PM (Mar 15, 2011 to Mar 16, 2011)

Your ability to harmonize, to create bridges between two polarized "camps", or simply to get along with
people, assists you professionally. You're more sensitive to the personal element of your work; appreciating and
being appreciated for what you contribute is highlighted. You may be tempted to play matchmaker also!

Mar 17, 2011

f?f

12 AM (Mar 16, 2011 to Mar 17, 2011)

Differences in tastes, style, or aesthetic preferences may arise in a close relationship, but you can
compromise and satisfy both people with relative ease. In fact your differences may be very stimulating and
attractive to you, especially if the connection is a romantic one. Love is definitely in the air! You may also want to
enhance or change your wardrobe, furnishings, or surroundings to make them more comfortable and appealing.
Probably you'll want to indulge yourself in some way and may avoid getting down to work.

Mar 17, 2011

d?d

10 AM (Mar 16, 2011 to Mar 18, 2011)

Intellectual bantering or a difference of opinion may create some friction now, but you can gain objectivity
and another way of seeing something. You may be restless, curious, and in need of intellectual stimulation, or feel
a bit overstimulated and nervous. You don't need caffeine! Slow down a little, especially in traffic.

Mar 17, 2011

gxf

3 PM (Mar 16, 2011 to Mar 18, 2011)

Powerful desires and amorous feelings are stimulated now perhaps through an enticing interaction or
personal encounter. You take the lead in social situations or attract personal attention. Coming on too strong, not
picking up on subtle cues, or being inappropriate in a social sense are pitfalls of this time. Strive for a balance
between taking the initiative and being sensitive and aware of others' needs and wants. If you are usually shy and
unassertive, this is your moment to come out and take a risk even if you're a bit awkward.

Mar 17, 2011

axk

8 PM (Mar 16, 2011 to Mar 18, 2011)

Minor shake-ups, mishaps, or aberrations from your normal routine require you to be on your toes, or you
could feel restless and create a stir yourself. You're less compliant, obedient, and patient with arbitrary rules. If
you can, break your usual patterns in small ways, like dressing less formally or showing some eccentricity.

Mar 18, 2011

f 8th H.

(Mar 17, 2011 to Apr 8, 2011)

A deep personal connection and intimate exchange can be healing, replenishing, and soothing to your soul.
This is a good time to work on resolving grievances, differences in values, or money problems in a close
relationship. There is also apt to be favorable developments regarding shared assets, jointly owned property,
borrowing money, or repaying loans to the satisfaction of all concerned.
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Mar 18, 2011

abS

12 PM (Mar 18, 2011 to Mar 19, 2011)

The force is with you! Your vital energy is flowing well and your confidence is up, so anything you attempt
now is likely to succeed. You influence others through personal direct contact, and without much effort. Work
with what inspires you, gives you energy, or matters most to you, and expect great results. Express yourself!

Mar 19, 2011

dzD

11 AM (Mar 18, 2011 to Mar 20, 2011)

Clarifying your next step or consulting with someone who is in a position to help you professionally is on the
agenda. This is an excellent time to attend an important meeting, seminar, conference, or class, and any endeavor
involving communications, sales, or teaching is especially favored. You could even be on the local news or get a
bit of local publicity, especially if you are seeking it.

Mar 19, 2011

d 10th H.

(Mar 18, 2011 to Apr 13, 2011)

Your thoughts are focused on accomplishment, achievement, professional advancement, and actively
engaging in the larger world. You want your voice to be heard. Devising plans and strategies to actualize your
desires, gathering information and making contacts to further your aims, or making a presentation to an important
audience is favored during this cycle.

Mar 20, 2011

f?;

6 AM (Mar 20, 2011 to Mar 21, 2011)

Your interactions may bring up surprisingly intense feelings, pleasant or not. Irrational attractions and
desires, jealousies, or resentments may surface. You may run into an ex (friend, in-law, lover) or someone or
something that reminds you of an old love or pain: a chance to put it to rest. You can also pour your heart into a
creative project you're in the midst of, using your intensified emotions to create something new.

Mar 20, 2011

d?f

11 AM (Mar 20, 2011 to Mar 21, 2011)

Your interactions and conversations are on the light side now, with an emphasis on affection, humor,
understanding, and pleasantries. This is not the best time to enter into any important negotiations, however,
because although the tone will be friendly, you are inclined to be a bit too conciliatory or be swayed by charm. It
is a much better time to go shopping!

Mar 21, 2011

fcl

10 AM (Mar 20, 2011 to Mar 22, 2011)

Your romantic imagination is stimulated today. You're apt to be attracted to people or things that are soft,
beautiful, dreamy, enchanting, inspiring. Colors, styles, music and atmospheres (scents, candles, aesthetic
arrangements) strongly influence your mood, so notice what feels good to your soul and make a little magic.
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Mar 22, 2011

a?h

12 AM (Mar 22, 2011 to Mar 23, 2011)

You tend to overreach, overextend, and promise or expect too much, in an overly optimistic assessment of
what you can do right now. You see all the possibilities in a positive light, minimizing the potential obstacles. If
you commit to anything now, be certain it's something you're truly willing to follow through on. Mutually
beneficial contacts are fostered, especially with people at a distance.

Mar 22, 2011

gx;

2 PM (Mar 22, 2011 to Mar 23, 2011)

A hidden or mostly unconscious need to control or gain power is at play within and around you now. If you
violate others' rights or territory in pursuit of your own agenda, a battle of wills (subtle or overt) is likely. There is
a destructive element operating as well, which can be turned to good ends in that you can work to "destroy" or
eliminate something, or completely purge or overhaul something in your life. You tend to drive yourself quite
hard, so beware of over-straining or forcing yourself past your limits.

Mar 22, 2011

fxs

3 PM (Mar 22, 2011 to Mar 23, 2011)

You need pampering and tender loving care right now, not because you aren't well but because you simply
crave it. Indulging yourself with treats, sweets, shopping, or whatever gives you comfort may be hard to resist.
This is a good time to schedule a massage, hairstyling appointment, or a play date with your kids or a very good
friend. However, try to avoid being too needy or demanding with them.

Mar 24, 2011

gbl

8 AM (Mar 24, 2011 to Mar 25, 2011)

You want to DO something you usually only fantasize about or normally consider lovely but unrealistic. You
need to take concrete steps - even if only small ones - in the direction of a dream. Doing so will give you energy
and can stimulate possibilities and opportunities you never imagined before. A magical moment!

Mar 24, 2011

d?;

8 AM (Mar 24, 2011 to Mar 25, 2011)

Your conversations and interactions take on an intensity you normally wouldn't expect from casual
encounters. You or another person may reveal something very personal and private, or bring up deep topics that
are rarely discussed. Very strong views, bordering on the fanatical, or thoughts expressed with a lot of emotion
may stir up resistance. You can be keenly insightful now, but beware of forcing any kind of agenda onto those
around you.

Mar 24, 2011

acg

10 AM (Mar 24, 2011 to Mar 25, 2011)

A battle of wills or simply the stress of an overly pushy, ambitious, hurried approach can make this an
unpleasant time, even if you "win" or achieve what you wanted to. Strong ego drives are activated now, and it
would be best to moderate yourself if you don't want to arouse antagonism. Aim for your personal best rather than
competing with others. Vigorous sports can be a good expression for strong energies that need to come out, but
beware of over-exerting yourself.
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Mar 24, 2011

f?k

3 PM (Mar 24, 2011 to Mar 25, 2011)

Some tension between being independent and being close or intimately involved could arise now. A need for
some personal space or an urge to temporarily disengage and go off on your own may be part of this, or a friend or
partner may express those needs. A last-minute change of plans, or some other unexpected event, challenges your
ability to stay connected; a sudden break or a quick beginning to a new friendship or romance is equally likely.

Mar 24, 2011

a?a

5 PM (Mar 24, 2011 to Mar 25, 2011)

Honoring others' personal style, desires, and objectives which not turning away from your own is a challenge
at this time. Significant encounters, while not entirely harmonious, are likely. You can learn from the personal
differences and contrasts presented now, and become cleared regarding your own path.

Mar 25, 2011

f?S

5 AM (Mar 24, 2011 to Mar 26, 2011)

A strong need for harmony, affection, approval or belongingness colors your attitude and decisions now.
Overall this is apt to bring ease and engender positive feelings in your interactions and personal relationships, but
in a situation in which you need to move forcefully on your own behalf it could work against you. Social
engagements, pleasure outings, and even shopping are favored.

Mar 26, 2011

g?s

5 AM (Mar 26, 2011 to Mar 27, 2011)

Just DO IT is your motto now. You're in the mood for action and may be especially disgruntled by others'
indecisiveness, passivity, or laziness. Beware of emotional outbursts and aggressive maneuvering in traffic or at
home, because what you perceive to be slowness on the part of others may just be your own impatience. However,
ongoing or chronic tensions that you try to ignore most of the time are likely to erupt now. This isn't the best time
to visit the in-laws, or to work out problems with people you're close to. Find positive ways to let off steam. A
vigorous tennis match, perhaps?

Mar 26, 2011

d?l

1 PM (Mar 24, 2011 to Apr 5, 2011)

Minor misunderstandings, communication foul-ups, or not seeing the obvious can cause a bit of confusion.
Check and recheck your figures, or put off important legal or mundane matters for another day. It's a much better
time to let the muse inspire you with interesting ideas than to carry on business.

Mar 26, 2011

h?d

(Mar 22, 2011 to Mar 30, 2011)

Major purchases, legal transactions, or commercial investments need to be thoroughly considered at this
time. There's a tendency to make decisions based on exaggerated claims and overly optimistic or sloppy thinking.
Bureaucratic red tape or legal obstructions can also be challenging now as well.
Significant opportunities may present themselves, particularly via a long distance correspondence or long
distance communications, but it would be wise to check out the practical aspects of the plan.
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Positive Potentials:
New contracts, new alliances, opportunities for educational expansion or publishing.
Negative Potentials:
You're apt to pay dearly for any contract or agreement you make now which is not well thought out. You may
be mentally restless during this period also. Concentration and focus on details are not at their highest.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Have a lawyer or an objective, knowledgeable advisor survey your plans before you commit to them. Avoid
talking too much or too soon about a proposal, and beware of making overly optimistic promises yourself.

Mar 27, 2011

azj

8 PM (Mar 26, 2011 to Mar 28, 2011)

Necessity, duty, discipline, and work are the focus for you today, and you're protective of your time and
energy. You don't want to scatter your forces or waste efforts, and you may withdraw socially in order to attend to
your tasks. Purposeful concerns override other priorities. You may feel rather humorless as well, taking it all a bit
too seriously.

Mar 28, 2011

fxh

2 AM (Mar 28, 2011 to Mar 29, 2011)

You may find it hard to stay on task today or to do any unpleasant, demanding work. Tendencies toward
excess extravagance, self-indulgence or laziness are amplified now. On the plus side, you can enjoy yourself quite
a lot, especially around people. You're generous, playful, good-humored - even lucky!

Mar 29, 2011

gxk

7 AM (Mar 28, 2011 to Mar 30, 2011)

Mishaps or disruptions due to recklessness, tactlessness, sudden outbursts of anger or impatience, and heated
encounters are potential trouble spots at the moment. Slow down in traffic, and take precautions around fire,
electronics, and sharp tools. Perhaps you can do something daring and outrageous that isn't dangerous!

Mar 30, 2011

fng

2 AM (Mar 30, 2011 to Mar 31, 2011)

Passionate love and powerful creative drives are stimulated now. If you work in any of the arts, this can be an
enormously productive time when your energy and sense of beauty and style really come together. Happy
collaborative efforts of all kinds are featured. Camaraderie, friendship, and affection, even with people you
normally don't socialize with, can be expected. In a romantic relationship, this can be a very special time. If you
wish it, make it so!
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Mar 30, 2011

gbS

4 AM (Mar 30, 2011 to Mar 31, 2011)

Your vital energy is flowing strongly and you feel pleasantly ambitious and effective. You can rally others to
action because of your own enthusiasm and can-do attitude, but you're equally happy acting independently and on
your own behalf. Physical, active work or play is favored.

Mar 30, 2011

fba

8 AM (Mar 30, 2011 to Mar 31, 2011)

Being with people and enjoying good times (especially with beautiful, charming, lighthearted people) is
really what you want now. You're in a friendly and cooperative mood which brings ease to your interactions and
an overall sense of harmony to your day. Because you are open to love and friendly gestures, you will attract
loving people into your experience.

d b s (no partile)

Mar 31, 2011

Conversations with women, with family, and with people you are especially close to or have a long history
with are going well now. By listening as well as sharing your own experiences and feelings, you deepen your
rapport and connection. Telling stories, reminiscing, and discussing what is in your soul can be very rewarding.
You are likely not only to hear, but to understand. Personal letter writing or journaling would also be fruitful
activities.

Apr 3, 2011

g?h

3 PM (Apr 3, 2011 to Apr 4, 2011)

Your challenge now is to synchronize your own will and agenda with the larger energies or grand design.
You tend to be tripped up by over-eagerness or expecting too much too soon, but if can relax, trust, and allow
supportive energies to come to you, your desire can be fulfilled or a wish realized. Ask for what you want and do
what you need to, then let it happen. No forcing or overdoing needed!

Apr 3, 2011

a?d

4 PM (Apr 3, 2011 to Apr 4, 2011)

You are apt to be busy, moving around a lot, and interacting with people on the go. You have quite a bit of
mental energy and may be restless if you have to be stationary for too long. Lots of ideas are being batted back
and forth. Conflicting views and opinions serve to clarify your own thinking. Seek compromises on
inconsequential matters.

Apr 3, 2011

d?l

6 PM (Mar 24, 2011 to Apr 5, 2011)

This astrological influence (Mer Qucnx Nep) also occurred on Mar 26, 2011 (peak date). Please refer to this
date.
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Apr 4, 2011

k?h

(Mar 18, 2011 to Apr 23, 2011)

Long distance travel, educational goals, plans and ambitions for the future, legal proceedings, and financial
ventures are all subject to abrupt changes and instability during this period. Although they may ultimately work
out in your favor, it's a bumpy ride. The uncertainty involved can be stressful.
You are also prone to exaggerate the benefits of a new idea or method. Unwarranted optimism or change for
its own sake may cost you. Your saving grace at this time is humor, laughter, or just not taking it all too seriously.
Positive Potentials:
Happy and fortuitous events come about through mistakes, inconveniences, and detours.
Negative Potentials:
Going to extremes with unorthodox methods, inflated expectations, or far-fetched ideologies.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Allow for the possibility of things smoothing themselves out without intervention or broad sweeping changes
on your part.

Apr 6, 2011

d?;

6 AM (Apr 4, 2011 to Apr 7, 2011)

This astrological influence (Mer Qucnx Plu) also occurred on Mar 24, 2011 (peak date). Please refer to this
date.

Apr 6, 2011

azD

2 PM (Apr 5, 2011 to Apr 7, 2011)

Making a difference in the world, furthering your personal aims and aspirations, or receiving public
appreciation for your contribution is featured now. The focus is on personal integrity and honor, standing for
something, being known for who you are. Whoever is your personal star or hero figures into all of this as well,
because you need a guiding light and something to shoot for. Accept attention graciously.

Apr 6, 2011

a 10th H.

(Apr 5, 2011 to May 12, 2011)

This is your time to shine, especially professionally. Focus on your important aspirations and ambitions to
make significant impact on the world around you. Your personal life and relationships may be put on the back
burner for now as you aim for accomplishment and achievement. If you've done the preparatory work, you could
be honored or promoted now.
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Apr 6, 2011

gcg

4 PM (Apr 5, 2011 to Apr 7, 2011)

Your energies run hot and you could risk driving yourself too hard and burning yourself and others with too
much passion or anger. Minor annoyances may feel like major aggravations; unexpressed frustration or hostility
may erupt into the open; pushing, hurrying, or forcing things can lead to trouble. Slow down and cool down on
every level: take the pedal off the metal, consciously slow your movements, drink or immerse yourself in cool
water, avoid people and situations you know have the potential to rouse your ire. Observe how touchy and
aggressive your ego tends to be right now, as if every thing that doesn't go your way is a personal affront, and
have a good laugh at yourself !

Apr 7, 2011

g?a

2 AM (Apr 7, 2011 to Apr 8, 2011)

You're apt to be impatient and to use more force than is called for when minor differences arise. You may
instigate, aggravate, or stir up trouble either without realizing it (by being too loud, overstepping others'
boundaries, or making assumptions), or even on purpose. You could use this abundance of energy for
accomplishment, if you so choose. Tone down aggressive tendencies by wearing soft shades of blue, lavender, or
pink, and avoid red or orange.

Apr 7, 2011

h 10th H.

(Apr 5, 2011 to May 8, 2012)

Expansion in your career or vocation, increased public recognition, and greater professional success are the
themes of this cycle. The more prepared and willing you are to "put yourself out there", the fuller the rewards. If
you are not particularly ambitious or career oriented, this is still a period in which your important dreams and your
path to greater freedom and happiness are open to you. Optimism and willingness to take some risks are the key.
Balance confidence with humility.

Apr 7, 2011

hzD

(Apr 3, 2011 to Apr 11, 2011)

This is a highly favorable time for professional and worldly success, influence, and achievement. A
promising job offer, promotion, grant, or other opportunity to significantly expand your world may be presented to
you. You may be more widely recognized for your work, bring it out into a larger sphere, or broaden your range of
activities and connections. Right now you feel like "the sky's the limit" and will venture further than you ever have
in order to advance the goals that are most important to you, whether they be professional, educational or simply
to participate fully and contribute to your world. Expansion, growth, prosperity, and fruition are the themes of this
time (and for approximately one year after).
Positive Potentials:
Optimism, confidence, and a broad, inclusive understanding can bring you to a position of leadership. Being
an uplifting, helpful influence in the world. Success, honor, recognition. Travel for business purposes or meeting
people from many other places in connection with work or education. "On top of the world" feelings.
Negative Potentials:
Becoming smug, too full of yourself, or being overly confident may lead to errors in judgment, or to a
come-down later on. Excessive optimism may lead you to expand too rapidly, or to promise more than you can
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deliver.
Remedies and Suggestions:
As long as you are careful not to overextend yourself, this should be a fruitful and happy period. No remedies
needed!

Apr 7, 2011

fbd

12 PM (Apr 7, 2011 to Apr 8, 2011)

Pleasantries, humor, and a light touch sweeten your interactions today. You have an extra measure of tact and
charm when talking on the phone, writing letters, or meeting people and you tend to veer away from controversial
or unpleasant topics. Your mind may be pleasantly lazy. Light romantic comedies, "fun" fiction, and a break from
serious striving appeal to you. Social or cultural events are favored.

Apr 7, 2011

a?f

10 PM (Apr 7, 2011 to Apr 8, 2011)

There may be some stress or lack of flow between you and a loved one or friend. Perhaps one of you is
feeling slighted, neglected, or under-appreciated. It would be wise - and probably will require very little on your
part - to reach out and make a loving offer at this time. Little snags or bruised feelings should be attended to, so
don't allow pride to stand in the way.

Apr 8, 2011

f 9th H.

(Apr 8, 2011 to May 4, 2011)

You are attracted to distant places and/or people from different cultures, faith, social customs, or vastly
different life experiences from your own. A pleasure cruise to an exotic locale, falling in love with a special
teacher, enjoying philosophy and sharing your quest for truth or enlightenment are various ways this could be
expressed. Any kind of travel or cross-cultural exchange is quite favorable now.

Apr 10, 2011

fxf

11 PM (Apr 10, 2011 to Apr 11, 2011)

Differences in tastes, style, or aesthetic preferences may arise in a close relationship, but you can
compromise and satisfy both people with relative ease. In fact your differences may be very stimulating and
attractive to you, especially if the connection is a romantic one. Love is definitely in the air! You may also want to
enhance or change your wardrobe, furnishings, or surroundings to make them more comfortable and appealing.
Probably you'll want to indulge yourself in some way and may avoid getting down to work.

Apr 11, 2011

gzj

1 AM (Apr 11, 2011 to Apr 12, 2011)

At this time you are especially sensitive to being thwarted, frustrated, or neglected, and it may seem as if all
your efforts are for naught. Internal conflict and friction, especially old anger and resentment, can aggravate
stress-related problems. The destructive forces inherent in this moment can be directed toward work in which
tearing down, cleaning out, or eliminating whatever is nonfunctional is the focus. Concentrate on making order or
doing hard or disagreeable tasks, and be patient with yourself and the world. Slow, steady, gentle, and persistent
effort is the key now.
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Apr 11, 2011

d?f

12 PM (Apr 11, 2011 to Apr 12, 2011)

Your interactions and conversations are on the light side now, with an emphasis on affection, humor,
understanding, and pleasantries. This is not the best time to enter into any important negotiations, however,
because although the tone will be friendly, you are inclined to be a bit too conciliatory or be swayed by charm. It
is a much better time to go shopping!

Apr 11, 2011

a?;

9 PM (Apr 11, 2011 to Apr 12, 2011)

An encounter or incident (whether you are a witness or a participant) may force you to look at something you
would normally avoid, and you may have unusually strong feelings about it. Buried emotions and old scars may
come up. If so, it's an opportunity for you to gain awareness and to relinquish old grudges, and to make peace with
yourself. Something that has been hidden or in the dark comes up now.

Apr 12, 2011

h?f

(Apr 8, 2011 to Apr 17, 2011)

At this time there is a tendency to overindulge in some way. Though subtle, this can be detrimental
nevertheless. Some of the more concrete ways this could manifest include overeating (with resultant weight gain
and sluggishness), overspending, or spending on "treats" that provide some immediate gratification or cosmetic
appeal but have little lasting value. Other temptations involve being too loose and tolerant with others, perhaps
overlooking their transgressions in order to get along or because it's too much work to deal with the problem
directly. (This will probably only be an issue if you tend to be a bit too soft and indulgent to begin with.)
Making excuses (for yourself or others) because you just don't want to do the work is the main pitfall of this
cycle. If you "play hooky" now, as you may well be tempted to, you may seem to get away with it. But it's apt to
catch up with you later.
Positive Potentials:
A relaxing period if you tend to be too driven, rigid, and disinclined to let your hair down.
Negative Potentials:
Being sloppy and careless with resources, including your health.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Find some relaxing and healthful pleasures, without "spoiling" yourself. If you have a play now/play later
attitude, most likely you will pay later and a lot more than you might wish. Consider the long-range effects of your
choices, and don't make purchases on credit you are likely to regret.
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Apr 13, 2011

dzD

6 AM (Apr 13, 2011 to Apr 14, 2011)

Clarifying your next step or consulting with someone who is in a position to help you professionally is on the
agenda. This is an excellent time to attend an important meeting, seminar, conference, or class, and any endeavor
involving communications, sales, or teaching is especially favored. You could even be on the local news or get a
bit of local publicity, especially if you are seeking it.

Apr 13, 2011

d 9th H.

(Apr 12, 2011 to May 3, 2011)

Cross-cultural exchanges, a visit or significant communication from someone far away, and/or a long journey
broaden your thinking. Your thoughts are lifted above the usual daily concerns and immediate business into
thoughts and visions about future, larger goals, and the purpose and meaning of your activities. You are putting
everything into a larger context. Discussions and/or reading on issues of faith and of the spirit are likely to be a
part of this.

Apr 13, 2011

a?l

7 AM (Apr 13, 2011 to Apr 14, 2011)

Your will power, focus, and concentration are diffused somewhat now, and this is not the best day to make
critical decisions as you may be viewing people and situations in an overly idealistic light. Hope and fantasies
tend to obscure reality. You also may want to put off activities in which discernment and mechanical skill are
necessary. This is a fine day for dreaming up ideas, getting inspiration, or playing "let's pretend".

Apr 14, 2011

fx;

4 AM (Apr 13, 2011 to Apr 15, 2011)

Your interactions may bring up surprisingly intense feelings, pleasant or not. Irrational attractions and
desires, jealousies, or resentments may surface. You may run into an ex (friend, in-law, lover) or someone or
something that reminds you of an old love or pain: a chance to put it to rest. You can also pour your heart into a
creative project you're in the midst of, using your intensified emotions to create something new.

Apr 14, 2011

abs

6 PM (Apr 13, 2011 to Apr 15, 2011)

You enjoy being around both men and women at this time and, in fact, you need to be with others, especially
those you know pretty well and trust. Having a sense of familiarity and comfort in your surroundings and
interactions boosts your confidence. Everyday relationships are supportive and warm at the moment.

Apr 15, 2011

fbl

8 AM (Apr 15, 2011 to Apr 16, 2011)

Sympathy for the underdog or a friend in need moves you now. You may be asked to help out someone in
confusion or distress, or to show unselfishness to your love partner. Going the extra mile for someone else will
make you both happy, and your spiritual support may be more important than the practical assistance you can
provide.
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Apr 16, 2011

f?s

1 PM (Apr 15, 2011 to Apr 17, 2011)

You need pampering and tender loving care right now, not because you aren't well but because you simply
crave it. Indulging yourself with treats, sweets, shopping, or whatever gives you comfort may be hard to resist.
This is a good time to schedule a massage, hairstyling appointment, or a play date with your kids or a very good
friend. However, try to avoid being too needy or demanding with them.

Apr 17, 2011

a?k

6 AM (Apr 17, 2011 to Apr 18, 2011)

Minor shake-ups, mishaps, or aberrations from your normal routine require you to be on your toes, or you
could feel restless and create a stir yourself. You're less compliant, obedient, and patient with arbitrary rules. If
you can, break your usual patterns in small ways, like dressing less formally or showing some eccentricity.

Apr 17, 2011

acS

10 PM (Apr 17, 2011 to Apr 18, 2011)

Expect significant encounters, meeting individuals who are or will be important players, at least for the
moment. The focus is on relationship, balance, taking each person's tastes, styles, needs, and personal agendas into
account. There may be some friction and adjustments needed. It is your choice whether you want to compromise
or go solo, but including the other makes for a fuller picture.

Apr 18, 2011

d?d

6 AM (Apr 16, 2011 to Apr 30, 2011)

Intellectual bantering or a difference of opinion may create some friction now, but you can gain objectivity
and another way of seeing something. You may be restless, curious, and in need of intellectual stimulation, or feel
a bit overstimulated and nervous. You don't need caffeine! Slow down a little, especially in traffic.

Apr 18, 2011

fxk

1 PM (Apr 17, 2011 to Apr 19, 2011)

Some tension between being independent and being close or intimately involved could arise now. A need for
some personal space or an urge to temporarily disengage and go off on your own may be part of this, or a friend or
partner may express those needs. A last-minute change of plans, or some other unexpected event, challenges your
ability to stay connected; a sudden break or a quick beginning to a new friendship or romance is equally likely.

Apr 19, 2011

fbS

2 AM (Apr 19, 2011 to Apr 20, 2011)

A pleasant, affectionate, relaxed, or courteous attitude eases your interactions now, and may open doors or
help lighten troubled situations that you've been working with lately.
You can attract what you want and need, rather than pursue it forcefully or do it all yourself. This is an
excellent time to go out on a date or ask someone for a favor, because you make a decidedly positive impression at
the moment.
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Apr 19, 2011

g?d

7 PM (Apr 18, 2011 to Apr 21, 2011)

You are mentally sharp and quick at this time but may be abrupt, impatient, and cutting with your words as
well. Aggression or hurry can lead to cuts and scrapes, needless arguments, fender benders, or headaches.
Consciously slow your movements and breathing down just a bit and give yourself plenty of time to get where
you're going, or work off steam by running or taking a brisk walk.

Apr 21, 2011

abh

12 PM (Apr 21, 2011 to Apr 22, 2011)

Your best self shines forth and you radiate an expectation of success, which can open many doors for you at
this time. You are drawn to the people, places, ideas, or information that can profit you the most, and whatever
comes to you now is apt to be of benefit. Extending yourself, widening your comfort zone, reaching out, and
acting on your intuition enables you to make the most of this fortuitous moment.

Apr 21, 2011

f?h

11 PM (Apr 21, 2011 to Apr 22, 2011)

You may find it hard to stay on task today or to do any unpleasant, demanding work. Tendencies toward
excess extravagance, self-indulgence or laziness are amplified now. On the plus side, you can enjoy yourself quite
a lot, especially around people. You're generous, playful, good-humored - even lucky!

Apr 23, 2011

gzD

1 PM (Apr 23, 2011 to Apr 24, 2011)

Your warrior energy is activated now and you pursue your aims with courage, decisiveness, and brio. You
don't want to be a sheep or to let life pass you by. Now is the time to make your mark, to advance your
professional goals, to take charge of your life. Your ambitions or competitive spirit may provoke challengers or
threaten superiors, but you're up for it! Keep your humor in the midst of the fray.

Apr 23, 2011

g 10th H.

(Apr 22, 2011 to Jun 9, 2011)

Active leadership, strong action to achieve important goals, and an intensified drive to rise to prominence (in
whatever way you personally define prominence or success) are the themes now. You are willing to work, to earn
your way, and to take risks in order to move toward what you want.
However, competitive and egotistical urges are intensified now too, and unless you moderate your actions
with an awareness of and respect for others' goals and intentions you may provoke hot opposition. Conflict with
superiors or authority can be especially problematic, as you are not inclined to be compliant or obedient now.
Rather, you want to take the lead.

Apr 23, 2011

fcg

10 PM (Apr 23, 2011 to Apr 24, 2011)

Sexual tension or disagreements with people of the opposite gender arise now. You may want more than the
other person is able or willing to give, or one of you may want togetherness and collaboration while the other
prefers to be more independent.
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Compromises, adjustments, and working with the differences can bring about a satisfying balance, but it can
be difficult to acquiesce when desires are so compelling. In any case, encounters with a definite erotic tone are
part of the picture. Wear soft shades of pink, rose, or light green to ease dissonant tendencies.

Apr 23, 2011

abg

10 PM (Apr 23, 2011 to Apr 24, 2011)

Courage, confidence, and the will to triumph energize you. You are able to move your objectives forward and
to get a lot done now, without stressing or going into overdrive. Your positive conviction seems to move obstacles
out of your way. You flow around obstructions rather than confront them, which is apt to be a successful strategy
at this time.

Apr 24, 2011

f?a

4 AM (Apr 23, 2011 to Apr 25, 2011)

Your own values or way of expressing love and affection may differ from someone you encounter now, but
because you are willing to please and smooth over differences, all is apt to turn out well. At the very least, you'll
learn something about a friend or lover that helps you understand them. In fact, your differences may be
appealing. As long as egos don't interfere, love will reign!

Apr 24, 2011

axa

6 AM (Apr 23, 2011 to Apr 25, 2011)

Honoring others' personal style, desires, and objectives while not turning away from your own is a challenge
at this time. Significant encounters, while not entirely harmonious, are likely. You can learn from the personal
differences and contrasts presented now, and become clearer regarding your own path.

Apr 25, 2011

g?f

6 AM (Apr 25, 2011 to Apr 26, 2011)

Powerful desires and amorous feelings are stimulated now perhaps through an enticing interaction or
personal encounter. You take the lead in social situations or attract personal attention. Coming on too strong, not
picking up on subtle cues, or being inappropriate in a social sense are pitfalls of this time. Strive for a balance
between taking the initiative and being sensitive and aware of others' needs and wants. If you are usually shy and
unassertive, this is your moment to come out and take a risk even if you're a bit awkward.

Apr 26, 2011

fzj

6 PM (Apr 25, 2011 to Apr 27, 2011)

You are attracted to people with maturity, worldly wisdom, and a solid sense of values (perhaps an advisor,
elder, or teacher), and are disinclined to frivolous activities or wasting your time. In fact you may be pleased and
happy to be alone or perhaps with just one other person that you know well. On the other hand, you may feel quite
cool or withdrawn in a crowd. You are also restrained and careful about spending money at this point, and that's
as it should be. It is a good time to reflect, set priorities, enjoy simple pleasures, and appreciate quality time with
yourself or with your chosen companion.
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Apr 28, 2011

d?d

12 AM (Apr 16, 2011 to Apr 30, 2011)

This astrological influence (Mer Qucnx Mer) also occurred on Apr 18, 2011 (peak date). Please refer to this
date.

Apr 29, 2011

h?;

(Apr 24, 2011 to May 3, 2011)

You may be drawn to powerful, enriching ideas, individuals, or pathways, but find yourself somewhat at
odds with them as well. Perhaps you discover the hidden agenda, secret workings, or the underside of a leader,
teaching, or group endeavor, so that you must adjust your understanding or your relationship to them. Something
must be clarified, resolved, or brought out into the open in an established system of which you are a part professional, educational, social or religious. Strong ambitions may arise now, with mixed results.
Focusing on becoming broader, more inclusive, and working with what has been oppressed, neglected, or
ruined in some way can lead to renewal and well-being.
Positive Potentials:
Working through faith, wisdom, higher principles and values brings healing and resolution. Healing and
regeneration on a social as well as personal level.
Negative Potentials:
Fanatical or one-sided approach. Problems with government, leadership, or the law. Premature expansion or
vying for a leadership position has mixed results.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Maintain integrity, and be willing to honestly acknowledge the "dark places" or dysfunction of a group,
teaching, or social endeavor. Strive for balance and holism, rather than polarization, fanaticism, or a rigid
idealism.

Apr 30, 2011

g?;

8 AM (Apr 29, 2011 to May 1, 2011)

A hidden or mostly unconscious need to control or gain power is at play within and around you now. If you
violate others' rights or territory in pursuit of your own agenda, a battle of wills (subtle or overt) is likely. There is
a destructive element operating as well, which can be turned to good ends in that you can work to "destroy" or
eliminate something, or completely purge or overhaul something in your life. You tend to drive yourself quite
hard, so beware of over-straining or forcing yourself past your limits.

May 2, 2011

g?l

4 AM (Apr 30, 2011 to May 3, 2011)

You may be a bit unfocused or unsure of how to direct your energy at the moment. Circumstances may be
confusing, strange, or in flux. It's fine not to do anything right now. Trying to press forward will yield mixed
results. Avoid extremes, quixotic missions, or acting on ill-considered impulses.
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May 2, 2011

f?d

7 AM (May 1, 2011 to May 3, 2011)

It's time for a love talk! Any disagreements or problems you encounter can be more easily worked through
now, and you're able to articulate your feelings and wishes in a way others can hear. You seek closeness through
verbal exchange, a meeting of heart and mind. Style is important to you now as well, and this is a fine time to
consult a beauty expert, get a haircut, choose clothing or make other aesthetic decisions.

May 3, 2011

dzD

2 AM (May 3, 2011 to May 4, 2011)

Clarifying your next step or consulting with someone who is in a position to help you professionally is on the
agenda. This is an excellent time to attend an important meeting, seminar, conference, or class, and any endeavor
involving communications, sales, or teaching is especially favored. You could even be on the local news or get a
bit of local publicity, especially if you are seeking it.

May 3, 2011

d 10th H.

(May 1, 2011 to May 29, 2011)

Your thoughts are focused on accomplishment, achievement, professional advancement, and actively
engaging in the larger world. You want your voice to be heard. Devising plans and strategies to actualize your
desires, gathering information and making contacts to further your aims, or making a presentation to an important
audience is favored during this cycle.

May 4, 2011

gbs

2 AM (May 2, 2011 to May 5, 2011)

You enjoy activities in which your instincts, emotions, and desires can flow freely, like making love, playing
in the ocean, playing soccer, or just acting like a kid. You feel energetic and passionate about the people and
things you care about, and may be rather aggressively protective as well.

May 4, 2011

axd

9 AM (May 3, 2011 to May 5, 2011)

You are apt to be busy, moving around a lot, and interacting with people on the go. You have quite a bit of
mental energy and may be restless if you have to be stationary for too long. Lots of ideas are being batted back
and forth. Conflicting views and opinions serve to clarify your own thinking. Seek compromises on
inconsequential matters.

May 4, 2011

f 10th H.

(May 3, 2011 to Jun 2, 2011)

Cooperation and a focus on harmony and understanding benefits you professionally and/or enhances your
reputation and public standing. Attending an important social occasion or festivity may put you in the public eye
as well. A romance or beneficial friendship that begins as a business alliance could be part of the picture. You
may also feel you are married to your career right now because quite a bit of your energy is invested there and/or
you love what you're doing at the moment.
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May 4, 2011

fzD

4 PM (May 3, 2011 to May 5, 2011)

Cooperative and friendly relationships in a professional setting are featured now. Having lunch or socializing
with a mentor or superior, or getting to know someone on a more personal basis than is usual in your work
environment, can establish good will. You could even become infatuated with someone who embodies your vision
of success. This is actually a very positive time to meet the public or to increase your popularity and public image.
Demonstrate your appreciation for others and a true awareness of their concerns.

May 4, 2011

d?f

6 PM (May 3, 2011 to May 5, 2011)

Your interactions and conversations are on the light side now, with an emphasis on affection, humor,
understanding, and pleasantries. This is not the best time to enter into any important negotiations, however,
because although the tone will be friendly, you are inclined to be a bit too conciliatory or be swayed by charm. It
is a much better time to go shopping!

May 5, 2011

h?l

(Apr 30, 2011 to May 9, 2011)

You tend to be undisciplined, lax, or to lack some necessary hardness, firmness, or discretion at this time.
Beware of taking the easy road, overlooking important details, responsibilities, or regulations. Diets, budgets, and
limits of all kinds may be difficult to maintain.
If you have been sloppy in your work or dealings, you could get your comeuppance now. You may also be
offered something that promises gain with little effort, but this is not likely to lead to anything substantive, and
may in fact be blatantly fraudulent. Thus it would be unwise to postpone important legal, financial, or business
decisions or commitments, and better to pass on get-rich-quick schemes.
Moral, ethical, and/or legal issues arise for you, possibly in connection with your community or a figure you
respect.
Positive Potentials:
Learning through moral challenges.
Negative Potentials:
Going overboard, being excessive, expecting too much, indulging in too much of a good thing. Judgment
clouded by fantasy, wishes, or cravings for more than you can actually assimilate. Trying to "fix", help, or save
someone without empowering them or considering all of the ramifications. Legal or moral indiscretions based on
exaggeration or feeling exempt from the rules everyone else lives by.
Remedies and Suggestions:
If you have any of the negative tendencies described above and you are aware of them, this can be a testing
point for you. You can actually change a pattern through choosing a better way. Making clean ethical decisions,
including using credit responsibly, can prevent more serious difficulties later.
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May 5, 2011

f?f

6 PM (May 5, 2011 to May 6, 2011)

Differences in tastes, style, or aesthetic preferences may arise in a close relationship, but you can
compromise and satisfy both people with relative ease. In fact your differences may be very stimulating and
attractive to you, especially if the connection is a romantic one. Love is definitely in the air! You may also want to
enhance or change your wardrobe, furnishings, or surroundings to make them more comfortable and appealing.
Probably you'll want to indulge yourself in some way and may avoid getting down to work.

May 7, 2011

g?k

6 AM (May 7, 2011 to May 8, 2011)

Mishaps or disruptions due to recklessness, tactlessness, sudden outbursts of anger or impatience, and heated
encounters are potential trouble spots at the moment. Slow down in traffic, and take precautions around fire,
electronics, and sharp tools. Perhaps you can do something daring and outrageous that isn't dangerous!

May 8, 2011

gcS

4 AM (May 6, 2011 to May 9, 2011)

This is not the best time to try to do something jointly or cooperatively. Without realizing it or intending to,
you may arouse others' anger or antipathy, perhaps by being overly assertive, competitive, or inconsiderate. Minor
inconveniences or compromises create more friction and irritation than the situation actually warrants. Try to keep
your cool. Working out or getting some physical exercise can help.

May 8, 2011

abf

4 PM (May 7, 2011 to May 9, 2011)

Pleasantness and a personal touch ease all situations you find yourself in. You're in a lighthearted mood and
prefer being around people you enjoy and can relax with, and unless your work pleases you, you probably won't
want to do it. The sweet and frivolous side of life, or doing something just for pleasure, is emphasized now.

May 8, 2011

d?;

9 PM (May 7, 2011 to May 9, 2011)

Your conversations and interactions take on an intensity you normally wouldn't expect from casual
encounters. You or another person may reveal something very personal and private, or bring up deep topics that
are rarely discussed. Very strong views, bordering on the fanatical, or thoughts expressed with a lot of emotion
may stir up resistance. You can be keenly insightful now, but beware of forcing any kind of agenda onto those
around you.

May 8, 2011

f?;

11 PM (May 8, 2011 to May 9, 2011)

Your interactions may bring up surprisingly intense feelings, pleasant or not. Irrational attractions and
desires, jealousies, or resentments may surface. You may run into an ex (friend, in-law, lover) or someone or
something that reminds you of an old love or pain: a chance to put it to rest. You can also pour your heart into a
creative project you're in the midst of, using your intensified emotions to create something new.
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May 10, 2011

f?l

3 AM (May 9, 2011 to May 11, 2011)

Your romantic imagination is stimulated today. You're apt to be attracted to people or things that are soft,
beautiful, dreamy, enchanting, inspiring. Colors, styles, music and atmospheres (scents, candles, aesthetic
arrangements) strongly influence your mood, so notice what feels good to your soul and make a little magic.

May 10, 2011

d?l

5 AM (May 9, 2011 to May 11, 2011)

Minor misunderstandings, communication foul-ups, or not seeing the obvious can cause a bit of confusion.
Check and recheck your figures, or put off important legal or mundane matters for another day. It's a much better
time to let the muse inspire you with interesting ideas than to carry on business.

May 11, 2011

fbs

7 AM (May 11, 2011 to May 12, 2011)

You're in a sweet mood and are a soft touch, especially for people you care for. Your family, children, home,
or long time friends give you the most pleasure now, and you'll want to be with them. Sharing food or other forms
of nurturing makes you happy. You may not feel like working or pushing yourself too much now. However,
bringing flowers or treats into your workplace gives you satisfaction.

May 11, 2011

hbs

(May 7, 2011 to May 15, 2011)

Optimism, emotional openness and generosity, and a general feeling of hopefulness and security characterize
this time period. You exude a sense of well-being and your positive expectations attract happy experiences and
outcomes. Unless other astrological factors promote focused activity and drive, you may not be motivated to do
much, but good things come into your life anyway. Mostly, you just feel good "for no reason". Just being around
you encourages and buoys others' spirits.
If you have been having hard or stressful times for a while, you will feel a greater sense of ease even if
nothing changes externally. A new mentor or source of support and nurturance may also come to you now.
This is an excellent time for a refreshing break or vacation.
Positive Potentials:
Increased social and emotional confidence and ease. Assistance from and/or agreeable relationships with
those in authority or positions of leadership. Increased rapport and empathy with children family, or others. An
expanded sense of "family"; including others into your family circle. Improvements or happy events in the home.
Negative Potentials:
If you have a difficult task, deadlines, or a demanding project that really needs your attention, you may not
feel inclined to expend the effort now. Just enjoying the present while blowing off commitments or
responsibilities may be a temptation. Procrastination or "letting" someone else do the disagreeable work.
Remedies and Suggestions:
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All in all, this is an agreeable time period as long as you avoid the indulgences described above. It is a good
time to sponsor a social event and share your good fortune with others, or to accept invitations to extend and
expand personally, emotionally, and socially.

May 11, 2011

11 AM (May 11, 2011 to May 12, 2011)

dbs

Conversations with women, with family, and with people you are especially close to or have a long history
with are going well now. By listening as well as sharing your own experiences and feelings, you deepen your
rapport and connection. Telling stories, reminiscing, and discussing what is in your soul can be very rewarding.
You are likely not only to hear, but to understand. Personal letter writing or journaling would also be fruitful
activities.

May 12, 2011

ab;

5 PM (May 11, 2011 to May 13, 2011)

Unusual creative power is available to you today. An intensity of focus that borders on the extreme allows
you to accomplish a great deal now. You also gain deeper insights and awareness about something which helps
you understand and work with it better. You may want to get rid of something that's outlived its function because
it is easier to part with things now than it might be on another day.

May 12, 2011

gbh

7 PM (May 11, 2011 to May 14, 2011)

Enthusiasm, confidence, and verve infuse your efforts now, almost guaranteeing a positive outcome. Your
instincts, as well as your sense of direction and timing, are excellent! Risk-taking, engaging and inspiring others to
support you, and taking action to realize a big goal are favored.

May 12, 2011

a 11th H.

(May 11, 2011 to Jun 18, 2011)

Your community, social circle, and/or world events are a focus for you now. Beware of how you impact
others, and how your actions and choices ripple out to influence the world. Conferences or other gatherings that
are related to future developments and/or shared ideals and interests succeed for you at this time. You may lead,
facilitate, or organize an important group function.

May 13, 2011

f?k

7 AM (May 13, 2011 to May 14, 2011)

Some tension between being independent and being close or intimately involved could arise now. A need for
some personal space or an urge to temporarily disengage and go off on your own may be part of this, or a friend or
partner may express those needs. A last-minute change of plans, or some other unexpected event, challenges your
ability to stay connected; a sudden break or a quick beginning to a new friendship or romance is equally likely.
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May 13, 2011

11 AM (May 13, 2011 to May 14, 2011)

d?k

Making or hearing comments that provoke controversy, feeling unusually impatient with others' slowness,
impulsive movements or a sudden change of direction can challenge you today. Beware of acting out of nervous
haste or tactlessly blurting something out that you can't take back. Instead, consciously slow yourself down,
breathe deep into your middle, and relax the tension in your head or jaws - then proceed.

May 13, 2011

fcS

8 PM (May 13, 2011 to May 14, 2011)

A strong need for harmony, affection, approval or belongingness colors your attitude and decisions now.
Overall this is apt to bring ease and engender positive feelings in your interactions and personal relationships, but
in a situation in which you need to move forcefully on your own behalf it could work against you. Social
engagements, pleasure outings, and even shopping are favored.

May 14, 2011

12 AM (May 13, 2011 to May 15, 2011)

dcS

Your curiosity is piqued and you may innocently involve yourself in something that's none of your business.
Overhearing conversations or being drawn into gossipy chats purely out of boredom could be a part of this. You
need to keep yourself busy, but try not to scatter your energy into too many directions today.

May 14, 2011

axl

3 AM (May 13, 2011 to May 15, 2011)

Your will power, focus, and concentration are diffused somewhat now, and this is not the best day to make
critical decisions as you may be viewing people and situations in an overly idealistic light. Hope and fantasies
tend to obscure reality. You also may want to put off activities in which discernment and mechanical skill are
necessary. This is a fine day for dreaming up ideas, getting inspiration, or playing "let's pretend".

May 15, 2011

acs

3 PM (May 15, 2011 to May 16, 2011)

Any tension between your conscious actions and your emotional needs, wishes, or feelings that has been
bubbling beneath the surface will show itself now. Strained relationships, irritability, or a subtle resistance and
lack of enthusiasm are possible ways you might notice this. If you find yourself acting like a whiny or willful
child, pay attention to what you are needing. Self-comfort and care, a little extra rest, or acknowledging feelings
can re-energize you.

May 15, 2011

11 PM (May 14, 2011 to May 17, 2011)

gbg

You are highly motivated, energized, and eager to do and to accomplish now, especially if you can determine
your own pace and course. Your efforts tend to succeed because you act with an extra measure of confidence,
certainty, and verve. This is an ideal time to take on daunting challenges that you might back away from on other
days. Satisfying work and friendly competition is featured.
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May 16, 2011

gxa

9 AM (May 15, 2011 to May 17, 2011)

You're apt to be impatient and to use more force than is called for when minor differences arise. You may
instigate, aggravate, or stir up trouble either without realizing it (by being too loud, overstepping others'
boundaries, or making assumptions), or even on purpose. You could use this abundance of energy for
accomplishment, if you so choose. Tone down aggressive tendencies by wearing soft shades of blue, lavender, or
pink, and avoid red or orange.

May 16, 2011

dbh

3 PM (May 15, 2011 to May 17, 2011)

Your mind is positive and you are thinking in broader terms at the moment. Your intuition and sense of
future trends is keen. Commercial ventures and transactions, communicating to a wider audience, teaching or
learning, and making sound decisions based on seeing the bigger picture is the focus now. Send and receive
inspiring messages.

May 16, 2011

fbh

5 PM (May 15, 2011 to May 17, 2011)

Let the good times roll! A lovely sense of well-being and ease characterizes this time. If you've been under a
lot of pressure lately, you can let up, let go and relax a bit. You feel freed up emotionally, and freer with your
affection and your money as well. Your open-heartedness and easy attitude draws good things your way friendship, love, opportunities, and material benefits alike.

May 17, 2011

;cj

(Jan 24, 2011 to Jun 30, 2011)

The inevitable forces of evolutionary change and transformation challenge your own deep resistance, fears,
and attachment to maintaining the status quo. You may be threatened with the elimination of a way of life or of
something you are deeply invested in or identified with.
You'll have to work hard and draw upon deep reservoirs of patience, endurance, and inner self-reliance in
order to hold on to what you've built. Conflict with authorities or the prevailing attitudes around you may lead you
to withdraw and to go it alone. There can be significant separations during this period. You may endure heavy
losses which must be acknowledged and grieved, but which can also lead to a metamorphosis in your life.
Positive Potentials:
Eliminating what is already dead or life-suppressing, clearing the way for a rebirth. Discovering a renewed
sense of inner strength and purpose by challenging restrictive authoritarian voices and old fears. Working with
ancestral patterns that impede or inhibit, and releasing them.
Negative Potentials:
Meeting the result of choices made from weakness or character flaws. Meeting shadows and darkness in
oneself or in challenging circumstances. Holding on fiercely to what needs to be allowed to change, transform, or
die.
Remedies and Suggestions:
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This is a time to salvage what you can from what is lost, broken, or discarded by others, and at the same time
to cooperate with the inevitable changes by willingly releasing what needs to go. Retreat and solitude can be
healing now; don't attempt to keep up with the usual social round. Transformational healing methods, including
psychotherapy, past life therapy, and deep body work aimed at freeing up deep chronic patterns of tension can be
fruitful now.

May 18, 2011

abk

4 AM (May 17, 2011 to May 19, 2011)

Creative license, spontaneity, improvisation, and discovery are stimulated now. This is a good time for any
activity that requires you to experiment and think outside the box. Your freedom to express yourself in your own
way is quite important to you at the moment.

May 18, 2011

dbg

8 AM (May 17, 2011 to May 19, 2011)

You speak clearly, directly, and honestly about what you want now, and your lack of ambiguity is
compelling. If you need to convince or persuade another, this is the time to do it. You are sharp in negotiations,
and respond quickly and intelligently, but you may unwittingly fail to listen, empathize, or receive the other
person's side of things.

May 18, 2011

dxa

1 PM (May 17, 2011 to May 19, 2011)

Opening up lines of communication, actively initiating discussions, and conducting business over the
telephone, by email, or through the written word is the theme of the day. You are clear and factual, and probably
more chatty than usual. You may be inundated with phone calls or be running around a lot as well. It may be hard
for you to sit still. A busy day!

May 18, 2011

fbg

4 PM (May 17, 2011 to May 19, 2011)

Passionate love and powerful creative drives are stimulated now. If you work in any of the arts, this can be an
enormously productive time when your energy and sense of beauty and style really come together. Happy
collaborative efforts of all kinds are featured. Camaraderie, friendship, and affection, even with people you
normally don't socialize with, can be expected. In a romantic relationship, this can be a very special time. If you
wish it, make it so!

May 18, 2011

anS

9 PM (May 17, 2011 to May 19, 2011)

The force is with you! Your vital energy is flowing well and your confidence is up, so anything you attempt
now is likely to succeed. You influence others through personal direct contact, and without much effort. Work
with what inspires you, gives you energy, or matters most to you, and expect great results. Express yourself!
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May 18, 2011

10 PM (May 18, 2011 to May 19, 2011)

fxa

Your own values or way of expressing love and affection may differ from someone you encounter now, but
because you are willing to please and smooth over differences, all is apt to turn out well. At the very least, you'll
learn something about a friend or lover that helps you understand them. In fact, your differences may be
appealing. As long as egos don't interfere, love will reign!

May 22, 2011

h?k

(May 17, 2011 to May 26, 2011)

It would be easy for you to jump the gun right now. You experience erratic bursts of exuberance or the urge
to make progressive changes that are not really in sync with the people around you. You may be introduced to a
concept or an expansive opportunity that can play a positive role in your future, and if your enthusiasm inspires
you to act now, results will be mixed - some quite successful, others a flop.
You also are in an expansive phase in any group, organization, or collective of which you are apart.
Unexpected growth leads to challenges.
Positive Potentials:
Openness to new ideas, visions, philosophies, and techniques.
Negative Potentials:
Overly optimistic assessment of new techniques or opportunities. Exuberant foolishness can lead to a fall.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Allow futuristic plans to develop and ripen, drawing inspiration from them now without jumping right in.

May 22, 2011

12 PM (May 21, 2011 to May 23, 2011)

ach

You tend to overreach, overextend, and promise or expect too much, in an overly optimistic assessment of
what you can do right now. You see all the possibilities in a positive light, minimizing the potential obstacles. If
you commit to anything now, be certain it's something you're truly willing to follow through on. Mutually
beneficial contacts are fostered, especially with people at a distance.

May 24, 2011

dxd

7 PM (May 24, 2011 to May 25, 2011)

Intellectual bantering or a difference of opinion may create some friction now, but you can gain objectivity
and another way of seeing something. You may be restless, curious, and in need of intellectual stimulation, or feel
a bit overstimulated and nervous. You don't need caffeine! Slow down a little, especially in traffic.
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May 24, 2011

11 PM (May 23, 2011 to May 25, 2011)

a?g

A battle of wills or simply the stress of an overly pushy, ambitious, hurried approach can make this an
unpleasant time, even if you "win" or achieve what you wanted to. Strong ego drives are activated now, and it
would be best to moderate yourself if you don't want to arouse antagonism. Aim for your personal best rather than
competing with others. Vigorous sports can be a good expression for strong energies that need to come out, but
beware of over-exerting yourself.

May 25, 2011

kcg

(Apr 30, 2011 to Sep 21, 2011)

You feel a kind of driving, dynamic energy surge through you like an electric current, urging you to ACT
NOW! In particular, you are extremely impatient with any stifling conditions that you may have been tolerating up
until now. Thus this can be a cycle of abrupt endings and beginnings, a sudden change of direction. Even if you
are mostly easy-going, you are prone to explosive outbursts and impulsive behavior. Forbearance, self-control and
weighing the consequences of your actions may get pushed aside.
You are extremely adventurous during this period and need more freedom and independence. You may
expose yourself to challenges, risks, and dangers, because your need for exciting action is heightened and the wild
side of you is surfacing.
Positive Potentials:
Fearlessly entering new territory, new excitement about projects, the courage to go solo if need be.
Negative Potentials:
Accidents, injuries to the head, headaches, emotional and physical tension. Recklessness, violence.
Upheavals caused by selfish action.
Remedies and Suggestions:
This influx of energy needs careful handling. Especially while driving, operating machinery, or working with
sharp tools, slow yourself down and use caution. This is definitely not the best time to schedule interactions with
people you can't afford to alienate, such as bosses or the IRS!
Find healthy physical outlets such as powerful rhythmic dance or sports that allow you to release a lot of
energy quickly.
Do your own thing as much as possible, so that when responsibilities and outside demands must be tended to
you aren't as edgy or ready to pop. Avoid blaming other people (the driver ahead of you, your "too slow" child) for
your impatience.
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May 25, 2011

hcS

(May 20, 2011 to May 29, 2011)

A restless urge to expand your world comes over you now, and you have a tendency to be over-eager,
overconfident, or to expect too much too soon. You don't respond well to restrictions, and may feel like blowing
off "insignificant" duties or arrogantly ignoring important preparatory steps. Your vision may exceed your
capabilities at the moment.
If you have been settling for much too little, not taking any life-enhancing risks, or shortchanging yourself on
a regular basis, you may become quite aware of that now. For instance, you may begin to envy people who are
doing, being, or enjoying something that you feel is out of your range. Take that as a cue, not to emulate them
necessarily, but that you need and want to expand your own life in some way. Allow yourself to hope and dream,
and to formulate real steps you can take to feel better about yourself and the life you are creating.
Beware of overextending yourself now. Generous impulses and an unwillingness to say no can lead to
overdoing.
Positive Potentials:
Greater openness to possibilities and willingness to reach out to have, do, and be more. A strong urge to
improve and better yourself and/or situations you are involved in. Seeing the big picture more clearly. Expanding
your contacts and social world, good fortune through others.
Negative Potentials:
Overlooking important details.
Remedies and Suggestions:
This is a time you feel like gambling a little, and you tend to rely on luck and timing. This can lead to
positive outcome, or simply be fun and educational, as long as you don't risk or invest anything you can't afford to
lose.
Beware of sloppiness in your dealings with others.

May 25, 2011

a?a

7 AM (May 25, 2011 to May 26, 2011)

Honoring others' personal style, desires, and objectives which not turning away from your own is a challenge
at this time. Significant encounters, while not entirely harmonious, are likely. You can learn from the personal
differences and contrasts presented now, and become cleared regarding your own path.

May 27, 2011

12 AM (May 27, 2011 to May 28, 2011)

fxd

It's time for a love talk! Any disagreements or problems you encounter can be more easily worked through
now, and you're able to articulate your feelings and wishes in a way others can hear. You seek closeness through
verbal exchange, a meeting of heart and mind. Style is important to you now as well, and this is a fine time to
consult a beauty expert, get a haircut, choose clothing or make other aesthetic decisions.
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May 27, 2011

dbf

5 AM (May 27, 2011 to May 28, 2011)

Communicating affection and appreciation come easily to you today. You speak personably and pleasantly
now, making even casual interactions sweet. By overlooking superficial differences and focusing on harmonizing
and understanding, you build bridges between yourself and others or between two parties who have been at odds.
This is also a wonderful time to send flowers, write a love letter, or to discuss matters of aesthetics and personal
style. Heavy topics will wait for another day.

May 28, 2011

12 PM (May 27, 2011 to May 29, 2011)

anj

You have good stamina, concentration, and a focus on taking care of earthly realities, practical necessities,
and chores. Inner satisfaction comes from accomplishing your tasks and meeting responsibilities. You may not be
especially gregarious or jovial now unless other astrological factors are strong, but you can definitely have a solid
sense of achievement at the end of the day.

May 29, 2011

db;

8 AM (May 29, 2011 to May 30, 2011)

You are interested in complexity, depth, the mysterious, the hidden, or the primitive, whether you are looking
for the secrets of lost civilizations or probing a thorny psychological problem. What you read, watch, think about
or discuss is apt to contain these elements. You can also be quite a convincing speaker but beware of overstating
your case. Your words are potent now.

May 29, 2011

d 11th H.

(May 28, 2011 to Jun 15, 2011)

World events, cultural and community affairs, or group discussions and plans are a focus for you now. You
may teach, facilitate a group, or help organize and get the word out about your community activities. Intellectual
interests, connections based on common ideas, or problem-solving in the context of a committee or group is
featured.

May 29, 2011

gxd

2 PM (May 29, 2011 to May 30, 2011)

You are mentally sharp and quick at this time but may be abrupt, impatient, and cutting with your words as
well. Aggression or hurry can lead to cuts and scrapes, needless arguments, fender benders, or headaches.
Consciously slow your movements and breathing down just a bit and give yourself plenty of time to get where
you're going, or work off steam by running or taking a brisk walk.

May 30, 2011

dxl

2 AM (May 29, 2011 to May 31, 2011)

Minor misunderstandings, communication foul-ups, or not seeing the obvious can cause a bit of confusion.
Check and recheck your figures, or put off important legal or mundane matters for another day. It's a much better
time to let the muse inspire you with interesting ideas than to carry on business.
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May 30, 2011

11 AM (May 29, 2011 to May 31, 2011)

fbf

Cooperation, affection, and sweet feelings color this moment. All friendships and intimate or personal
interactions are highly favored. Certainly you won't want to be alone today, nor need you be. Any overtures you
make will be gladly received. Love is flowing! You may feel a bit lazy and pleasantly indulgent as well.

May 30, 2011

dcs

8 PM (May 30, 2011 to May 31, 2011)

Gaining objectivity about your past through talking or writing about it, needing to talk on an intimate feeling
level, or reconnecting to someone you have a long history with is featured. Personal topics interest you much more
than factual or philosophical discussion. If you tend to gossip or spend a lot of time analyzing your own and other
people's feelings and motives, you are especially likely to do so now. Phone home!

Jun 1, 2011

dbk

2 AM (May 31, 2011 to Jun 2, 2011)

You have a touch of creative genius in your thinking today. Your ability to see things in a new light, to
experiment and think outside the box, can deliver up some surprising insights. You may be moved by an
out-of-the-blue impulse to call or contact someone, to vary your usual route or to do things in a different order
than you normally would. Doing small things like this keeps you awake and interested.

Jun 1, 2011

dnS

10 AM (May 31, 2011 to Jun 2, 2011)

Communication, learning, or being a messenger or conduit for information is favored now. You express
yourself clearly and intelligently, getting your views across with ease. Friendly or casual encounters can lead you
to information you can benefit from right now. You may want to visit a book store, or make some phone calls
you've been putting off.

Jun 2, 2011

fb;

4 PM (Jun 2, 2011 to Jun 3, 2011)

Powerful romantic and creative energies are flowing now. A friendship intensifies through deep sharing, or
an erotic interlude evolves from a strongly emotional connection. On another level, you may feel compelled to
redesign or remake your wardrobe, surroundings, or a creative project you're in the midst of, to make it more
pleasing, rich, and beautiful.

Jun 2, 2011

f 11th H.

(Jun 1, 2011 to Jul 1, 2011)

Friendship is a significant focus for you during this cycle. Promoting close relationships in your community,
creating bridges between people and between various organizations, or making your little part of the world more
beautiful and friendly would be gratifying for you now. Artistic, musical, or literary friendships and alliances are
favored. Differences and discordant tendencies between people are minimized during this period.
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Jun 3, 2011

dch

4 AM (Jun 2, 2011 to Jun 4, 2011)

Community or world events, long-range trends, or a desire for wider contact with the world occupies your
mind right now. You may feel the urge to make travel plans, to attend a cross-cultural event, or simply to move
around more. It may be harder for you to sit still for a long period, or engage in tedious or exacting mental work.
You could overlook critical details. Break up your day with humorous interludes, a long distance phone call, or by
emailing your faraway friends.

Jun 3, 2011

l x h (no partile)

(Apr 18, 2011 to Jul 20, 2011)

Your inner dreamer, gypsy, mystic, devotee, or visionary surfaces now. You yearn for experiences beyond
the ordinary and mundane, which may stimulate a desire to travel to faraway places or even to leave your body (as
in certain meditations or astral travel.) There is opportunity for greatly expanded awareness, but the danger of this
time period is that you tend to lose touch with earthly realities, to become sloppy in you practical affairs, or to be
gullible about fairy-tale promises and overly optimistic schemes.
Encounters with wise teachers, subtle light beings, or other mysterious events could bring you face to face
with the miraculous.
Positive Potentials:
Increased empathy, compassion, and concern for all creatures. Desire to unselfishly serve and contribute to
the community. Hope, faith, and charity increase. A magical inspiring journey or encounter.
Negative Potentials:
Taking foolish risks on speculative ventures. Grandiose dreams or claims that have little foundation or
viability. Legal muddles and confusion. Escapism.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Beware of overextending your credit or investing money in "promising" financial schemes, as you are overly
optimistic to the point of completely overlooking certain facets of reality. Be careful and scrupulous in you your
legal matters, avoiding all exaggeration.
Maintain a well-balanced sense of reality and proportion, despite your current mood of unlimited
optimism.

Jun 3, 2011

fxl

7 PM (Jun 2, 2011 to Jun 4, 2011)

Your romantic imagination is stimulated today. You're apt to be attracted to people or things that are soft,
beautiful, dreamy, enchanting, inspiring. Colors, styles, music and atmospheres (scents, candles, aesthetic
arrangements) strongly influence your mood, so notice what feels good to your soul and make a little magic.
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Jun 3, 2011

k?a

(May 7, 2011 to Sep 13, 2011)

Dislocations and disturbances of your regular rhythms, plans, or orderly functioning can create stress within
your mind/body/spirit at this time. You may be feeling strangely dislodged or out of sync within yourself or with
those around you. Plans and expectations go awry, or changes happen in an unpredictable and unsettling way.
Even if the circumstances of your life are stable, you may be anticipating changes or future uncertainties, which
can unnerve you. If you've been enduring some life denying situation in you daily life, you may feel impulsive,
impatient, and make a break for freedom, regardless of the repercussions.
Positive Potentials:
Greater willingness to make positive and necessary changes, despite the insecurity this entails. Take the leap.
Negative Potentials:
Accidents, disrupted bodily rhythms, or being required to adapt to some impersonal, collective change which
affects you directly.
Remedies and Suggestions:
SLOW DOWN. Find peaceful activities that calm and soothe your nervous system. Don't overdo strenuous
aerobic activity. Be in the present moment more. Consider that "new" or "different" don't always mean better.

Jun 4, 2011

gbf

7 AM (Jun 4, 2011 to Jun 5, 2011)

This is a wonderful moment for romance! You're in a loving, amorous mood, and if you have no lover at the
moment, make something beautiful, luscious, and appealing in whatever arena you most enjoy. All creative acts
are favored now. Dancing or some other vital and sensual self-expression would be especially satisfying.

Jun 4, 2011

d?g

8 AM (Jun 4, 2011 to Jun 5, 2011)

You may be challenged to defend your ideas, plans, or methods at this time. Thinking on your feet and rapid
responses will be necessary, and a few hot words may be exchanged. Certainly you can elect to keep a cool head
and avoid unnecessary verbal confrontation, but it will take some effort now. Wear soothing, cool colors like blue
or lavender, and avoid red!

Jun 4, 2011

d?a

12 PM (Jun 4, 2011 to Jun 5, 2011)

Opening up lines of communication, actively initiating discussions, and conducting business over the
telephone, by email or through the written word is the theme of the day. You are clear and factual, and probably
more chatty than usual. You may be inundated with phone calls or be running around a lot as well. It may be hard
for you to sit still. A busy day!
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Jun 4, 2011

a?d

12 PM (Jun 4, 2011 to Jun 5, 2011)

You are apt to be busy, moving around a lot, and interacting with people on the go. You have quite a bit of
mental energy and may be restless if you have to be stationary for too long. Lots of ideas are being batted back
and forth. Conflicting views and opinions serve to clarify your own thinking. Seek compromises on
inconsequential matters.

Jun 5, 2011

fcs

12 AM (Jun 4, 2011 to Jun 5, 2011)

You need pampering and tender loving care right now, not because you aren't well but because you simply
crave it. Indulging yourself with treats, sweets, shopping, or whatever gives you comfort may be hard to resist.
This is a good time to schedule a massage, hairstyling appointment, or a play date with your kids or a very good
friend. However, try to avoid being too needy or demanding with them.

Jun 5, 2011

dnj

11 PM (Jun 5, 2011 to Jun 6, 2011)

This is a good day for quiet thinking and work that entails intellectual or technical skill, craftsmanship, or
careful attention to detail. Wrangling with practical problems and logistics, finding intelligent solutions and
completing tasks and projects are favored. You meet deadlines on time and enjoy taking care of business. A
library or quiet room where you can be alone and just do your work appeals to you now. This is also a fine time to
take an examination, either written or oral.

Jun 6, 2011

fbk

11 PM (Jun 6, 2011 to Jun 7, 2011)

This is an excellent time to meet new people, to try on a more daring, updated, or unconventional style, and
to break out of your usual social circle. Improvise, be spontaneous, and don't be afraid to show your eccentricities
or unusual taste. You can wake up and reinvigorate a love relationship that's become too predictable or stale.
Loosen up and remember what it's like to play!

Jun 7, 2011

anD

12 PM (Jun 6, 2011 to Jun 8, 2011)

The force is with you, go for your personal best! Father figures or those in a position to help you further your
aims are encouraging and receptive to what you propose. Back up your words with action, follow through with a
solid effort, and expect success. This is an ideal time to express what you really want, to show some style, and let
the world know who you are.

Jun 7, 2011

fnS

1 PM (Jun 6, 2011 to Jun 8, 2011)

A pleasant, affectionate, relaxed, or courteous attitude eases your interactions now, and may open doors or
help lighten troubled situations that you've been working with lately.
You can attract what you want and need, rather than pursue it forcefully or do it all yourself. This is an
excellent time to go out on a date or ask someone for a favor, because you make a decidedly positive impression at
the moment.
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Jun 8, 2011

acf

9 PM (Jun 8, 2011 to Jun 9, 2011)

There may be some stress or lack of flow between you and a loved one or friend. Perhaps one of you is
feeling slighted, neglected, or under-appreciated. It would be wise - and probably would require very little on your
part - to reach out and make a loving offer at this time. Little snags or bruised feelings should be attended to, so
don't allow pride to stand in the way.

Jun 9, 2011

d?d

3 AM (Jun 8, 2011 to Jun 10, 2011)

Intellectual bantering or a difference of opinion may create some friction now, but you can gain objectivity
and another way of seeing something. You may be restless, curious, and in need of intellectual stimulation, or feel
a bit overstimulated and nervous. You don't need caffeine! Slow down a little, especially in traffic.

Jun 9, 2011

gb;

3 PM (Jun 8, 2011 to Jun 10, 2011)

Your passion, zeal, and inner courage are intensified now, making you enormously effective. You are
super-motivated and can tackle tough challenges with confidence. You may take something old and completely
re-do, re-make, revise, or renew it. Your creative power is flowing!

Jun 9, 2011

g 11th H.

(Jun 8, 2011 to Jul 29, 2011)

The power of a collective goal or ideal stirs you now, and you recognize that more can be accomplished by a
group effort than by going solo. It's not that you're feeling especially cooperative, but you are energized by a group
process. High-energy collaborative projects, team sports and so on, interest you now. You could be an active
leader in such an endeavor, or simply add your energy to the whole group's.

Jun 10, 2011

fch

9 AM (Jun 10, 2011 to Jun 11, 2011)

You may find it hard to stay on task today or to do any unpleasant, demanding work. Tendencies toward
excess extravagance, self-indulgence or laziness are amplified now. On the plus side, you can enjoy yourself quite
a lot, especially around people. You're generous, playful, good-humored - even lucky!

Jun 10, 2011

dnD

10 AM (Jun 10, 2011 to Jun 11, 2011)

Clarity, objectivity, and a smooth flow of communication makes this an excellent time to reach a decision
and/or tell others of a decision you've come to. Ideas come flooding in now, too, and you're able to assimilate all
kinds of new information. All learning, teaching, or intellectual activities are favored.
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Jun 11, 2011

dcf

12 AM (Jun 10, 2011 to Jun 12, 2011)

Your interactions and conversations are on the light side now, with an emphasis on affection, humor,
understanding, and pleasantries. This is not the best time to enter into any important negotiations, however,
because although the tone will be friendly, you are inclined to be a bit too conciliatory or be swayed by charm. It
is a much better time to go shopping!

Jun 11, 2011

hbh

(Jun 6, 2011 to Jun 16, 2011)

You are feeling hopeful, optimistic, and at ease, and the positive energy you are projecting seems to
magically open doors for you. In fact this can be a time of unusually good fortune and well-being.
You have a great deal of support now for whatever you want to do, be, or have in your life. New people and
environments are friendly to you, and you are attracted to the expansion they offer you. This is an excellent time
to travel, to begin a course of study for self-improvement or self-knowledge, and to share your gifts more widely
with the world.
If you are overbalanced in the area of work, this is also a wonderful time to take a period of refreshment and
play.
Positive Potentials:
Ease, flow, relaxation of excessive efforts or worrying. A sense of gratitude, generosity, abundance,
fulfillment. Seeing the positives. Feeling connected to your source, the universe, or the larger whole. Greater
openness to people, ideas, and experiences that can enrich your life on all levels.
Negative Potentials:
Tendencies towards self-indulgence, laziness, or personal irresponsibility can come up if you are already
strongly inclined that way.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Overall this is a very positive time, especially if you follow up on what is offered to you now, and share your
good fortune.

Jun 11, 2011

gxl

1 PM (Jun 10, 2011 to Jun 12, 2011)

You may be a bit unfocused or unsure of how to direct your energy at the moment. Circumstances may be
confusing, strange, or in flux. It's fine not to do anything right now. Trying to press forward will yield mixed
results. Avoid extremes, quixotic missions, or acting on ill-considered impulses.
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Jun 12, 2011

f?g

8 AM (Jun 12, 2011 to Jun 13, 2011)

Sexual tension or disagreements with people of the opposite gender arise now. You may want more than the
other person is able or willing to give, or one of you may want togetherness and collaboration while the other
prefers to be more independent.
Compromises, adjustments, and working with the differences can bring about a satisfying balance, but it can
be difficult to acquiesce when desires are so compelling. In any case, encounters with a definite erotic tone are
part of the picture. Wear soft shades of pink, rose, or light green to ease dissonant tendencies.

Jun 12, 2011

f?a

2 PM (Jun 12, 2011 to Jun 13, 2011)

Your own values or way of expressing love and affection may differ from someone you encounter now, but
because you are willing to please and smooth over differences, all is apt to turn out well. At the very least, you'll
learn something about a friend or lover that helps you understand them. In fact, your differences may be
appealing. As long as egos don't interfere, love will reign!

Jun 12, 2011

dc;

7 PM (Jun 12, 2011 to Jun 13, 2011)

Your conversations and interactions take on an intensity you normally wouldn't expect from casual
encounters. You or another person may reveal something very personal and private, or bring up deep topics that
are rarely discussed. Very strong views, bordering on the fanatical, or thoughts expressed with a lot of emotion
may stir up resistance. You can be keenly insightful now, but beware of forcing any kind of agenda onto those
around you.

Jun 12, 2011

ac;

11 PM (Jun 12, 2011 to Jun 13, 2011)

An encounter or incident (whether you are a witness or a participant) may force you to look at something you
would normally avoid, and you may have unusually strong feelings about it. Buried emotions and old scars may
come up. If so, it's an opportunity for you to gain awareness and to relinquish old grudges, and to make peace with
yourself. Something that has been hidden or in the dark comes up now.

Jun 13, 2011

d?l

10 AM (Jun 12, 2011 to Jun 14, 2011)

Minor misunderstandings, communication foul-ups, or not seeing the obvious can cause a bit of confusion.
Check and recheck your figures, or put off important legal or mundane matters for another day. It's a much better
time to let the muse inspire you with interesting ideas than to carry on business.

Jun 13, 2011

gcs

1 PM (Jun 12, 2011 to Jun 14, 2011)

Just DO IT is your motto now. You're in the mood for action and may be especially disgruntled by others'
indecisiveness, passivity, or laziness. Beware of emotional outbursts and aggressive maneuvering in traffic or at
home, because what you perceive to be slowness on the part of others may just be your own impatience. However,
ongoing or chronic tensions that you try to ignore most of the time are likely to erupt now. This isn't the best time
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to visit the in-laws, or to work out problems with people you're close to. Find positive ways to let off steam. A
vigorous tennis match, perhaps?

Jun 14, 2011

dns

2 AM (Jun 14, 2011 to Jun 15, 2011)

Conversations with women, with family, and with people you are especially close to or have a long history
with are going well now. By listening as well as sharing your own experiences and feelings, you deepen your
rapport and connection. Telling stories, reminiscing, and discussing what is in your soul can be very rewarding.
You are likely not only to hear, but to understand. Personal letter writing or journaling would also be fruitful
activities.

Jun 14, 2011

a?l

10 AM (Jun 14, 2011 to Jun 15, 2011)

Your will power, focus, and concentration are diffused somewhat now, and this is not the best day to make
critical decisions as you may be viewing people and situations in an overly idealistic light. Hope and fantasies
tend to obscure reality. You also may want to put off activities in which discernment and mechanical skill are
necessary. This is a fine day for dreaming up ideas, getting inspiration, or playing "let's pretend".

Jun 15, 2011

d 12th H.

(Jun 14, 2011 to Jun 30, 2011)

This is a period to observe, reflect, and consider the whole picture, or facets of things that you normally
minimize or ignore. You may be getting messages from your intuition via dreams, feelings, or strange sensations
that you would be wise to attend to. You also want to mull over and digest the information that comes to you now
and are thus disinclined to come up with a ready answer or quick repartee. Your silence or reticence could be
misinterpreted, so make it clear that you are thinking things through.

Jun 15, 2011

fnj

3 AM (Jun 14, 2011 to Jun 16, 2011)

Worries and pressures are eased now, especially if you've been overworking and neglecting your friends.
You can lighten up a bit, relax, remember how to smile. You may seek out someone who is a bit older than you or
a reliable long time pal to spend some time with. Your money sense is quite sound at the moment so if you're
considering a purchase or investment, this is an auspicious day to do that.

Jun 15, 2011

dck

4 AM (Jun 14, 2011 to Jun 16, 2011)

Making or hearing comments that provoke controversy, feeling unusually impatient with others' slowness,
impulsive movements or a sudden change of direction can challenge you today. Beware of acting out of nervous
haste or tactlessly blurting something out that you can't take back. Instead, consciously slow yourself down,
breathe deep into your middle, and relax the tension in your head or jaws - then proceed.
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Jun 15, 2011

ans

10 PM (Jun 14, 2011 to Jun 16, 2011)

You enjoy being around both men and women at this time and, in fact, you need to be with others, especially
those you know pretty well and trust. Having a sense of familiarity and comfort in your surroundings and
interactions boosts your confidence. Everyday relationships are supportive and warm at the moment.

Jun 16, 2011

gbk

9 PM (Jun 15, 2011 to Jun 18, 2011)

You crave challenge, action, something fresh and exciting, and while you won't instigate a fight, you won't
back away from one either.
The thrill-seeker or adventurer in you comes out. You have bursts of energy and need to do something that is,
for you, original and daring.
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